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Many US east coast barrier beaches are retreating landward with sea

level rise. This study provides quantitative information on the natural

dynamics c ' barrier beaches along the North Atlantic coast. A geobotanical

approach was utilized, which involved a detailed investigation of the physical

transport processes, particularly overwash, and the vegetative response

range of information was collected during different time frames, incJ-acTini

short-term field measurements of overwash surges and vegetative Quadrat
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20. ABSTRACT (Continued).

historical analysis of the development of plant communities and morphological
features, and a geologic evaluation of barrier evolution. These comprehensive
baseline data on the natural dynamics of a northeast barrier beach can be used
to delineate adverse effects of artificial stabilization, particularly dune-
building activities.

All sections of the Nauset Spit system are subject to dramatic changes
either by inlet activity or overwash. Each section along the barrier is

eventually affected by these physical transport processes over the long term,
culminating in landward barrier migration. Artificial creation and mainte-
nance of dunes and salt marshes can be used to extend various periods of the
migration cycle but will not alter the basic biogeological process. Without
human intervention, new dunes and salt marshes will eventually become estab-
lished along the barrier within the correct elevational ranges. However,
there can be a considerable Mme lag due to the opportunistic conditions
necessary for recolonizat ion of barren washovers. Dune-building programs
can effectively shorten the time necessary for revegetation and stabiliza-
tion of the barrier landform. By working in association with natural
processes, segments of the migrational cycle can he expanded but ultimately
not restricted.
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SUMMARY

Along the east coast of the United States, many barrier beaches are

undergoing landward retreat as sea level rises. Human development of these

barriers has resulted in increasing attempts to control natural orocesses

with artificial stabilization. Understanding barrier island processes is an

important first step in determining the results of stabilization. This

report summarizes research undertaken to provide the scientific data neces-

sary to understand the natural dynamics of a northeast barrier beach system.

Coastal research to date has focused on either ecological or geological

processes; only a few projects have been designed to consider the interaction

between vegetation ard the physical factors which shape barrier beaches.

This is the first detailed study undertaken to gather and analyze data or. the

effect of physical processes, principally overwash, on plant communities and

physiographic features of barrier beaches in the Northeast.

Kauset Spit, Cape Cod, Mass., was chosen for this investigation because

overwash has frequently occurred along this retreating shoreline, and histor-

ical information is available for almost 400 years. The Nauset Spit system

developed from the deposition of material eroded from glacial cliffs and

transported southward by littoral currents. This barrier beach system was

formed by spit elongation over the past 5,000 to 7,000 years. The spit system

has continued to evolve and has migrated landward, constantly reducing the

overall dimensions of the enclosed bays. Nauset Spit is dependent on the

eroding headland (glacial) section of the outer cape for its continued sedi-

ment supply. The Kauset Spit system consists of three major parts: Nauset

Spits—Eastham and Orleans, North Beach, and Monomoy Island.

Methods. Various techniques were used to provide insight into the dy-

namics of a northeast barrier beach system. A range of information .collected

during different time frames was examined to evaluate the role of overwash and

foredune processes in barrier beach dynamics. Overwash processes were de-

scribed from field data collected during several minor storms and during a

major northeaster in February 197S. The response of vegetation to overwash

burial and the colonization of washovers by vegetation were studied using data

collected between 1977 and 1979. Transects were established along Nauset Spit

to determine the development of plant communities and morphological features

on barrier environments that have a well-documented history. Aerial

1





. photographs and US Coast Survey maps were used to determine the changes in

shoreline position and major barrier environments during the past 122 years.

Earlier charts, maps, and accounts expanded these data back to the early

1600s, in a qualitative sense. Finally, cores and radiocarbon peat dates

were used to define the geologic evolution of the barrier system.

Overwash and Aeolian transport. During storms, the convex beach profile

is planed off by waves, while a large storm bar is constructed a short dis-

tance offshore. At high tide, swash may impinge directly on the seaward face

of barrier dunes. Low-profile areas, created by blowouts or vehicles, allow

swash penetration as overwash through the dune line. C/erwash Is defined as

the transport of seawater and associated sediment or d", if t from the beach face

to the back barrier.

The most severe storm to affect Nauset during cho study period was the

1978 northeaster. The February 1978 northeaster may have been the most

significant extratropical s.torm to strike the Cape Cod shoreline in the last

50 to 100 years. This storm was estimated to have a deepwater wave height of

5 meters (m) and a probable return interval of 75 years. Nearshore breaker

heights approached 3 m and storm surge was approximately 1.2m. During the

storm, current meter measurements recorded maximum instantaneous velocities

of overwash surges up to 2. 44 m/sec. These surges were erosional and removed

most of the vegetation. As the overwash surges proceeded toward the inland

dune, they declined in velocity and became principally depositional at this

point. Large quantities of sediment were transported across the berta by

overwash surges and deposited in washover fans and flats. Volumetric deter-

minations showed that as much as 400 m 3 /m of overwash sand was transported

landward during this event, with penetration distances of 250 m bayward of

the dune line and deposition thicknesses up to 1.65 m above the living salt

marshes on the landward portions of the barrier.

Although a substantial amount of sand is deposited during storm events,

much of this sediment is redistributed during interstorm periods. Tidal cur-

rents reworked the sand along fan margins, but in other areas wind has been

the principal means of redistributing the sediment. Prevailing northwest and

southwest offshore winds during the winter often exceed 30 knots per hour and

frequently average 10 to 15 knots per hour. Since this wind field is gener-

ated by Canadian high-pressure cells, strong winds are accompanied by clear

weather, resulting in maximum transport because the sand is dry. The





redistribution of deposited sand associated with one large overwash fan was

observed over an 18-month period following the 1978 storm. Approximately

8,000 m 3 of sand was deposited during the storm. Nearly 3,000 m 3 of this

deposit was deflated during the following 18 months. About 50 percent of

this material was incorporated into dunes adjacent to the overwash, and about

50 percent was returned to the ocean beach.

Vegetative response to overwash. Dunes that are eroded during overwash

are recolonized by dune vegetation by means of seeds and plant fragments

regenerating in drift piles found on washover deposits and by rhizome exten-

sion from nearby remnant dunes. Living plant material torn from the dunes is,

in many cases, able to regenerate. All four major dune species on Mauset

Spit-Eastham (Ammophila breviligulata, Eoliaago sempervirens, Lathyrus

japonious, and Artemisia stelleriana) can reproduce vegetatively from plant

fragments. The February 1978 storm destroyed large sections of dune line,

uprooting vast quantities of organic material. In 1978, seven species of

flowering plants regenerated from fragments. The four above-named species

also exhibited both vertical and lateral rhizome extension. Seedlings were

seldom found in drift piles in areas that had been dunes, because overwash

surges carried light material through the area toward the fan terminus.

The major dune species are very tolerant of sand burial by overwash.

Ammophila breviligulata is able to recover from 59 centimeters (cm) of over-

wash burial, and its physiological limit for recovery was probably not reached

in this study. Ammophila recovered from artificial burial to a depth of more

than 1 m. The season that overwash occurs may play an important role in the

dune community response to burial. Young dunr. plants or dune plants that have

recently broken dormancy have tissue that is susceptible to damage from salt-

water exposure. Older plants are better able to withstand contact with

saltwater.

Though dune communities may be either eroded or buried by overwash

events, the salt-marsh communities are generally subject only to burial.

Salt-marsh vegetation on Nauset Spit-Eastham did not grow through washover

deposits greater than 33 cm deep. In areas where deposition was from 22 to

33 cm, only Spartina patens and Spartina alterniflora, the major plant

species in the high and low marsh communities, respectively, were able to

recover. Spartina patens cover and density were reduced when buried to a

depth of 33 cm. Cover and density of Spartina altemiflora were not reduced





in areas receiving shallow burial. However, Spartina alterniflcra was not

able to recover from overwash burial in excess of 22 cm.

Recovery of plant communities following overwash is related to the plant

community type and the frequency of overwash events. Dunes have been evident

from aerial photography analysis on washovers deposited over salt marshes in

as little as 3 years. Salt marshes may develop rapidly; however, marsh

development is not as predictable as dune development. In as little as

10 years, salt marshes have become visible on aerial photos in areas that had

been washovers. Only with shallow deposits at the outer edges of washovers

do salt-marsh species recover from burial. These recovering species often do

not survive unless overwash activity is reduced in the area.

Barrier evolution. Many barrier beaches along the east coast of the

United States are undergoing landward retreat in response to sea-level rise.

Landward displacement can be divided into two separate phenomena: migration

of the barrier landforra as a whole, and migration of physiographic features

(e.g., sand dunes) on the barrier surface. Barrier migration occurs over

long periods of time and is often the result of continuous shoreline erosion

with periodic back-barrier extension resulting from inlet activity or over-

wash. There are three general me nanisms by which barrier beaches move land-

ward: (a) aeolian, (b) overwash, and (c) inlet processes. All three of

these mechanisms play a role in the evolution of the Nauset Spit barrier

system.

Wind transport of sediment (aeolian transport) plays only a minor role

in the landward migration of Nauset Spit because the net movement of wind-

blown sand is in the seaward direction. However, as noted earlier, a portion

of the sand deflated from overwash fans is incorporated into the landward

margins of the dunes adjacent to the fan. This is one mechanism by which

dunes are translocated landward.

Inlets historically have played a major role in landward sediment

transfers along all sectors of the Nauset system and presently in many areas,

Nauset Bay is essentially filled with marsh islands constructed on flood-

tidal delta deposits. The upper reaches of Pleasant Bay have undergone

extensive sedimentation and, hence, shallowing by inlet activity. The

earliest records date to 1602 when explorers noted a series of inlets cut

through the North Beach barrier. This spit segment has undergone at least

three different series of inlet formation with subsequent inlet migration





downdrift. In this process of cyclic inlet breaching and spit regeneration,

the entire barrier structure has been effectively displaced landward.

Overwash processes have proven to be of equal importance to the migra-

tion of the Nauset system. On Nauset Spit-Eastharn, a salt marsh existed

behind barrier dunes approximately 815 years before the present marsh. This

marsh was subsequently buried with overwash sand that was carried up to 250 m

beyond the bayward edge of the marsh. Sediment deposited along the bay

shoreline was colonized by salt-marsh vegetation, and sand subsequently

placed on top of th* salt marsh was colonized by dune vegetation. On North

Beach, core data revealed that washover sand had buried a salt marsh approx-

imately 200 years ago; peaty material was outcropping along the ocean beach

in 1978. Salt-marsh vegetation had colonized this washover surface and sur-

vived long enough to form a peat layer before being buried by overwash again.

Therefore, "barrier rollover" at this location has been determined to be less

than 250 yeirs and was accomplished by overwash processes.

Barrier migration. Large-scale washovers play an important role in

barrier migration. Prior to overwash, the barrier beach may consist of a con-

tinuous dune line backed by salt marsh. During a major storm, the barrier

dune is eroded to a point where low-elevation dunes and blowouts are over-

topped by overwash surges. These surges erode an increasingly wide channel .

through the dune line by lateral cutting until broad sections of the dunes

are entirely flattened. During overwash, large volumes of sand may be car-

ried from the beach and dune to the back, barrier. Some of this sediment may j-

be transported into the bay, resulting in landward extension of the barrier a

unit.
f

Following overwash, organic debris is left on the washover surface in rj

large clumps. Drift lines are also deposited along the outer margins of w

m
washover flats by spring high tides and overwash surge. The washover surface k

is generally increased to elevations above the natural range of salt-marsh ft.

species. Therefore, fragments of dune plants present in drift lines regener- •>

ate and seeds germinate, leading to the establishment of dune vegetation. >

Rhizome extension from surrounding dunes plays a smaller role in the stabili-

zation and revegt. tation of large washovers than it does on smaller fans due V

to the large ratio of fan area to vegetative perimeter. V

Dunes develop in the location of drift material and continue to build as fej

overwash continues to add sediment to the back of the washover in upwind ;»





positions relative to the drift lines. The lack of constraining foredunes

allows overwash to take place for several years (5 to 10), augmenting this

sand supply. Drift-line dunes are usually not eroded during overwash since

they are located in landward positions. During the final stages of dune

recovery, washover passages through the foredunes periodically coalesce during

windy, interstorm periods.

Eventually, the dune line becomes continuous and the back barrier de-

flates the intertidal elevations at which moist sand will not saltate (bounce

along by the impact of dislodged sand grains) . The net result of large-scale

overwash is that after many years (10 to 20), all barrier features are dis-

placed landward. New dunes, resulting from sand accumulation around vegeta-

tion initiated in drift lines, coalesce with vegetation expanding by rhizome

extension from remnant dunes. New salt marsh forms in the lee of these dunes,

and the barrier beach as a whole is displaced landward with the establishment

of the same general physiographic features and vegetative composition.

Engineering implications. All sections of the Nauset Spit system are

subject to dramatic changes either by inlet activity or overwash. Southern

portions of the Nauset Spit system are eroding more rapidly than the northern

portions, which are nearer to the glacial cliffs, the major source of sediment

along Outer Cape Cod. Increased erosion rates lead to more rapid landward

migration and more unstable conditions. The outer shoreline appears to be

readjusting toward a slightly more southwest to northeast orientation. Due to

this shoreline movement, man-made structures along all sections of the spit

system will be subject to destruction during storms. The most stable unit,

Nauset Spit-Eastham, appears to be undergoing a longer migration cycle than

other sections of the spit system.

Artificial creation and maintenance of dunes and salt marshes can be used

to extend various periods of the migration cycle but will not alter the basic

biogeological process. Extensive dune stabilisation can reduce overwash

activity for a period of time, resulting in calm back-barrier conditions nec-

essary for the establishment of salt-marsh vegetation. However, artificially

established dunes will continue to narrow in the absence of washover sediment

in upwind positions, and these foredunes will eventually be eroded.

/
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CONVERSION FACTORS, US CUSTOMARY 10 METRIC (SI)

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

US customary units of measurement used in this report can be converted

to metric (SI) units as follows:

Multiply To Obtain

gallons (US liquid)

knots (international)

mill ibars

3.785412

0.5144444

1.0197 * io"

cubic decimetres

metres per second

kilograms per square
centimetres
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OVERWASH PROCESSES AND FORE DUNE ECOLOGY,
NAUSET SPIT, MASSACHUSETTS

by

Robert E. Zaremba

and

Stephen P. Leathevman

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Purpose and Scope .

Along the east coast of the United States, many barrier beaches are under-
going landward retreat as the sea level rises. Human development of these
barriers has resulted in an increasing conflict between natural processes and
artificial stabilization. Jetties, groins 5 and seawalls are being used to

stabilize the shoreline with varying degrees of success. Artificially con-
structed dunes are being used successfully in many developed areas as barriers
to the inland penetration of waves and storm surges (Knutson, 1980)

.

This research was undertaken to provide the scientific data necessary to
understand the natural dynamics of a northeast barrier beach. Before wide-
spread use can be made cf stabilization techniques, it is necessary to evalu-
ate tht- consequences of manipulation of barrier environments with relation to

unalterable physical processes and the limits of biological systems.

Coastal research to date has focused on either ecological, or geological
processes; only a few projects have been designed to consider the interaction
between vegetation and the physical factors which shape barrier beaches. This
is the first detailed study undertaken to gather and analyze data on the
effect of physical processes, principally overwash, on plant coiaaiunitiea and
physiographic features of barrier beaches in the northeast. Nauset Spit, Cape
Cod, Massachusetts, was chosen for this investigation because overwash has

frequently occurred along this retreating shoreline and historical information
is available for the past 3S0 years.

2

.

Research Approach .

Varicus techniques were used to provide insight into the dynamics of a
northeast barrier beach system. A range of information collected during
different time frames was examined to evaluate the role of overwash and fore-
dune processes in barrier beach dynamics. Overwash procasses were described
from field data collected during several sinor storms and during a major
northeaster in February 1978. The response of vegetation to overwash burial
and the colonisation of washovers ware studied using data collected between
1977 and 1979. Vegetative-physiographic transects were constructed along
Nauset Spit to document the development of plant cosxunities and isorphalogical
features on barrier environments that have a well-documented history. Verti-
cal aerial photography and U.S. Coast Survey maps were used to determine the
changes in shoreline position and tsta'or barrier environments during the past
122 years. Earlier charts, maps, and accounts expanded these data back to the

early 1600*s, in a qualitative sense. Finally, cores and radiocarbon peat
dates were used to define the geologic evolution of ths barrier.
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a ' Overwash and Aeolian Processes . Hiring several storms which resulted
in overwash, measurements were taken of surge duration, velocity, flow depth,
and bed scour. These data have important ecological implications since flow
velocity and turbulence determine whether an overwash surge is depositional or
erosional. From these measurements and from field surveys, the impact of an
individual storm of a particular size on the barrier can be assessed. This

information can also be used to determine the minimum distance from the berm
crest for beach grass restabilizatlon.

Elevation transects were surveyed before and after major storms to docu-
ment the rate of beach and dune erosion and quantify the volume of sediment
carried by overwash to the back barrier. As the resulting washovers deflated,
elevation surveys were continued to determine the amount of sediment loss from
these deposits. Sand lost from the barrier by wind deflation and trapped in
vegetated dunes as a result of washovers was also measured.

b. Vegetat ive Response to Overwash . Vegetation at three sites on Nauset
Spit was extensively sampled in YWTl before the major northeaster in February
1978. All three sites were buried by overwash sand during this storm and
were resampled during the following two summers. Examples of ail major plant
communities on the Nauset Spit system are included in these data to assess the
response of coastal vegetation to overwash burial.

During major overwashes large volumes of sand are deposited on salt
marshes, killing plants. Following the ±978 northeaster, barren washovers
covered large areas of the Nauset Spit system. The means and rate of revege-
tation of these washovers have been studied, using the vegetation sampling
sites surveyed before the storm, with particular attention focused on the role
of drift lines in the revegetation and in the development of new dunes.

c. Barrier Evolution . Shallow cores (up to 3 meters long) were used to
determine the lateral and vertical extent of washover deposits and to provide
information on the geologic rate and means of landward barrier migration.
Maps, charts, and accounts dating back to the early 1600's were consulted to
reconstruct historical shoreline changes. U.S. Coast Survey maps (1851, 1856,
1868, 1886) and vertical aerial photographs (1938 to 1978) were used to map
shoreline changes and physiographic feature?. The distribution of washovers
along the spit system was mapped from aerial imagery and located in the field.
This information can be used to determine the rate of change in vegetation on
washovers and on more stable parts of the barrier.

Vegetative-physiographic transects at 15 locations along the Nauset Spit
system were established to document plant community development on washovers.
These transects were also used to delineate topographic and plant species
changes associated with the formation and stabilization of foredunes. The
relationship between species composition and physical factors such as salt-
spray exposure, saltwater flooding, sand burial, and elevation was delineated
by these field studies.

3. Previous Studies.

Research on coastal vegetation has focused primarily on community
zonation, in relation to environmental factors, and on sand dune and salt-
marsh development. Detailed work has been conducted on the effects of salt
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spray, water-table height, soil moisture, salinity, and nutrient availability

on individual species and on community structure (Oosting and Eillings, 1942;

Boyee, 1954; Ranwell, 1958, 1959; Tansley, 196b; Art, 1976). The theory of

community succession was first investigated on Lake Michigan sand dunes and

has since been studied extensively on coastal dune comm-inities (Cowles
, 1399;

Ranwell, 197 5). Other, more applied research has concentrated on rates of

dune building and on salt-marsh establishment (Wood'iouse and Kanes, 1967;

Redfield, 1972).

In recent years, overwash has been recognized as an important factor in

the development of both the type of community on barrier beaches and the

geomorphology of the barrier itself (Hosier, 1973; Godfrey and Godfrey, 1976;

Hosier and Cleary, 1977). On southern and mid-Atlantic barriers, frequently
occurring overwash has been studied in detail for both Individual storms,

using field observations and surveying techniques (Hosier, 197"1
; Leatherman,

1976; Travis, 1976), and long-term trends through coring (Godfrey, 1970;

Hosier, 1973) and aerial photographic analysis (Hosxer and Cleary, 1977). Few

studies have been conducted on northeast barrier beaches where overwash is

an infrequent event. The g°.oraorphology of a northeast barrier beach and the

response of vegetation to overwash burial have been conceptually modeled
(Godfrey, Leatherman, and Zaremba, 1979).

There have been a large number of geological studies pertainiag to over-
wash with respect to barrier evolution. Although various theories have been
proposed to explain landward migration of barrier beaches, most coastal ••

researchers subscribe to the concept of continuous migration by shorerace

retreat and overwash-aeol ian-inlet dynamics (Dillon, 1970; Pierce, 1970;

Kraft, 1971; Swift, 1975; Leatherman, 197b, 1979a; Armon, 1979; Fisher and

Simpson, 1979). Extensive reviews of this literature are provided in anno- ^

tated bibliographies by Leatherman and Joneja (1980) an^ Leathermcu (1981). *

ft

Most researchers have found that inlets along the northeast coast are

predominantly responsible for landward barrier migration. For instance, Armon

(1979) reported that 90 percent of landward sediment tranafera occur within

inlet settings along the Malpeqiie barrier system in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, ,

Canada. Overwash, however, plays an important tole in association with aeo-

lian and dune-building processes in the upward growth ind development of a »»

barrier (Fisher and Simpson, 1979; Leatherman, 1979b, 1979c). There have been
J*,

few other studies of northeast barriers, and none of the studies have utilized
f»|

a geobotanioal approach. jr.

LXine stabilization experiments have been undertaken along the U.S. barrier ^
coastline from Massachusetts to Texas (Savage, 1963; Gage, 1970; Dahl, at al., ^
1975; Woodhouse, 1978). Woodhouse and Wanes (1967) and Woodhouse, Seneca, and [">

Broome (1976) conducted significant studies along the Outer Banks of North \-[

Carolina where sand fences and dune grasses were used to trap and retain wind- K>

blown sand. Knutson (1977) summarizes planting guidelines for dune creation o.

and stabilization.

Experimental dune restoration and stabilization have been conducted at

Nauset Spit (Knutson, 1980). Experimental plots were established in 1970 near
Nauset Harbor to compare the performance of Ammophila bveviligulata (American
beachgrass) to sand fencing for dune building. Although sand fences initially
captured sand more rapidly than planted grasses, both techniques were nearly
equally successful once the A.mmophila breviligulata became established. This
study demonstrated that dunes can be effectively and quickly created and
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stabilized by Ammophila breviligulata along the northeast coast. No adverse

impacts of this stabilization were identified.

4. Site Daecription .

The Nauset Spit system developed from the deposition of material eroded

from the glacial cliffs of Eastham and Wellfleet and transported southward by

littoral currents. This barrier beach system, which consists of three spit

segments and two islands, was formed by spit elongation over the past 5,000 to

7,000 years. The spit system has continued to evolve and has migrated land-

ward, constantly reducing the overall dimensions of the enclosed bays. Nauset

Spit is dependent on the eroding headland (glacial) section of the outer cape

for its continued sediment supply. The shoreline position of the spit is

generally controlled by the erosion rate of these glacial bluffs since a

smooth contour of the outer cape has been maintained through time by wave and

current processes.

The Nauset Spit system consists of three major parts: Naruset Spits

—

Eastham and Orleans, North Beach, and Monomoy Island (Fig- 1). These sections

can be considered individually even though they have been historically con-

nected. Nauset Spits (Eastham and Orleans) and North Beach, which front

enclosed bays, are discussed in this study.

Nauset Spits—Eastham and Orleans (Fig. 2) protect Nauset M»»rsh and serve

as the outer barrier for Nauset Harbor. The barrier consists of a double

spit, divided by Nauset Inlet. Prior to 1946, the south spit, Nauset Spit-

Orleans did not exist because Nauset Inlet was located against the glacial

headlands at Nauset Heights. Since that time, however, the spit has rapidly

grown northward with lateral inlet migration at the expense of Nauset Spit-
Eastham. This trend is occurring despite the long-term southward direction of

net littoral drift along this section of the Atlantic coast of Cape Cod.

Nauset Harbor, a 547-hectare tidal lagoon, is a complex system with large
tidal hydraulic differences. The mean tidal range in the Atlantic Ocean
opposite the inlet is 2.1 meters; it is 1.3 meters just inside the inlet,

decreases to 0.7 meter at Nauset Bay (near the Nauset Coast Guard Station to

the north), and increases to 1.4 meters at the southern extremity of Town Cove

(U.S. Army Engineer Division, New England, 1969). Tidal currents through
Nauset Inlet have been measured at 6.5 kilometers per hour by Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institute scientists (D. Aubrey, personal coasmunicationj 1978),

and the existing inlet is hazardous to general navigation. The outline of the

large ebb tidal delta is clearly defined at low tide by breaking waves. The

shoals and inlet position shift seasonally, with major changes occurring during

coastal storms.

North Beach (Fig. 3) is a 13-kilometer-long barrier spit that fronts
Pleasant Bay and Chatham Harbor (Fig. 1). This spit section has been

historically breached by migrating inlets at least three times; the earliest
recorded breach was marked by the sinking of the SparraU)~Hawk in 1626. The

term North Beach is confusing since sections of the spit are actually located

north of this segment. North Beach and South Beach were created when North

Beach was breached by an inlet in 1846. Sediment starvation by the downdrift-
migrating (southward) inlet resulted in rapid erosion of the south spit. This

report describes the cyclic phenomenon of inlet breaching and spit regenera-
tion (lengthening southward by littoral drift) and its pronounced effect on
both plant communities and barrier stratigraphy.
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OUTER CAPE COD

MONOMOY
ISLAND

Figure 1. Map of Outer Cape Cod showing Che Nauset Spit system.
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Figure 2. Map of Nauset Spits—Eastham and Orleans, 1977.
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Figure 3. Map of the North Beach section of
the Naviset Spit system.
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The erubayment protected by North Beach, which includes Pleasant Bay and

Chatham Harbor, covers 2996 hectares at mean high water (MHW). Tidal ranges
vary within the bay from 1.3 meters at Chatham Harbor entrance to 0.9 meter at

Little Pleasant Bay. The mean tidal range in the Atlantic Ocean opposite
Pleasant Bay is 2.0 meters, and 1.2 meters in Nantucket Sound (U.S. Army
Engineer Division, New England, 1968).

The ocean front of Nauset Spit has eroded and migrated landward. Zeigler
(1960) compared elevation transects surveyed from 1957 to 1959 to those of

Marindin (1889) and concluded that the rate of erosion is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4

to 6 feet) per year where Nauset Spit is being driven into the marshes behind
it. Overwash is the principal process transporting sediment across the

barrier where backed by headlands or extensive salt marshes. Inlets, through
the development of their extensive flood tidal deltas, have heen responsible
for the large expanse of salt marsh in Nauset Harbor and upper Pleasant Bay.

Nauset Spit lias always been of interest to coastal scientists because of

its dynamic character. Mitchell (1873) and Marindin (1889) provide historical
analyses of the spit, based on field surveys. Nickerson (1<)31) summarized

their analyses and other historical accounts. More recent studies which en-

hance the knowledge and understanding of the barrier system include Ziegler,

et al. (1964), Goldsmith (1972), Gatto (1975). Giese (1978), McClennen

(1979), ami the U. S. Army Engineer Division, New England (1979). Pertinent
studies are discussed further in relationship to the results obtained from

this research.

II. OVERWASH AND AEOLIAN TRANSPORT

1. Introduction.

Major studies of the overwash role in barrier beach dynamics have been
conducted during the past two decades. Howard (1939) and Wiiby, et al. (1939)
provided detailed accounts of the effects of the 1938 hurricane on the south
shore of the Long Island barriers, based solely on poststorm observations.
Hayes (1967) noted that overwash caused by hurricanes has played a major
role in the infilling of Laguna Madre behind Padre Island, Texas. Washover
deposits were subsequently reworked by the wind, which transported additional
sediment landward. Pierce (1969) adopted the sediaant budget approach to

estimate the volume of net sediment transport and define relative roles of

inlets, overwash, and aeolian processes in landward migration. He calculated
the relative proportions as follows: 70 percent inlets, 15 percent overwash,
and 15 percent aeolian transport. There have been many qualitative papers on
the role of overwash in barrier beach dynamics (e.g., Andrews, 1966; Kraft,

1971; Godfrey and Godfrey, 1974).

The first researchers to collect field data during a major storm were
Fisher, Leatherman, and Perry (1974). They used a hand-held current meter to

measure the velocity of overwash surges at Assateague Island, Maryland.
Prestorm and poststorm elevation profiles documented the amount of deposition
and subsequent wind deflation of overwash sediments. Leatherman (1976)
continued these studies. Storm tide and barrier elevation were found to be

the most important parameters in determining the magnitude of overwash. It

was determined from field surveys that overwash deposition was nearly equaled
by aeolian deflation, resulting in minimal net change on the fan surface after
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several northeasters. Washover fans or flats served as temporary reservoirs
for sand returned to the beach by prevailing offshore winds. Wind deflation
was minimized only in regions where the barrier was narrow or low enough to

deposit overwash in the bay or near the water table. These results indicated
that small-scale overwashes do not play a significant role in the landward
migration of Assateague Island. Sediment from minor overwashes is rapidly
transported offshore by winds. Inlets are regarded as the primary me2.ns of
barrier migration within a geologic time frame (Fisher and Stauble, 1977;
Leatherman, Williams, and Fisher, 1977).

Armon (1975, 1979) showed that more than 90 percent of landward sediment
transfers on the Malpeque barrier system were associated with the presence of
inlets. Overwash and aeolian processes were important in the development of
dunes. Rosen (1979), who also worked in the Canadian barriers of the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, found that aeolian reworking of sand on washovers is an impor-
tant factor in dune building. Therefore, the vertical accretion of barrier
islands is largely governed by the interaction of overwash-aeolian processes
and plant communities. This result correlates with Leatherman's (1979b)
results at Assateague Island.

2. Overwash Hydraulics .

a. Introduction . During storms, the convex beach profile is planed off
by waves, while a large storm bar is constructed a short distance offshore.
At high tide, swash may impinge directly on the seaward face of barrier dunes.
Low profile areas, created by blowouts or vehicles, allow swash penetration
as overwash through the dune line. Overwash is defined as the transport of
seawater and associated sediment or drift from the beach face to the back
barrier. As overwash surges cross the dune line, additional sediment is

eroded from the throat section, transported landward, and deposited in a fan
shape to the lee of the dunes (Fig. 4). The extent of the erosional zone
depends on flow conditions, which are a function of storm intensity. During a

severe coastal storm, large sections of the barrier dune may be overtopped and
flattened, forming extens /e washover flats.

The throat is that section of a washover through the dune line. Constric-
tion of waterflow in the throat often results in erosion. Once the overwash
surges traverse this area, the flow is allowed to diverge due to the lack of
horizontal constraints and the typical fanlike feature is created on the back
barrier. Surge velocities are reduced due to flow divergence, frictional
effects, and percolation losses, and the flow is generally depositional in
nature. During overwash, the bay waters are superelevated with the storm
tide. Where overwash surges pass into pondad water, velocities decrease
quickly and sand is deposited rapidly, often resulting in steeply dipping
delta foreset beds at the fan terminus.

b. Methodology . During the winter, weather was monitored continuously
to predict possible coastal storms. Storm path and morphology of large north-
easters capable of producing overwash at existing dune breaches on Nauset Spit
were closely observed. Storms were usually detected early enough for the
field team to reach the study site, set up the necessary instrumentation, and
conduct a preoverwash survey.
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BEACH

Figure 4. Location of flow sensor tor overwash
hydraulics measurements.

At Nauset Spit-Eastham, an attempt was made to quantify the hydraulic
characteristics of overwash surges during storm conditions. A Rarsh-McBirney
electromagnetic current meter measured surge velocities. A current mater
probe was placed in the throat of the washover landward of the barrier thresh-
old (Fig. 4). An aluminum frame held the probe so that it intercepted an
undisturbed flow (Fig. 5). A Weathermeasure strip-chart recorder, located
within the protective cover of a truck, recorded the hydraulics of the event.
Table 1 lists the storms that produced overwash at Nauset Spit between January
1976 and January 1980. Five of these storms were monitored during this
period (Table 1).

To

Recorder

in Truck

ThroaJ
of

Washover Fon

wash Probe

Figure 5. Instrument setup during an overwash.
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Table 1. Daces of overwash events at Nauset Spit-Eastham
between January 1976 and January 1980.

9 Feb. 1976 1 10 May 1977 1 25 Jan. 1979

10 Mar. 1976 1 10 June 1977 28 to 29 Jan. 1979

16 Mar. 1976 2 18 Nov. 1977 11 Aug . 1979

2 Sept. 1976 9 Jan. 1978

12 to 13 Nov. 1976 6 to 7 Feb. 1978 2

1 Event observed (monitored),

2 Event recorded (monitored)

c. Analysis of Data .

(1) Small-Scale Events . The first observed overwash occurred as dis-

crete pulse6 of water during the 5:56 a.m. high tide on 9 February 1976. Com-

mencing at 5:00 a.m. and continuing for 2 hours, flow depths were generally

less than 15 centimeters. The average wind velocity was 30 knots from the

northeast, which resulted in blowing snow and large drifts. Measurements were

not attempted during this threshold event.

The storm center of the 10 March 1976 northeaster passed approximately 370

kilometers offshore of Cape Cod. The central pressure was 992 millibars,

and 40-knot winds were recorded at the offshore weather station "Hotel."

Approximately 25 overwash surges were observed during the 2-hour period

bracketing the 5:50 a.m. high tide. Surge depths were only 5 to 10 centi-

meters so current meter readings were not possible. This northeaster also

represented the threshold conditions necessary for an overwash at preexisting

dune breaches.

The third overwash on 16 March 1976 was monitored at the first breach in

the dunes south of Orleans parking lot on North Beach (Fig. 3). Nearshore,

2-meter waves approached from the east, and northeast winds averaged 30 knots.

The stonn, which had a central pressure of 968 millibars, tracked less than

37 kilometers eastward of Cape Cod, producing a high stoma surge. During a

2-hour interval (10:55 to 12:54 p.m.) bracketing the 11:30 p.m. high tide,

more than 200 surges were recorded for an average of 1.6 surges per minute.
Average flow depth was 15 centimeters with a maximum of 25 centimeters.

The velocity probe of the electromagnetic current meter was located 5

centimeters above the bed surface and was periodically adjusted during over-
wash to maintain a constant height as the sand surface eroded and accreted.

The initial response of the dry probe to surging water resulted in a velocity
spike on the recorder. Since this velocity maximum wae only apparent and not

real ( D. Aubrey, personal communication, 1980), the curve was smoothed by

filtering out this instantaneous response.

Table 2 lists the surges, time of occurrence, and maximum velocity for

the 16 March 1976 overwash. The highest velocity surges occurred within 30

minutes of the predicted high tide (11:30 p.m.), but overwash continued for

another 1.5 hours. Although the highest instantaneous velocity recorded waa
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Table 2. Overwash surge measurements taken on 16 March 1976.

Man. Surge
velocity
(n/s)

velocity
(B/8)

10:55:15 1.53

10:56:12 1.75

10:57:24 0.76

10:58:50 1.68

11:00:20 0.30

11:01:40 1.75

11:02:20 1.22

11:03:30 0.99

11:04:46 2.44

11:05:05 1.07

11 :05:24 0.61

11:05:50 2.29

11:06:30 0.76

11:07:15 0.76

11:07:55 0.84

11:08:15 0.30

11:08:40 0.84

11:09:10 0.45

11:09:40 0.30

11:12:34 1.37

11:13:15 0.52

11:13:48 0.30

11 : 14:40 0.92

11:15:25 1.14

11:16:02 2.29

11 :16:25 0.45

11 :16:50 0.45

11:17:50 0.15

11 :18:15 0.15

11:18:50 0.22

11 :19:20 1.30

11:19:50 0.30

11:20:55 2.29

11:21:30 1.53

11:23:02 0.15

11:22:15 0.03

11:22:30 0.03

11:23:00 0.99

11:23:36 1.37

11:24:50 0.30

11 :25:50 1.53

11:26:30 1.14

11:27:40 1.14

11:28:20 0.76

11:29:30 1.14

11:30:30 1.14

11:31:12 1.45

11:31:55 1.14

11 :32:25 0.45

11:32:50 0.61

11:33:12 0.61

11:33:40 0.30

11:34:40 0.76

11:35:10 0.30
11:35:24 0..5

11:35:35 0.52
11:36:30 0.30

11:37:05 0.61

11:37:30 1.30

11:38:05 1.07

11:38:24 1.22

11:19:15 1.30

11:39:40 1.53

11:40:25 0.69

11:41:25 1.14

11:42:06 0.61

11 :42:40 1 .45

1 1:4 1:06 1.53

11:45:26 1.53

11:45:40 0.92

11:46:05 C.84

11:46:20 1.91

11:47:05 0.84

11:47:50 0.30

11:48:35 2.14

11:49:36 1.45

11:50:10 1.07

11:50:22 0.69

11:50:40 0.84

11:51:10 1.83

11:51:50 0.37

11:52:13 1.83

11:52:32 2.21

11:53:13 0.76

11:53:30 0.15

11:53:40 0.30

11:53:55 1.68

11:54:12 0.30

11:54:30 0.30

1 1 : 54 : 50 0.76

11:55:05 0.30

11:55:16 2.06

11:55:50 2.14

11:56:10 1.37

11 :56:34 1.68

11:56:52 0.30

11 :57:12 0.45

11:57:35 0.52

11 :57:56 0.15

11:58:14 0.15

11:58:20 1.53

11:58:42 1.30

11:58:55 0.92

11:59:40 0.84

11 :59:52 1.53

12:00:26 0.30

12:01:12 1.68

12:01:30 1.45

12:02:00 0.15

12:02:10 0.15

12:02:20 0.15

12:02:42 0.15

12:03:20 1.30

12:04:42 1.22

12:05:24 1.53

12:06:05 1.53

12:06:49 1.45

12:07:23 0.15

12:07:50 0.22

12:08:59 1.45

12:09:20 1.53

12:09:30 0.69

12:09:46 1.22

12:09:58 0.15

12:10:28 1.22

12:10:45 0.99

12:10:55 0.69

12:11:10 0.76
12:11:32 0.92
12:12:08 0.76

12:12:30 0.76

12:12:46 0.45

12:13:04 0.45

12:13:38 0.0

1

12:13:58 0.30

12:14:37 0.92

12:1S:M 0.99

12:15:58 0.69

12:1 :13

203

204

12:16:46

12:17:18

12:17:38

12:18:00

12:16:26

12:18:50

12:19:10

12:19:18

12:19:26

12:19:40

12:19:52

12:20:12

12:20:28

12:20:46

12:20:56

12:21 :38

12:21:55

12:22:46

12:23:35

12:23:42

12:23:58

12:24:05

12:24:10

12:24:16

12:24:32

12:24:46

12:2»:52

12:25:15

12:25:28

12:25:40

12:25:54

12:26:10

12:26:54

12:27:11

12:28:00

12.28:06

:26

12:28:32

12:28:43

12:29:04

12:29:14

12:30:52

12:31:04

12:31:34

12:31:54

12:32:00

12:32:23

12:32:38

12:32:52

12:33:00

12:33:18

12:33:40

12:33:54

12:34:05

12:35:14

12:35:58

12:36:30

12:36:42

12:37:18

12:38:10

12:19:40

12:49:15

12:49:40

12:50:02

12:50:16

12:51 :26

12:52:22

12:54:18

1.22

1.14

0.84

0.15

0.15

0.37

0.52

0.45

2.21

0.22

0.15

0.76

0.45

0.76

0.92

0.45

0.30

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.22

0.22

0.01

0.01

0.45

0.22

0.45

0.15

0.52

0.01

0.22

1.45

0.30

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.10

0.30

1.45

1.53

0.69

0.15

1.53

1.91

0.22

0.30

0.92

0.30
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2.44 meters per second, average velocity for the 75 largest surges was only
1.4 meters per second. Overwash surges in rapid succession often had high
velocities and large flow depths; percolation losses were minimal. A double
surge appears in Figure 6. Highest velocities and greatest flow depths were
associated with the turbulent head of the overwash bore. A long tail of low
velocities and low flow depths was recorded as the surge passed the current
meter probe (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. Overwash surge velocities recorded during the 16 March 1976
northeaster.

It is interesting to compare in a qualitative manner the beach response
north and south of Nauset Inlet during the 16 March 1976 storm. At North
Beach the berm was displaced 1.5 meters landward, but its integrity as a
topographic feature was maintained. The beach was relatively wide and dune
erosion was minimal. There were localized areas of more severe beach erosion
which correlated with depressions (holes) in tha nearshore bar system.

North of the inlet at Nauset Spit-Eastham, the berm was removed as the
convex beach profile was flattened. The dunes were vertically scarped on the
6eaward face, and there was a concentrated surface layer of heavy minerals at
the toe of the eroding dune. At washover flats just north of Nauset Inlet,
small, incipient dunes were completely eliminated. Larger, more extensive
dunes were severely eroded, and the inlet channel appeared to be widened and
displaced northward. Nauset Spit-Easthas eroded much more than North Beach
during this storm.
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During the first week of September 1976, a distant tropical storm created

a new breach in the dune line, just south (approximately 300 meters) of Nauset

Coast Guard Beach parking lot. Large swells arrived during a spring high tide

on a sunny, windless day, producing a breach at the position of a blowout and

pedestrian-created path in the dune line. Water ponded on the backshore,

draining marshward through the dune breach. A channel meandered through the

dune line, and overwash sand was deposited on the adjacent marsh, creating a

small washover fan. Very little of the living vegetation was displaced in the

dunes since the throat crossed an old blowout; therefore, few living plant

fragments were deposited with overwash sediments. Spring tides from the bay

side did not reach the lip of the new washover fan; thus, no drift lines were

deposited.

A small northeaster resulted in overwash during 12 and 13 November 1976,

according to National Park Service rangers, adding an insignificant amount of

sand to earlier washovers on Nauset Spit-Eastham. There were no significant

overwashes recorded during the winter of 1977. Two small overwash events,

10 May and 10 June 1977, occurred in the spring. Although these events were

sedimentologically insignificant, saltwater flooding during the growing season

killed dune vegetation (.see Sec. 111).

On 9 January 1978 a northeaster passed to the west and north of Cape Cod,

generating large waves in Cape Cod Bay and causing extensive flooding in

Provincetown. During the final stages, the storm developed a southeast

airflow along Outer Cape Cod, which resulted in overwash at spring high

tide. Because of the peculiar storm path and morphology, overwash was not

anticipated so no measurements were taken. This northeaster resulted in the

formation of a new wasnover located only 100 meters south of the southern end

of the Coast Guard Beach parking lot.

(2) Large-Scale Event . The 6 and 7 February 1978 northeaster may

have been the most significant extratropical storm to strike the Cape Cod

shoreline in the last 50 to 100 years. This northeaster affected the entire

New England coastline. The National Park Service parking lot at Coast Guard
Beach was destroyed, and property losses for several Massachusetts towns

located on barrier beaches totaled about $200 million (Piatt and KcMullen,

1930). Using the Bretschneider technique (U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers,
Coastal Engineering Research Center, 1977), this storm was hir.dcasted to have

a significant deepwater wave height of 5 meters and a probable return interval

of 75 years. Nearshore breaker heights approached 3 meters. Based on tide

gage data (Boston, Massachusetts) and field surveys, the maximum Storm surge

was approximately 1.2 meters.

On 6 February 1978 an electromagnetic current meter was used to measure

Gurge velocities during the first overwash-producing high tide (Fig. 7); 1

hour and 45 minutes of data (10:00 to 11:45 a.m.) was recorded on a strip
chart. Instrumentation was set up at Nauset Spit-Eastham in the throat of the

washover created by the January 1978 storm. Measurements during the height

of the storm (10:20 p.m. high tide) and the following morning were not taken

since access to the spit was impossible; the Coast Guard Beach parking lot was

underwater and in the process of being destroyed (Fig. 8). Destruction of

the parking lot also resulted in the generation of large quantities of rubble

which would have damaged instruments if measurements had been attempted.
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Figure 7. Frontal bore of overwash surge passing the flow sensors.

Figure 8- Coast Guard Beach parking lot and bathhouse facility destroyed
7 February 1978.
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There were 127 surges during Che 105-minute period for an average of 1.2

surges per minute (Table 3). Highest velocity surges were measured at the

peak of high tide with velocities dropping to the range of 0.5 to 0.9 meter

per second during the final 30 mir.ates of record.

Table 3. Overwash surge measurements of maximum Instantaneous
velocity for the 6 February 1978 northeaster recorded
from 10:00 to 11:30 a.m.

Surge No. Velocity Surge N'o. Velocity Surge :.'o . Velocity Surge No. Velocity
(a/s) (a/s) (a/s) (a/s)

1 0.61 33

2 1.14 34

3 1.S3 35

4 1.53 36

5 1 .60 37

b 2.06 38

7 1.45 39

3 1.83 40

1 0.34 41

U 0.53 42

11 1.14 43

12 2.29 -4

13 2.29 45

14 1.45 4b

15 1.68 47

16 1.7 5 48

17 1.83 49

18 0.92 50

19 0.53 51

20 0.61 52

21 1.14 53

22 1.60 54

23 1.68 55

24 0.92 56

25 1.33 57

26 1.83 58

27 1.60 59

28 0.34 60

29 0.92 61

30 1.5 3 62

A part of the velocity record is shown in Figure 9. The record shows a

continual curve, representing the surges of water passing the velocity probe.
Between surges, the probe was partially wetted by rain, swash splash, and
foam. This moisture, coupled with the high winds (+30 knots), resulted in an
irregular response by the electromagnetic current meter and could easily be

detected as noise.

1.37 65 1.68 97 0.30

2.29 66 1.37 98 0.92

f.07 67 0.76 99 0.92

2.14 68 0.84 100 0.84

0.92 69 1.68 101 0.45

0.61 70 1.53 102 0.61

1.07 71 1.98 103 1.53

1.53 72 1.68 104 0.84

2.14 73 0.61 105 1.22

1.45 74 2.14 106 0.92

1.22 75 1.07 107 0.61

2.44 76 0.76 108 0.52

1.53 77 1.30 109 0.7b

1.07 78 1.22 110 0.52

1.14 79 2.29 111 0.45

1.83 80 0.76 112 1.22

1.83 81 1.22 113 1.07

1.22 82 2.21 114 0.37

1.68 83 0.61 115 0.45

1.14 84 1.22 il6 0.84

1.30 35 1.9! 117 0.52

1.53 86 1.60 118 0.92

0.92 87 2.06 119 0.45

1.75 88 0.61 120 0.52

1.22 89 0.61 121 0.45

1.53 90 0.92 122 0.52

O.ol 91 1.30 123 1.07

1.45 92 1.98 124 0.45

1.37 93 0.92 125 0.45

1.63 94 1.53 126 0.61

I .22 95 0.30 127 0.61

1.14 96 0.30
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Figure 9. Scrip-chart record of overwash surge velocities, 6 February 1978.

The horizontal axis of the chart represents the time scale, and the
recorder speed was set at 80 millimeters per second during the overwash event.
Figure 9 shows a series of high velocity s-.-rges (69 to 71) in rapid succes-
sion, followed by a short pause. There appears to be some periodicity to thj
record, which may be interpreted as a surf be^t.

Flow depth measurements were not possible due to technical problems with
the capacitance wire wave gage. From visual observations, it was evident that
all surges were less than 0.5 meter deep; the average is generally less than
0.3 meter. Based on the relationship of low flow depths to high surge veloc-
ities, the frontal bore of the flow was supercritical as it passed through the
washover throat ( Leatherman, 1977, 1979d). These surges were eroslonal and
removed most of the vegetation. As surges proceeded toward the fan, the
velocity dropped due to the lack of horizontal constraints and percolation
losses; the overwash surges were principally depositional at this point. This
information helps to explain the pattern of vegetative changes during the
event.

Because of its exposure to the Atlantic Ocean, Nauset Spit received the
full force of the 2-day storm on 6 and 7 February 1978 (Fig. 10). Fortu-
nately, the beach was surveyed just before the onset of the storm (5 February
1978) and soon after (9 February 1978). Figure 11 illustrates the magnitude
of beach erosion resulting from this large-scale northeaster. The beach was
in a winter (high energy) beach profile configuration before the February
storm. As a result of the storm, the benn crest was pushed approximately 20
meters landward, with a loss of 30 cubic meters of sand per meter of beach.
The dunes flanking site 1 washover on Nauset Spit-Eastham were eroded by an
average of 9 meters. At North Beach, dune erosion was somewhat less with
recession distances of 5 meters (Fig. 12). Entire sections of the dune line,
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Figure 10. Major washover deposits oa Nauset Spit -Eastham resulting from the

February 1978 northeaster. The primary vegetation study area,
site 1, is located south ot large washover flats.
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Figure 11. Elevation profile across site 1 before and after the February 1978
northeaster.
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Figure 12. Barrier dune recession varied between
6 fmd 9 meters along Nauset Spit.

extending 300 to 500 meters along the beach, with dunes up to 6 aeters high,

were completely leveled in some areas. Large quantities of sediment were
transported across the berm by overwash surges and deposited in washover fans
and fLats. Volumetric determinations showed that as much as 400 cubic meters
per meter of overwash sand was transported landward during this event, with
penetration distances of 250 meters bayward of the dune line and deposition
thicknesses up to 1.65 meters above the living salt marsh.

3. Deposition .

a. Introduction . Three sites along Nauset Spit-Easthaa were chosen for
study in 1977 ("Fig- 13) • Site 1 is a small washover that was created by a

northeaster in February 1972; this was the only washover on Nauset Spit-
Eastham before 1976. Site 2, located approximately 300 meters south of the
Coast Guard Beach parking lot, was created by a tropical stoma in September
1976. The washover fan was placed above a living salt marsh, which provided
the opportunity to monitor a washover from its inception. A third area, site
3, was chosen south of the former Outermost House site. The dunes in this

area were low and narrow, and overwash was expected to occur with the next

major storm (19771. Base-line data on preoverwash conditions were collected
in 1977 at site 3 for comparison to poststona aata.
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Figure 13. Site locations on Nauset Spit-Easthsm,

post-1978 storm.

b. f-tethodology. In ocder to quantify the amount of sand transported by

overwash on Nauset""Spit--!-:astham, field survey data were collected. A grid of

elevation stations was established at each study plot. The three, research

sites on Nauset Spit-Ea9tham were divided into five plots which were treated

as separate physiographic units. Sites I and 3 were divided into "throat"

and "fan" areas; site 2 consisted of only a washover fan since the ".hroat

meandered through the dune li^e.
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Each plot was delimited by two base lines with transects established from
one base line to the other. With the exception of site 1 throat, where tran-
sects were 3 meters apart, all transects were spaced at 5-roeter intervals.

Temporary bench marks tied to a permanent U.S. Geological Survey bench
mark were established at each site. Elevation readings were taken at flagged
locations on each plot using an automatic level. Elevation stations were
named according to transect number and distance from the eastern base line.
The northern stake in the eastern base line was designated as South (OS).

Other transects were labeled according to their distance south and west of

this northeastern stake.

Site 1 throat consists of a 24-meter base line with nine transects which
extend 100 meters to the west. In 1977 this site consisted of the entire
washover throat of site 1 with some adjacent dunes. Complete surveys of site

1 throat, from 0W to 100W aloig each transect, were conducted quarterly during
1977 and 1978, while surveys of the first 60 meters (Ow to 60W) , the area
affected most by storms until February 1978, were conducted monthly and when-
ever major changes in elevation occurred. Two transects, OS and 9S, were
surveyed monthly from the ocean base line eastward toward the ocean to docu-
ment changes in the beach profile.

Site 1 fan has a 60-meter base line with 13 transects extending 50 meters
to the west. This site included the remnant of the 1972 washover, which was

not overwashed again until 1978. The entire site was surveyed quarterly and
after overwash deposition on the marsh.

Site 2 also has a 60-meter base line with 13 transects extending 50 meters
to the west. When first overwashed in September 1976, site 2 consisted of a
very small washover and surrounding unaffected marsh. This site was surveyed
in 1977 and in February 1978, but has not been resurveyed since then because
overwash has continued to alter the area, with almost each spring tide prevent-
ing revegetation.

Site 3 throat has a 30-meter base line with seven 50-meter transects
extending west across the dune line; two transects (OS and 15S) extend to the

ocean. In 1977 site 3 throat consisted of Low profile dunes sparsely covered
with vegetation. A small washover was formed by the storm on 10 Hay 1977,
resulting in only minor erosion and deposition. This area was surveyed
quarterly in 1977 and 1978 and has since been surveyed annually and after
major storms.

Site 3 fan has a 30-meter base line with seven transects extending 60
meters to the west. When this site was first established i:i 1977, overwash
had not occurred. Several of the elevation transects exter.ued beyond the

washover fan formed in 1978 to the first creek in the marsh. Surveys were
conducted quarterly in 197 7 and 1978 and have since been conducted annually.

In addition to the systematic measureiaent of elevation changes, sand plugs
were used for monitoring the depth of erosion to calculate the gross sand
deposition (King, 1951; Leatherman, 1976). A series of holes, 5 meters apart
and I meter deep, were excavated along transect 9S at site 1 throat. A rod
was aeld in each hole, which was then filled and tamped. Washover sand was
spray-painted and dried. The rod was removed from the hole, and the resulting
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column was filled with painted sand. Using the automatic level,, the surface

elevation was recorded at the top of the painted sand column. After an

overwash, the top of each sand plug was relocated and the surface elevation

determined by surveying. The amount of erosion, as well as the depth of

poststorm sedimentation, can be determined from plug analysis (Fig. 14).

Plugs were reset for later use by returning the painted sand column to the

surface and resurveying the elevation of the top of the plug.

(Initial elevation)

( peststorm )

Plug of

Painted Sond

Maximum Ospth of

PREOVERWASM Ovsrwosh Erosion POSTOVERWASH

Figure 14. Sand plug method for determining maximum depth of erosion.

c. Analysis of Data , large washovers were placed along Nauset Spit-

Eastham during the 6 and 7 February 1978 storm (Fig. 13). Approximately
three-quarters of the dunes ware eroded during the storm; 1200 meters of wash-

over breach resulted from storm erosion. One-quarter of the salt marsh adja-

cent to the dune line was buried by washovers. Sand was deposited up to 250

meters landward of the berm crest, burying the living salt tnar6h. The berm

crest • as displaced landward between 5 and 20 meters. The greatest shoreline

erosion occurred about 100 meters south of the Coast Guard Heach parking lot

where a long, shallow embayment developed during the storm (Fig. 10).

Overwash occurred at all three research sites on Nauset Spit-Eastham

during the February 1978 storm. Bench marks and base lines were relocated

after the 6tcra so that exact measurements could be made.

d) Site 1 Washovar . Site 1 was the only washover on Nauset Spit-

Eastham between T572 and 1976. In June 1977 an elevation transect was

established across the feature to document changes in elevation (Fig. 11).

This transect extended the length of the throat (0W to 65W), crossed a pair of

small dunes (65W to 9QW) , two sand roads (90W to IQOa) and the 1972 washover

fan (HOW to 115W), and finally terminated in the unaffected salt marsh (115W

to 14QW). Beginning in November 1977, there were frequent small-scale over-

washes during spring tides. Major overwashea occurred on IS ttovesber 1977 and

6 and 7 February 1978. The 9 January 1978 northeaster, vshich caused large-

scale overwash along other areas of Nauset Spit-Eastham, did not result in

overwash at site 1. The entire site was surveyed before the storm in February

in order to calculate accurately the amount of sand deposited by overwash

without interference from aeoliart processes. Sand plugs set in August 1977

were excavated after the February 1978 northeaster.
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The entire transect was affected by overwash during the February 1973

storm (Fig. 11). The low backdcnes were planed off, creating a relatively

flat, gently sloping sand surface. The washover fan was expanded 25 meters

westward into the marsh. The greatest deposition occurred over the sand road

and on the adjacent 1972 washover fan. The beria crest was displaced approxi-
mately 15 to 20 meters landward. Sand plug data showed that along the tran-

sect through the throat area, vegetation was displaced by the overwash surges

(Fig. 11). The more cohesive substrate of the marsh resisted any erosion; the

marsh was subjected to deep burial (from to 85 centimeters).

While approximately 1200 meters of the 2100-meter-long dune line on Nauset

Spit-F<asthara was eroded during the February storm, dunes at site 1 were eroded

only 4 to 10 meters on either side of the throat (Fig. 15). The throat sec-

tion through the dune line was straightened, and the washover fan was enlarged

in all dimensions (Fig. 16). Approximately 5000 square meters of sand was

added to the fan, but the feature retained the same general shape present in

1972. About 8000 cubic meters of sediment was added to site 1 washover in

February 1978.

(a) Site 1 Throat. Extensive erosion and redeposition took place

at site I throat during the February 1978 storm. Three-dimensional plots

from elevation data were developed for 5 and 19 February 1978 (Fig. 17). The

vegetated dune north of the site eroded landward, and the large, wind-shadow
dune couth of the throat eroded to a position outside the plot. Low areas
were filled and high areas were flattened. For the 149 elevation stations

surveyed in 1977 and resurveyed in 1978, mean net depth of burial was +0.11

meter (o » 0.41 meter) with an erosional range of 0.78 meter and a deposi-
tional range of 1.02 meters. The standard deviations of the elevation points

surveyed in 1977 (0.60 meter) and 1978 (0.32 meter) reflect the flattening
effect of overwash on a dune coizssunity. The shallowest deposition,, less than

25 centimeters, occurred in the seaward part of the throat where low elevation
was maintained with little net change. The greatest deposition occurred on

the marshward edge of the 1977 washover throat.

1971

Figure 15. Site 1 before and after February 1978 etora.
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Figure 16. Hrestorm and poststorm photos of site I, tebruary 1978.
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Figure 17. Prestonn and poststons three-dimensional plots of site 1

throat, 1978.
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(b) Site 1 Fan . Site I fan has been the primary research site
for study of the revegetation proceas on washovers. The February 1978 storm
deposited large quantities of sand in this area, burying the developing dune
line on the previous fan (Fig. 11). During the February northeaster, the fan
center was displaced southward due to storm wave approach and previous back,

barrier topography (Fig. 15), and 30- to 40-knot winds from the northeast
drove overwash surges to the southwest. A washover created in 1938, north of

site 1, was only marginally evident in 1978; however, the slight increase in

elevation resulting from the washover caused swashes to be deflected to the

south.

A three-dimensional plot was developed from elevation data collected
before and after the storra at the 5- by 5-meter grid at site 1 fan (Fig. 18).
The greatest sand deposition (85 centimeters) occurred near the center of the

fan, located at the southeast corner of site 1 fan plot (Figs. 15 and 18;

60S to 0W) . The northwest corner of the site was not affected by the washover
deposit (Fig. 15; OS to 50W) . Mean sand deposition for site 1 fan was 0.62
meter (o « 0.35 meter). The elevation range increased from 1.01 meters in

1977 to 1.79 meters in 1978, reflecting large deposits of sand in the center
of the fan and no sand deposition at the edge of the plot. Although some
dune vegetation had been present on the washover fan in 1977, site 1 fan was
predominantly a salt marsh with very little topographic relief. The effect
of overwash In this area Increased topographic Irregularities (1977, a » 0.24
meter; 1978, o - 0.49 meter), partly because the area had been a salt marsh
and partly because site 1 fan was located at the edge of the washover.

(2) Site 2 Washover . Site 2 overwashed during both the January and
February 1978 northeasters. The meandering throat present during the creation
of the washover in fall 1976 was straightened by the January 1978 Btorm. The
February northeaster completely eliminated the dunes seaward of site 2, en-
gulfing the area In a massive washover. Pits dug In the substrate showed that
approximately 0.20 to 0.50 meter of sand had been deposited over the salt
mar9h. Surflclal drift material was not present after the storm. A lag layer
of shells deposited during the storm was present throughout the area.

Site 2 continued to overwash throughout February and March 1978 and during
the spring tides of April, May, and June, periodically exposing aad covering
the vegetation present during 1977. Plants did not recover from overwash
burial, and colonization from drift material did not take place during the
growing season at site 2. Tne fan has, therefore, remained active in terras of

sediment transport (overwash and aeoltan) and has been continually subject to

saltwater flooding. Neither elevation surveys nor vegetation samplings were
continued at this site after the February 1978 northeaster.

(3) Site 3 Washover. Site 3 has perhaps proved to be the most inter-
eating area on Nauset Spit-Easthara. This site was established in June 1977
because the dune profile was very low and it appeared to be a location for
possible future overwash activity. In 1977 a small breach at site 3 and an
adjacent small breach in the foredune were the only breaks in the otherwise
continuous dune line in the area. Storms on 10 May and 10 June 1977 eroded
a small channel Into the dunes, flooding and killing any dune vegetation.
Overwash did not penetrate the back of the dune line and very little sand was
eroded or deposited. The February 1978 northeaster penetrated the dune line
In the same position, eroding a slightly larger channel. The dunes in the
area remained intact as overwash surges passed over these low dunes without
causing significant erosion.
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7 JUNE 1977
PRESTORM

19 FEBRUARY 1978
POSTSTORM

Figure 18. Prestona and post3torta three-dimensional plots of

site 1 fan, 1978.
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Overwash also occurred to the north and south of site 3. O.ly 5 meters of
)

dune to the north and 15 meters of dune to the south remained after the storm, ';

leaving site 3, once the only washover in the area, stranded among the wash-
|

over flats. Washover sediments from the north and south channels coalesced on
j

the marsh at site 3.
}

The centerltne transect through site 3 throat and fan (15S) extended west

and was surveyed before and immediately after the February storm (Fig. 19).
j

Sand deposition occurred as far as 135 meters west of the 1977 benn crest.

The greatest recorded deposition on Nauset Spit-Eastham resulting from the
\

February storm was recorded at site 3, where 1.65 meters of sediment was
j

deposited on the old road bed at 160W. The beach profile was planed off and

the storm berm was displaced 15 meters Landward of its prestorn position. The

total amount of overwash deposition was 400 cubic meters per running meter of }

dune overtopping or breach.

i

(a) Site 3 Throat. Site 3 throat experienced less extensive
J

erosion and deposition during the February storm than did site 1 throat, being

a major overwash channel. Three-dimensional plots of site 3 were made from ;

elevation data collected at the 5- by 5-raeter grid in August 1977 and June

1978 (Fig. 20). The backdune area (40W to 50W) was steeply scarped (1 meter) .

in 1977 at the edge of the road, and overwash surges eroded the outer 1 meter '

of the area. In vegetated areas, such as at site 3 throat, the greatest !

deposition occurred toward the back, of the dune line; little deposition

occurred near the new benn crest. From the 77 elevation points surveyed for

the 5- by 5-raeter grid, mean elevations relative to a USGS bench mark w*re

calculated for 1977 (1.78 meters) and 1973 (1.94 tseters) . A comparison of
j

elevation statistics for 1977 (a = 0.44 meter; range = 2.10 meters) and 1978 i

(a =0.15 meter; range = 0.69 meter) shows the flattening effect of overwash I

on dunes.
)

(b) Site 3 Fan. Site 3 fan was not eroded during the February

storm, but was entirely buried by washover sand. Three-dimensional plots of
j

elevation data taken in August 1977 and June 1978 show that the road and the
J

salt marsh were subject to deep burial (Fig. 21). The greatest deposition i

occurred closest to the sand road. From the 56 elevation stations surveyed

for the 5- by 5-meter grid, the mean elevation and range were calculated for
;.

1977 (0.15 meter; range - 0.28 meter) and 1978 (0.77 meter; range = 0.67 f

meter). The standard deviations (1977, o = 0.08 meter; 1978, o 0.19 meter)
;

show the increase in slope in the marsh caused by overwash burial.
j

«

4. Aeolian Reworking . .

a. Introduction. Although a considerable amount of sand was deposited by
j

overwash on Nauset Spit-Easthara, much of this sediment has been redistributed
during interstorm periods. Tidal currents have reworked sand along fan mar-
gins, but wind has been the principal means of redistributing the sediment. .

Prevailing northwest and southwest offshore winds during the winter often

exceed i0 knots per hour and frequently average 10 to 15 knots per hour.

Since this wind field is generated by Canadian high-pressure cells, strong
J

winds are accompanied by clear weather, resulting in maximum transport because
the sand is dry.
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JUNE i978

POSTSTORM

Figure 20. Prestonc and poststona three-dimensional plots of

site 3 throat, 1978.
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JUNE 1973
POSTSTORM

30 Sont»

S3 Weat

Figure 21. Prestorra and poststorm three-dimensional plots

of site 3 fan, 1978.
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b. Analysis of Data .

(I) Deflation of Dane-Throat Areas . Deflation of washover throats

was studied at sites I and 3 on Nauset Spit-Easthara. Site 1 throat was sur-

veyed for 18 months after the February 1978 storm to document deflation of

washover sediment from an area where all vegetation had been removed. The
throat of site 3 washover was studied to document deflation where there was

deposition on top of living dune vegetation.

(a) Site 1 Throat . Daring the February 1978 northeaster, 288

cubic meters of sand was deposited at site 1 throat (Fig. 17). The throat was

very flat (a - 0.32 meter) , decreasing gradually in elevation west of the berm

crest. Only a small remnant of the north vegetated dune and two piles of

drift material interrupted the planar feature. Three-dimensional plots of

site 1 throat were constructed from survey data collected in April, June, and

October 1978 and in June 1979 to illustrate the deflation and overall changes

In the throat (Fig. 22).

Within 2 months, site I throat had lost 194 cubic meters (67 percent) of

the washover sediment deposited during the February 1978 storm. The southwest

corner of the plot (18S to 24S, 30N to 60W) was deflated by as much as 72

centimeters. The prograding edge of a large wind-shadow dune, which developed

against the scarped dune south of site 1 throat, appears in the southeast (15S

to 24S, Ow to 25w) corner of the plot. The elevation in this area increased

as much as 63 centimenters.

Between April and October 1978, very little change occurred at site 1

throat because wind velocities were low. The back and center of the throat

continued to deflate and the wind-shadow dune 3nlarged. Only 35 cubic meters

of sand was lost between April and June; 78 cubic meters was lost between June

and October 1978.

Between October 1978 and June 1979, site 1 throat lost mother 257 cubic

meters of sand for a total of 564 cubic meters, approximately twice the

Initial overwash. The berm crest in June 1979 was slightly lower (10 centi-

meters) than the berm crest on 5 February 1978 then overwash occurred. A lag

layer of heavy cobbles had developed by June 1979, slowing aeoltan deflation

of the throat.

Two years after the 1978 northeaster, site 1 throat had not been stabi-

lized by vegetation. Drift line vegetation developed each spring in debris,

but these plants were eroded by either aeolian deflation or overwash the

following winter. Site 1 throat remained an active washover channel, prevent-

ing the closure of the breach in the dune line.

(b) Site 3 Throat . Site 3 provided a very different set of con-

ditions for study. Overwash overtopped the dunes at site 3, eroding the dunes

south of the washover channel and 30 meters into the dune line in the center

of the plot. Approximately 50 percent of the dunes at site 3 throat were

eroded. Three-dimensional plots of site 3 throat were constructed from field

surveys conducted in June and August 1978 and August 1979 (Fig. 23).
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Figure 23. Poststonn three-dimensional plots
of site 3 throat, 1978.
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A complete grid survey of site 3 was not conducted after the February 1978

storm until June. Between June and August 1978, 312 cubic meters of sand were

added to site 3 throat (Fig. 23). Areas with recovering dune vegetation in

the northwest and southwest corners of the plot had increased in elevation by

15 centimeters. This situation contrasts with the large-scale deflation at

the nonvegetated throat area at site 1.

During the winter of 1979, site 3 again overwashed. A channel was cut

through the back of the dune line. Remnant dunes in the front 30 meters of

the plot were leveled. By August 1979 the dunes in the northwest and south-

west corners of the plot were substantial features (Fig. 23). Ammophila

bveviligulata had trapped as much as 30 centimeters of sand. The decrease in

elevation of surrounding unvegetated regions caused by overwash scouring and

aeolian deflation further increased the topographic relief. Drift lines

deposited at the base of these dunes during overwash increased the areal vege-

tated surfaces. Unlike site 1, this site had in 2 years begun to stabilize

with the development of remnant dunes landward of the pre3torm dune line.

(2) Deflation of Fan-Flats Area s. Site 1 fan was surveyed after the

storm to document the deflation of sediment from a washover fan. During the

February storm, 1920 cubic meters of sand was added to the research plot at

site 1 fan. Approximately 8000 cubic meters of sediment was deposited in the

entire washover feature. Since the plot was situated at the outer edge of the

washover, the surface sloped steeply toward the northwest corner (OS, 50W)

,

which was unaffected by the storm (Fig. 24).

Spring tides and high winds reworked the deposit, enlarging the fan in all

directions (Fig. 15). Between February and March 1978, only 60 cubic meters

was deflated from the plot (Fig. 24). The highest points in the plot at the

northeast corner (15S to 25S, 0W to 15W) were reduced in elevation by about 15

centimeters. Areas on the south side of the plot increased by as much as 22

centimeters. Some sediment was drawn bayward by spring tides. Six elevation

stations in the northwest corner of the plot that had not been affected by

overwash were buried by up to 7 centimeters of sand only 1 month after the

storm.

The loss of sediment from the fan continued between March and August 1978.

The greatest deflation occurred in the spring months, tiighest elevations were

deflated as much as 25 centimeters; the northwest corner increased in eleva-

tion by an additional 5 to 20 centimeters. Areas with drift lines at the

outer edges of the fan did not deflate as rapidly as barren areas. The fan

was enlarged by as much as 90 meters by wind and tides expanding the edges of

the feature (Fig. 15). Overall, 300 cubic meters of sand was lost irons site 1

fan between March and August 1978.

The plot was resurveyed in March 1979 (Fig. 24). Although site 1 fan had

overwashed during the winter of 1978-79, less than 10 centimeters of sand was

added to any area of the fan. During the winter, high winds deflated all the

areas not stabilized by vegetation. Only in drift-line areas at the outer

edge and in the northwest corner did the plot remain stable. As much as 44

centimeters of sand was lost at some elevation stations. The northwest corner

of the plot increased in elevation by 20 centimeters so that the entire

site, which had been a salt marsh, was now above MHW. The plot was becoming
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increasingly flatter as reflected by the standard deviation of the 120 eleva-
tion points. In August 1978 the standard deviation was 40 centimeters; in

March 1979 the standard deviation was 24 centimeters. Low dunes, evident in

the location of drift; lines, developed as a result of differential deflation
of surrounding areas and not by sediment accumulation in the vicinity of

plants. A total of 660 cubic meters of sand was lost from site 1 fart between
August 1978 and March 1979 (Fig. 24).

By August 1979 an additional 140 cubic meters had deflated from site 1

fan, principally in unvegetated locations. Drift lines were formed during the

late spring abutting low drift-line dunes established in 197b . These drift
lines were well vegetated in August 1979 and accounted for a larger stabilized
area.

During the 18 months in which deflation at site 1 was studied, 1160 cubic
meters or 60 percent of the initial washover deposit was lost from the plot.

The greatest deflation was 75 centimeters, which was lost from the south side
of the area. The greatest accretion occurred at the northwest corner, which
was unaffected by storm sedimentation, where 32 centimeters of aeolian and

tide-borne sediment had accumulated.

A small amount of sediment lost from washover fans was blown into the

surrounding salt marsh, forming low mounds around dense stands of Spavtina
patens (saltmeadow cordgrass) and Spartina alterniflora (salt-marsh cord-

grass). The vast majority of sediment deflated from washovers on Nauset Spit-
Eastham, however, was blown seaward by northwest and southwest winds. Lost

from the back barrier, about half of this sand was transported to the beach
and about half was trapped in remnant dunes.

To determine the relative amount of sand that was added to the dune line
at the periphery of the site 1 washover fan, elevation transects were estab-
lished at 5-cneter intervals in the dunes to the north and south of site 1

throat. At each elevation station, a hole was excavated around Ammophila
bveviligulata tillers. Each spring the vertical rhizoses of Ammophila
bveviligulata extend through the sand deposited during the winter. The apical
meristem, which remains approximately 6 to 8 centimeters below the sand sur-
face, near the interface between wet and dry sand, produces many leaves along
a very short section of rhizome. This vertical section of rhizoES with many
nodes and internodes can be used to locate the relative position of a sand
surface that remained stable for several months (Olson, 1958; Disraeli, 1982).

Using the morphology of Ammophila bveviligulata, dune-building rates were
determined in the area peripheral to site 1 throat. Seven traasects frosa thi6
area are shown in Figure 25. The greatest deposition occurred along these
transects in positions nearest the washover. Sediment was transported as far
as 150 meters from the back-dune edge and to an elevation more than 5 rasters.

Maximum deposition v?as 71 centimeters, 10 meters south of site I throat.

Approximately 1000 cubic meters of sand was deposited in the dunes to the

southeast of site 1 by the dominant northwest winds; 450 cubic meters
accumulated north of site 1. Baring this same period, approximately 2800

cubic meters of sand was deflated from the entire washover fan. Therefore,
approximately 52 percent of the sediment deflated from the fan accumulated in

peripheral dunes.
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( 3 ) Stabilization of Washovers .

(a) Washover Throats. Stabilization of washover throats is
dependent on the size of the throat, the frequency of overwash in the area,
and the orientation of the barrier. Small washover throats may quickly close
if overwash pressure is reraoved. Many washovers, like site 2 in 1976, begin
as meandering channels through the dune line. Dune vegetation can grow
rapidly into the channel trapping sand and repairing the breach. On Nauset
Spit, winds from the northwest and southwest often build wind-shadow dunes,
which help to close these breaches. Winds from the northeast and southeast
may be deflected by the dune line, so that sand is blown along the shoreline
and deposited in embayments and breaches, maintaining a smooth seaward contour
to the dune line.

Large features remain open for longer periods of time. If a throat is

broad and oriented parallel to prevailing winds, a channel may be eroded by

the wind to an elevation below the threshold level for washover. An area may
remain susceptible to washover for many years, enlarging until peripheral
dunes are completely leveled.

A washover throat may deflate to the proximity of the water table, result-
ing in wetter surface sands which are not easily moved by the wind. Large-
size material, such as cobbles and gravel, along with sand, are deposited in

the throat by washover surges; smaller material is carried farther onto the
washover tan. With the deflation of each successive washover, the lag surface
becomes more concentrated. At site 1 throat in 1977, a pavement of cobbles
and heavy minerals indicated considerable deflation. Once the surface has
stabilized, plant colonization can begin.

(b) Washover Fans. Small washovers are cooanon along Nauset Spit
and are often rapidly stabilized unless continually affected by subsequent
overwashes or human impact, such as pedestrian trampling or off-road vehicle
trespassing. Ln sonse cases, a small fan will be enlarged by future over-
washes; this is particularly common when the barrier dune line has a low
elevation profile and is very narrow.

Following overwash, the prevailing offshore winds deflate these fans.
Much of the washover sand is blown onto the beach face or deposited on the
back dunee adjacent to the fan. Lag layers of larger size material is&y fona,
but their occurrence is somewhat ainitalzed since material of this size range
is not frequently transported beyond the washover throat.

If the depth of sediment burial is shallow (less than 30 centimeters),
salt-marsh plants may recover. Although existing salt-ssarsh plants may be

killed by extensive burial, subsequent wind-deflation Esy lower the fsn to
intertidal elevations favorable for colonisation by high taarsh pleat spades.
Recolonization may occur froia seeds or by rhizoaa extension froa adjacent,
undisturbed stands of salt-marsh vegetation.

While small dunes (less than 1 meter high) may develop from drift-line
deposits on washovers of this scale, major additions to the dune line are not
possible unless the washover is significantly enlarged by subsequent overwash.
Sand supply for dune building, available from Che deflation of the washover,
is restricted by the small size of the fan. Without sufficient quantities of
sand, major new dunes do not form; overwash at this scale plays an insignifi-
cant role in overall barrier riynaalcs and landward migration.
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(c) WashoverFlats. Major washover areas exhibit a somewhat

different means of stabilization than small-scale features. In general, wash-

over flats are subject to overwash tor many years, since rhizome invasion from

adjacent dunes and salt marshes is not effective in stabilizing a large area

rapidly because there is a high ratio of barren area to perimeter. The prin-

cipal means of colonization of these major features is through the development

of dunes from drift lines. The large size washover flats and great deposi-

tional thicknesses provide an abundant source of sand to the developing dune

line. Since these flats are not rapidly stabilized, overwash frequently

occurs depositing new sand between and bayward of developing dunes. New dunes

are established toward the bayward edge of large washovers in association with

drift lines deposited in arcuate lines by bay-side storm surges and spring

tides. Since a large distance (typically 100 to 200 meters) exists between

the newly developing dune and the shoreline, onshore winds also contribute to

dune building.

After dunes are well established, Ammophila bveviligulata rhizomes spread

seaward colonizing the barren washover. Complete recovery of a washover

occurs when the frontal edge of the new dune merges with the adjacent back,

dunes and the barrier profile is increased above the overwash threshold,

liarrier environments are translocated several hundred meters landward in a

quantum fashion by means of overwash and subsequent dune recovery with all

ecological units retained intact.

III. VEGETATIVE RESPONSE TO OVERWASH

1 . Introduction .

The response of sand-dune and salt-marsh vegetation to overwash burial was

studied on Nauset Spit-Easthais. Research was divided into three parts: plant

community response to overwash, response of individual species to overwash,

and colonization of washovers. Initial research plans were designed to com-

pare the response of vegetation on washovers that were created at different

times. After the 1978 storm, the direction of the research changed since all

three sites chosen for study had been severely overwashed.

Comparisons of species lists for northeast barrier beaches suggest that

the vegetation of Nauset Spit-Easthaia is representative of typical northeast
barrier beach communities during very early stages of succession (Table 4).

Thirty-three species were present on tnis section of the spit in 1977. This

compared to 242 species on Plum Island, Massachusetts, (Ahles, 1973) and 117 on

Honomoy Island, Massachusetts, (Moiil, 1969). Only three wel 1 -developed plant

communities have been present on the spit since the first aerial photos were

taken in 1938— a dune community and high and low marsh communities. A sand

road, in use since 1922, devides salt-marsh communities from dune communities

along the length of Liu- spit. Two other discernible, early success ional com-

munities are present—the drift-line community and the ecotone between the high

marsh and dune community. Shrubs, notably fiyrica pensyivanica (bayberry),

Primus maritima (beach plum), and Rosa rugosa. (salt spray rose), are present

on Nauset Spit-Easthain but do not constitute a shrub community. Of the 21

marshes surveyed in a study comparing salt-marsh productivity in New England,

Nauset-Eastham ranked seventh (Godfrey and Travis, 1976). Few well-defined

communities, low species number, and high productivity are all characteristic

of sand-dune or salt-marsh areas that are either very young or highly stressed.
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Table 4. Species list for Nauset Spit-Eastham, 1977 and 1978.

Availability

un :&rs -oaceae

-.-;
'. :ul i: : Poaceae

r
' n :^c Caryophyllaceae

iu izt z Asteraceae

--»l:«-' i Chenopodiaceae

'.'
: Chenopodiaceae

Ace rtcan be a c hfc i

Sandwort:

Wornwood

Dusty alller

Pigweed

Orache

..vper.iceae

Fabaceae

Bora^tnaceae

Ericaceae

Poaceae

Poaceae

'-'lantaginaceae

Rosaceae

Poaceae

Fa^acea.

Anacardi.* "eae

Rosacea*

Rosaceae

Chenopodiaceae

Chenopodiaceae

Chenopodiaceae

Asteraceae

Poaceae

Poaceae

Chenopodiaceae

Chenopodiaceae

Chenopodiaceae

Liliaceae

horning £lory

Scotch broora

Spike ^rass

Seaside spurge

Red fescue

False beach heatner

Black .^rass

Beach pea

Sea lavender

3ayberry

Panic grass

CoacDon reed grass

Seaside plantain

Beach plum

Alkali ^rass

Bear oak

Poison ivy

Salt spray rose

Virginia rose

Glasswort

Classwort

Saltwort

Seaside goldenrod

Salt-^iarsh cordgrass

Salt -meadow cordgrass

Sea blite

Sea blite

Cockle bur

Yucca

'a abundant,

-o - occasional.

'i = rare.
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An almost continuous dune line, with elevations approaching 5 meters In
some areas, extended 2.2 kilometers along the spit in 1977. A recent study
of dune-building processes on Nauoec Spit-Eastham showed that 5-meter-high
dunes can form under optimal conditions in only 6 years (Knutson, 1980). In

general, community succession in coastal areas is extremely rapid, aided by

the nutrient input of salt spray (van der Valk, 1974; Art, 1976). The few
species found within an area of rapid succession suggests that environmental
pressures maintain plant community development at a very early stage of
succession.

A 1977 map of Nauset Spit-Eastham before the 1978 storm is shown in
Figure 2. Three washovers were evident along the spit. The dune line was
approximately 150 meters wide, backed by a very wide salt marsh at the north-
ern end, which narrowed to the south. The dune line was steeply scarped on
the oceanside, and had eroded approximately 140 meters landward in the past
110 years (see Sec. IV). The off-road vehicle path between the high marsh and
dune communities had scarped the back barrier dunes preventing the landward
expansion of the dune line.

2. Base-Line teta .

a. Introduction . Three sites on Nauset Spit-Eastham in 1977 were chosen
that represented different stages of vegetative recovery following overwash.
Site I washover was created by overwash in 1972, and consisted ot a well-
developed Spavtina patens high marsh and the upper elevation edge of a Spar-
tina alterniflora law marsh. High, well-vegetated dunes bordered tne washover
throat. Site 2 first overwashed in September 1976, presenting thfi opportunity
to study the response of vegetation to burial on a very recent washover. Site
3 had not been affected by recent storms, but appeared to be a possible loca-
tion for future overwash. The dune and marsh communities could be used as a
control, unaffected by overwash. Fieldwork was conducted in the summer of
1977 with the intention of following changes in the vegetation on the three
washovers over a period of 2 years.

b. Methodology . The vegetation at each site was sampled using a 0.25-
meter-square point-intercept board with 25 evenly spaced holes to calculate
cover (Fig. 26; Costing, 1956). Information concerning frequency (species
present), cover, and plant density was collected. A plant was considered
in the frequency determination if any part of the plant appeared within the
double-framed quadrat. Density was determined by the number of axes breaking
the sand surface. For fine grasses, density calculations were made using the
average of estimates from three researchers. Quadrats were selected within
the plots using a mixed, random, or systematic process (Kershaw, 1976).

Quadrats were spaced at 2-meter intervals along transects chosen at random
along the base line in order to take into account the belted zones of the salt
marsh. The point-intercept board was placed with two fixed points located
along a tape measure which defined the sampling transect, so that each quadrat
could be relocated for future study. The elevation relative to sea level was
determined for each quadrat using a surveyor's level. Time was the only con-
straint placed on the number of transects sampled. A field map was made of
each plot using the 5- by 5-meter flagged elevation grid as a guideline.
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Figure 26. Photo of point-intercept board. ^—

'

The three research sites were subdivided into five plots (see Sec. II) . A £>.

total of 2,567 quadrats were sampled within the five plots during the summer v":

of 1977. The most extensively covered were the washover throat and fan of w-\

site 1. Vegetative changes, followed since 1972 at this site, presented a ,-:"

unique opportunity to study the revegetation of a washover fan. Site 1 has p*,

actively overwashed during severe stonas and has trapped sufficient sand on i£

sections of the fan surface to attain an elevation above spring high tides and (\<

maintain a dune community. Twenty transects 100 meters long were sampled at V>"

site 1 throat for a total of 1,020 quadrats. Twenty-eight transects 50 meters o'-

long were established at site 1 fan; a total of 728 quadrats were sampled. &-'

Notes were made to indicate which quadrats were located in areas affected by "*^

overwash and which were located on the adjacent salt marsh. Nine transects ."-*

were set at site 2, and 234 quadrats were sampled. At site 3, 351 quadrats '-.-

were sampled in the dunes and 234 quadrats were sampled in the salt marsh
f-.^

along 13 transects. A field map was made of each plot using the 5- by 5-meter '."•

flagged elevation grid as a guideline.

c. Analysis of Data. ,'-V

\>\

(1) Site 1 Fan . Site 1 has been studied since it first formed during Sv
a severe northeaster in February 1972. The washover consisted of a throat p**

which meandered through the dune line and a small fan-shaped deposit on the •—r.
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high marsh. Several month3 after the Initial overwash, elevation transects
were established across the fan to document sand surface changes and the
revegetacicn process. Test pits dug in the substrate demonstrated that the
initial vegetation was similar to the adjacent, nonoverwashed high marsh.
Surficial features such as drift lines and emergent vegetation were noted.
In 1975 the same transects were resurveyed, and both recovering and newly
established vegetation was recorded. A vegetation map of site 1 in 1975
appears in Figure 27. Plants did not recover from the initial sand deposit,
and small dunes developed in the location of the 1972 drift lines by 1975

(Fig. 28).

^•§0 South

ML
Ik' iwiv

V

.
J low mortfi I

i bore

1 dnfl mclenal

Figure 27. Vegetation map of site 1 fan, 1975.
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IM-, BARE S p a r t i n 6

pa tana

Spar tine

o It ©mi flora

50 m 100

April 1972 (aftar ovcrwosh)

August 1973

Figure 28. Drift line dune development on a washover fan (after
Godfrey, Leatherussn, and Zaretaba, 1979).

The derailed vegetation study conducted in 1977 increased the available
data on washover revegetation. Storms on 10 May and 10 June 1977 flooded
the developing dunes, killing many Amnophita bveviligulata plmts. Some new
tillers of Amrnophila bveviligulata had recolonlzed the site by the time the
area was sampled in August.

Data from site 1 fan were divided into three sections: the adjacent
unaffected marsh, the periphery of the washover, and the center of the wash-
over fan (Figs. 29 and 30). Table 5 reviews the data for the adjacent marsh
area. This area was largely high marsh with a mixture of low marsh vegetation
at the bayward extremities of the plot. Spartina patene was the dominant
species, with an importance value (I.V.) of 209.80, indicating that most of
the site was within the high marsh community on Nauset Spit-Eastham. Spartina
alterniflora, Salicornia virginica (glasswort), Puccimllia sp. (alkaligrass) ,

and Limonium nashii (sea lavender), in order of decreasing importance, were
the most common components of the low marsh community (Table 5).

Tables 6 and 7 review vegetation data for the peripheral area and the
center of the washover fan, respectively. The peripheral area was located at
the edge of the fan where sand buri? 1 was shallow (<10 centimeters) 5 years
after overwash; some plants had grown through the deposit. Other plants
colonized this area by rhizome extensions from the adjacent marsh. Species
composition of the peripheral area reflected the adjacent marsh vegetation as
expected. A comparison of Tables 5 and 6 shows that the species composition
for the two areas was very similar. All six plants found In the peripheral
area were also found in the adjacent marsh. Only Distichlis spicata (spike
grass), a minor component of the adjacent marsh, was not present in the periph-
eral area. These data show that six species are either rhizomatous or capable
of withstanding major overwash deposition. Spartina patens, Spartina alterni-
flora, and Salicomia virginica are ihizomatous . Many marsh plants can with-
stand some siltation as a natural process occurring in tidal marshes.

The vegetative composition of the center of the washover fan differed
greatly from the peripheral or adjacent marsh areas (Table 7). Comparisons of
the three areas by I.V. appear in Table 8. Amrnophila, which cannot withstand
saltwater inundation during the growing season, is a good indicator of supra-
tidal vegetation. The other seven species found on the washover fan are also
components of the sand-dune community in New England. Only Spartina patens
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Table 5. Summary of quadrat data for the marsh adjacent to site 1 fan

washover, 1977.

Species Frequency Cover Density I.V.
1

Pet Relative Pet Relative Total Relative

Agropyrcm pungene 0.7 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 40 <0.1 0.4

Distichlis spiaata 0.7 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 75 <0.1 0.4

Limonium naskii 16.4 7.4 0.4 0.4 115 0.1 7.9

Puacinellia sp. 24.4 11.1 1.6 1.7 3,003 1.2 14.0

Salicornia virginiea 38.2 17.3 2.5 2.6 5,488 2.2 22.2

Spartina alterniflora 43.6 19.8 18.6 19.4 6,873 2.8 42.1

Spartina patens 8^.5 40.6 72.3 75.6 228,827 93.6 209.8

Bare sand 62.9 10.7

Drift 21,1 2.3

'i.V.'s are importance values calculated from cover, frequency, and density

of the plants.

Table 6. Summary of data collected from 150 quadrats sampled at the

washover periphery, August 1977.

Species Frequency Cciver rensity I.V.I

Pet Relative Pet Relative Total Relative

Agropyron pungens 0.6 1.3 <0.1 0.1 9 <0.1 1.4

Limonium nashii 0.3 0.6 1 <0.1 0.6

Puacinellia sp. 3.3 7.7 0.9 2.1 230 0.6 10.4

Salicornia vivginica 1.7 3.9 0.1 0.3 90 0.2 4.3

Spartina alternifl ova 8.5 19.9 5.9 14.2 866 2.2 36.3

Spartina vatens 28.7 66.7 34.7 83.4 38 ,437 97.0 247.1

Bare sand 38.8 51.9

Drift 18.2 6.5

'i.V.'s are importance values calculated from cover, frequency, and density
of the plants.

Table 7. Summary of data collected from 303 quadrats sampled on the supra-
tidal washover at site 1 fan, August 1977 (pre-1978 overwash)

.

Species Frequency

Pet Relative

Cover Density I.V. 1

Pet Relative Total Relative

Agropyron pungens 0.7 3.3 <0.1 1.2 9 2.8 7.3

Ammophila breviligulata 11.2 57.4 0.6 53.7 106 33.0 144.4

Artemisia caudata 0.3 1.6 <0.1 1.2 8 2.5 5.4

Artemisia stelleriana 0.3 1.6 <0.1 2.4 2.8

Cakile edentula 1.3 6.6 <0.1 3.7 2 0.6 10.8

Lathyrus javonicus 0.3 1.6 _„ 2.0

Salsola kali 0.3 1.6 2.0

Spartina patens 5.3 26.2 0.4 37.8 60.1 124.2

Bare sand 97.1 82.1

Drift 66.7 16.9

'i.V.'s are importance values calculated from cover, frequency, and density
of the plants.
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Table 8. Comparative importance vaLues at site 1 fan

subdivisions, 1977.

Species

Adjacent Peripheral Washover

marsh

0.4

0.4

Agropyron pungens

Ammophila breviligula+r

Artemisia aaudata

Artemisia stelleriana

Cckile edentula

Distiehlis spicaia

Lathyrus japonicus

Limonium nashii

Puaainellia maritima

Salicornia Virginian

Salsola kali

Spartina alterniflora

Svartina vavens

7..9

14,.0

22 .2

42,.1

.09 .8

area

1.4

0.,6

10.,4

4,.3

36..3

207,.1

fan Total

7.3 0.6

144.4 4.7

5.4 0.1

2.8 0.1

10.8 0.5

0.3

2.0 0.1

6.0

12.5

17.7

2.0 0.1

39.4

124.2 215.3

var. monogyna and Agropyron pungens (quack grass) appeared in all three

areas: these two species are capable of growing on low dunes subject to

periodic tidal flooding. All plants on site 1 washover fan originated from

regeneration of plant fragments or from seed. None of these species origi-

nated from the regrowth of plants below the washover fan. Seedlings of Spar-

tina patens, Salsola kali (saltwort), Lathyrus japonicus (beach pea), and

Cakile edentula (sea rocket) were noted on the fan in 1977; plant fragments of

Ammophila breviligulata and Artemisia stelleriana (dusty miller) were also

found on the washover.

(2) Site 1 Throat . Site 1 throat had not been subject to a major

overwash since 1972. Occasionally during the winter, swashes overtopped the

benn crest, depositing drift material in the washover throat. Site 1 throat

showed signs of vegetative recovery by means of rhizome extension from estab-

lished dunes and by colonization from overwash drift lines. A map of site 1

throat appears in Figure 31. (Elevation data were not collected between

transects 9S and 24S from 60 to iOO meters west.) Very sparse drift-line

vegetation dominated by Ammophila breviligulata, Cakile edentula, Artemisia

stelleriana, Salsola kali, and Lathyrus japonicus occurred throughout the

throat among abundant drift material (7.2 percent cover; Table 9). Well-

vegetated Ammophila breviligulata dunes were located at the northern and

southern edges of the site. A very dense stand of Ammophila breviligulata

grew on the eastern low dune ridge (80 and 90 meters west), which was less

densely vegetated with Ammophila breviligulata, Agropyron pungens, Spartina

patens, Artemisia caudata (wormwood), and Solidago sempervirens (seaside

goldenrod) . A dense stand of Spartina patens var. monogyna (I.V. = 110.0 for

the entire plot) was located in the southwest corner of the plot.
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Figure 31. Vegetation map ef site 1 throat, August 1977.
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Table 9. Summary of data collected from 929 quadrats sampled at site 1

throat, August 1977 (preoverwash)

.

Species Frequency Cover Density I.V.

Pet Relative Pet Relative Total Relative

Agrovyrcm pungens

Ammovhila breviligulata

Artemisia cauiaia

Artemisia sieller-iana

Cakile edentula

Euphorbia polyganifolia

Lathy rus faponicus

Salsola kali

Solidago semvervirens

Svartina -patens

1.4

17.9

0.5

1.8

0.9

0.2

1.8

0.7

1.7

6.6

4.3

53.4

1.5

5.3

2.8

0.6

5.3

2.2

4.9

19.9

0.3

3.1

0.2

0.4

<0.1

<0.1

0.1

0.1

0.3

2.1

4.5

48.5

2.7

5.6

0.2

0.2

1.0

0.7

4.5

32.2

138

1,133

8

199

28

3

24

5

22

2,249

3.6

29.8

0.2

5.2

0.7

0.1

0.6

0.1

0.6

59.0

12.4

131.6

4.4

16.1

3.7

0.7

6.9

3.0

10.0

110.0

Bare sand

Drift

99.9

54.9

86.5

7.2

'Diversity = 0.6754; Richness - 10.
2 l.V.'s are importance values calculated from cover, frequency, and density

of the plants.

(3) Site 2. On 2 September 1976 during a spring tide, a distant

tropical storm produced large swells, resulting in overwash at site 2 with

sand penetration to the lee of the dune line. Plants were not found on the

washover in 1977, except at the fan edges where sand burial was shallow. The

adjacent salt marsh was populated with a patchwork growth ot high and low

marsh vegetation due to irregular topography caused by mosquito ditching.

Vegetation data for site 2 appear in Table 10. Similar to site 1, site 2

was dominated by Spartina patens with an l.V. of 137.8, indicating a high

marsh community. The distribution of other species is, however, far more

uniform than at site 1 fan. There is a mixture of low marsh vegetation among

stands of Svartina patens. A map of the site shows the sporadic zonation

patterns (Fig. 32).

Table 10. Summary of data collected from 234 quadrats

sampled at site 2, August 1977 (preoverwash).

Species

Agropyron pungens

Distidhlis spieata

Juncus gerardi

Limonium nashii

Pucainellia sp.

Salicomia europaea

Saliaornia xnrginica

Spartina altemiflora

Spartina patens

Suaeda maritinz

Frequency

Pet Relative

Cover

Pet Relative

Den&ity

Total Relative

I.V.

8.1

0.4

6.8

4.3

12.8

1.3

43.6

23.9

44.4

0.4

5.6

0.3

4.7

2.9

8.8

0.9

29.8

30.4

0.3

2.3

0.1

<0.1

<0.1

2.2

0.1

12.5

9.7

30.4

<0.1

3.8

0.1

5.5

<0.1

3.5

0.1

20.6

16.1

50.2

<0.1

1,168

22

9,452

10

5,835

19

30,111

5,835

64,063

1

1.1

<0.1

8.4

<0.1

5.2

<0.1

26.8

5.2

57.2

<0.1

10.5

0.4

18.6

3.0

17.5

1.0

77.2

37.7

137.8

0.3

1 I.V.'s are importance values calculated from cover, frequency, and density

of the plants.
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Figure 32. Vegetation map of site 2, August 1977.

(A) Site 3 Throat . At site 3 a small breach t.15 meters) in the dune
line had been opened during the 10 May 1977 northeaster, killing the Ammophila
bveviligulata that was flooded by saltwater. Overwash surges penetrated into
the dune line depositing a small amount of sand in low-lying areas. The vege-
tation of site 3 throat consisted primarily of stable dune community species
dominated by Artemisia stelleriana with a dense stand of Ammophila bveviligulata
along the back margin of the dune between 40 to 50 meters (Fig. 33). The western
edge of the dune line was steeply scarped by vehicles along the high sand road.

Vegetation data for site 3 throat appear in Table 11. Site 3 throat was
similar to site 1 throat, but the distribution and abundance of their com-
ponent species were very different. Ammophila, bveviligulata was a major
component (l.V. = 97.3), but Artemisia stelleriana was the dominant species
(I.V. = 161.7); Spartina patens var. monogyna was only a minor element
(l.V. = 0.5).

(5) Site 3 Marsh . Site 3 marsh was chosen both as a control,
unaffected by overwash, and as a marsh likely to be overwashed in the near
future. Unlike site 1 fan and site 2, site 3 marsh had an even mixture of
high and low marsh vegetation; this undisturbed site was at the transition
between the two communities (Fig. 34). Spartina patens (I.V. * 133.1) was the
dominant species (Table 12), but Salicormia virginica (I.V. •» 80.9) and
Puaainellia sp. (I.V. = 45.9) were found in large numbers only at site 3 marsh
in areas sampled on Nauset Spit-Eastham.

3. Community Response to Overwash .

a. Introduction. Plant community response to overwash burial has been
studied along the Outer Banks of North Carolina by several investigators. By
comparing biomass samples in areas affected by overwash with areas unaffected
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Figure 34. Vegetation map of site 3 marsh, August 1977.
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Table 12. Summary of data collected from 351 quadrats sampled
at site 3, August 1977 (preoverwash)

.

l

Frequency Covar

Species

Limonium nashii

Plantago rnritirn

Puccinellia sp.

Saliaomia vi-»ginisa

Svartina altevniflova

Spavtina patens

Pet Relative Pet Relative I.V."

19.2 7.9 1.4 1.3 18.4

15.8 6.5 2.6 2.4 18.4

43.2 17.7 14.2 12.9 45.9

74.8 30.7 25.6 23.2 80.9

10.7 4.4 5.0 4.5 13.4

80.3 32.9 61.4 55.8 133.1

'Density not sampled.

I.V.'s are adjusted sums of relative frequency and relative

cover.

by overwash, Godfrey and Godfrey ( 1973) showed that southern barrier flat com-
munities dominated by Spartina patens are able to recover to initial biomass

levels within 1 year. Aerial photographic comparison was used to substantiate
these short-term field measurements. Godfrey and Godfrey (1973) suggested

that a southern barrier flat community is, in fact, an overwash subclimax

community—a community maintained by overwash pressures. Aerial photos and

field observations of plant communities to the lee of artificially maintained

Ammophilia dunes of Cape Hatteras supported the subclimax theory (Dolan,

Godfrey, and Odum, 1973). Vegetation not adapted to overwash burial (shrubs)

displaced the Spartina patens-dominated grassland community after overwash

pressure was removed.

Hosier (1973), using a quadrat sampling technique before and after a small

overwash (<18 centimeters of sand deposition), shot-ad that overwash burial

reduced biomass, but maintained similar plant communities, provided the over-

all changes in elevation were not dramatic. Travis (1976), also using a

quadrat technique, showed that statistical differences in the . vegetat ion

1 year after overwash did not exist between the affected area and an adjacent

area that had not recently been overwashed but was subject to frequent

overwash activity. Elevation changes of 30 centimeters or greater lead to

increases in the water-table height and associated changes in the plant

community structure. More recently, using aerial photographic analysis,

Hosier and Cleary (1977) showed that a cyclic sequence of overwash community

types and physiographic features can be distinguished along some areas of the

North Carolina coast.

b. Methodology . To determine plant community response to overwash burial

on a northeast barrier beach, two approaches were used. First, the three

sites sampled on Nauset Spit-Eastham in 1977 were divided into community types

and analyzed based on the range of overwash effects on each community caused
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by the 1978 storm. In this analysis, comparisons were made between areas
sampled before and after overwash burial. In a second analysis, all data
collected on Nauset Spit-Eastham in 1977 and 1978 were again subdivided into

plant community types, but were analyzed as a unit using a two-dimensional
ordination technique. In this way, salt-marsh and dune communities were
spatially separated and postoverwash communities were associated with either

the salt marsh or dune end-points of a gradient of community types.

Data collected during 1977 and 1978 on Nauset Spit-Eastham were subdivided
to analyze the community response to major overwash sand burial on a north-

east barrier beach. For analysis, the communities were divided into three

groupings: dune, washover, and salt-marsh (Fig. 35). Whenever possible,
quadrats sampled in 1977 were compared with the exact same quadrats resampled
in 1978.

L

Dune Coramunirv i

prestorm, 1977

|

~"~T
"'"*

1 Entirely eroded! Partly eroded i

and partly 1

Entirely
j

1 ^ 1

Comparison I Comparison 2 Comparison 3

j
Overwash Community

' prestorro, 1977

Entirely erodedl
away

|

Corapai ison 4

I Shallow burial l< 34 cm) I Deep burial (> 34 cm) 1 (Continual overwash
j

Comparison 10

5 yeorj

ofter overwosn

Sane year 5 years

ofter overnosh

Figure 35.

i 5 Comparison 6 Comparison 7 Comparison 8 6 9

Community analysis: the effects of overwash processes
on dune, washover, and salt-marsh communities.

Three types of overwash were analyzed for sand-dune communities (see

Fig. 35): dunes completely eroded by overwash surges (comparison 1), dunes
entirely affected by overwash activity—partly eroded and partly buried

(comparison 2), and dunes that were not eroded but were buried by washover
sand (comparison 3). In all three comparisons, quadrats sampled in 1977 were

compared with the same quadrats resampled in 1978.
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A 1977 washover that was buried by additional washover sand in 1978 was

analyzed (Fig. 35, comparison 4). Small dunes had developed on this washover,
which were sampled in 1977 and subsequently eroded in February 1978. Quadrats

sampled in 1977 were compared to the same quadrats in 1978.

Six comparisons were made for salt-marsh communities (Fig. 35). Two of

these comparisons involved mixed high or low marsh areas that were subject to

shallow burial which allowed regrowth from below the fan surface during the

first year (comparisons 5 and 6). In comparison 5, quadrats sampled in 1978

in areas of site 1 fan that were buried by less than 34 centimeters were

compared with the same quadrats before overwash. Quadrats on a 5-year-old

washover were compared with quadrats from an adjacent, unaffected area in

comparison 6. Three comparisons were made between preoverwash and postover-

wash surveys of marshes that had been buried oy more than 34 centimeters of

washover sand. In two of these analyses, 1977 data were compared with 1978

data; the third comparison used 1977 data on an area initially -overwashed in

1972. The final analysis compared a mixed high and low salt marsh to the same

area after overwash in February 1978. This area continued to overwash during
spring tides until July (comparison 10). Quadrat3 sampled in 1977 were

compared with the same quadrats resampled in 1978.

For each comparison, vegetation data tables were compiled per site, indi-

cating relative frequency, cover, density, and I.V. for each species. The

species diversity was calculated using tne Simpson indt=x (Simpson, 1949),
which is weighted for more common species. A similarity index was calculated

comparing the two sites, using a modification of the Gleason similarity index

(Gleason, 1920).

2W
Gleason index

a + b

where W is the sum of the least relative covers of species held in common
between the two plots. W is multiplied by 2 because this cover calculation
occurs in both plots; a and b are the sum of the total cover values for

each plot. Importance values were used ra< her than relative cover in order
to take advantage of the more detailed data collected. Using the elevation
points surveyed in 1977 and 1978 for each site, means, standard deviation, and

ranges were calculated for elevation and sand deposition. Whenever appropri-
ate, individual species were compared between sites using the Kruskal-Wallis

test, a modified t-test for nonparametric data (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952;

Dixon, 1977). The Kruskal-Wailis test ranks data for each treatment and

compares each level of the ranking.

A two-dimensional ordination of all vegetation data collected on Nauset
Spit-Eastham during 1977 and 1978 was constructed using a method developed by

Beals (1960). Vegetation data were divided into 13 plot groupings in 1978 so
all sampled quadrats were included only once. Descriptions of the 13 sites

used for the ordination appear in Table 13. A matrix of similarity indexes

for all sites was constructed using the modified Gleason index used in the

site comparisons (Table 14).
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Table 13.

Plot

ahhr. 1

Review of plots used in two-dimensional
ordination of community data.

Plot description

l-F-v-77 Supratldal washover fan of site 1 in 1977.

l-F-ra-77 Harsh area adjacent to the washover at site I fan in 1977.

l-F-p-77 Peripheral area of site 1 fan in 1977.

l-F-s-78 Supratldal area of tl*> washover at site I in 1978.

l-F-p-78 Area of site 1 fan (l'>78) that mob marsh in 1977 and

received less than ). t: of washover sand deposition.

l-T-77 Site 1 throat In 1977.

l-T-78 Site 1 throat In 1978.

2-H-77 Marsh adjacent to the washover at site 2 In 1977.

2-P-77 Washover fun and peripheral area at site 2 in 1977.

J-T-77 Site 3 throat in 1977.

3-M-77 Site 3 marsh In 1977.

3-T-78 Site 3 throat In 1978.

3-F-78 Site 3 marsh In 1978.

IF - fan; w

peripheral tc

T - throat; (

^rsh adjacent to

supratldal sectlc
over; p - art

washover;

Table 14. Matrix of similarity indexes used for the two-dimensional ordination.

iaj-.'o! ..?!(, Irtis

i-t-r l-H-77 ?-p-77 I-.-77 l-T-77 l-r-o-7 7 i-r-p-77 i -F-»-77 l-T-78 l-H-78 l-T-73 I-P-.-78 1-P-l- a

0.2 ...6 0.6 46.0 16.8 0.6 0.1 76.2 47 7 76.1 0.2

99.8 41.5 80.1 J7.0 41.4 51.9 61.1 0.0 6.7 48.8

99.4 54.1 49.0 19.9 18.2 19.9 41.2 0.0 8.7 15.8

99.4 19.

7

11.0 40.1 41.9 61.6 71.6 0.0 8.7 19.2 .

14.0 65.0 60.! 19.1 88.2 17.1 17.2 54.1 47 9 15.9 17.0 S

(.1.2 S3 .6 61.e 56.1 11.6 41.8 42.7 48.0 41 6 16.8 41.4 £

99.: 46.1 60.1 16.4 62.1 18.2 87.1 0.0 8.7 80.0

199.7 16.5 16.8 28.4 62.8 57.8 12.7 CO 9.7 O.O

21.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 41.9 52.0 100.0 100.0 62 48.1 0.0

12.) 100.0 100.0 100.0 12.1 58.4 100.0 100.0 18.0 -_ - 40.0 0.0

M.7 I.) VI.

1

91.1 44.1 41.2 91.1 91.1 51.7 60 40.8 8.7

4«.9 M.7 84.7 84.7 4J.5 47.4 84.

7

84.7 46.7 12 > 59.2 11.)

99.8 51.2 64.2 40.8 61.0 58.6 20. 100.0 100.0 100 91.7 84.7
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c. Analysis of Data .

(1) Dune Communities .

(a) Comparison 1 . All 1,020 quadrats sampled at site 1 throat
In 1977 ( l-T-77) were compared with the same quadrats sampled in 1978 (l-T-78)
to determine the effect of overwash on a dune community that was removed by
erosion. Site 1 throat consisted of the washover throat with adjacent dunes
(Fig. 31). Cover data in 1977 show that the area was 86 percent bare sand
(Table 9). The edges of tlif throat were principally populated wj.th Ammophila
bveviligulata (I.V. = 131. 6) through the dunes and Spavtina patene var.
monogyna (I.V. = 110. 0) toward the sand road. The I.V. of Spavtina patene
was high because individual tillers grow more densely than any other plant on
Nauset Spit-Easthara.

Only three quadrats sampled at site 1 throat were not eroded during the
February storm. The mean elevation of site 1 throat wa^ raised only 4 centi-
meters, but the elevation range was lowered from 2.98 centimeters to 1.65 cen-
timeters. Dunes were flattened (maximua elevation = 4.14 meters above mean
sea level (MSL) for '977, versus 3.32 meters above MSL for 197^), and low
areas were filled (lowest elevation = 1.16 meters above MSL for 1977, versus
1.67 meters above MSL for 1978). Mean net depth of sand burial was 0.11 meter
(±0.32 meter) for the entire site. Only 13 quadrats were vegetater. in 19/8
versus 324 quadrats in 1977 (Tables 9 and 15). Species richness was reduced
from 10 species in 1977 to 3 species in 1978. Species diversity was dramatic-
ally reduced from 0.6754 in 1977 to 0.0582 in 1978.

Table 15. Summary of data collected from 969 quadrat samples at site 1

throat, August 1978.

Species' Frequency Cover Density I.V.

Pet Relative Pet Relative Total Relative

Ammophila bveviligulata 1.2 80.0 0.1 97.2 54 85.7 262.9

Solidago eempevvivens 0.1 6.7 0.1 2.8 1 1.6 11.1

Svavtina patens 0.2 13.3 8 12.7 26.0

Bare sand 100. 99.8

'Diversity - 0.0582; Richness - 3.

I.V.'s arc importance values calculated from cover, frequency, and density
of the plants.

Ammophila bveviligulata and Spavtina patens were codorainant9 in 1977;
but only Ammophila bveviligulata was dominant in 1978. Spavtina patens and
Solidago sempevvivens were found in quadrats that recovered from overwash
burial in 1978. Since the velocity of overwashing surges was greater at site
1 throat than in other areas not bordered by high dunes, only large driEt
material was deposited in the washover throat. Ammophila bveviligulata
rhizomes and tillers regenerated in these drift piles. Cakile edentula was
the only other species found in the area. In all cases there was a statisti-
cally significant decrease in both cover and density for each species in 1978
compared with 1977. In the site 1 throat comparison, an established dune
community was replaced by scattered plants found in drift piles on the wash-
over surface. The high similarity index (55.9) shows the high I.V. of
Ammophila bveviligulata in all supratidal areas on Nauset Spit-Eastham.
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(b) Comparison 2 . All quadrats sampled at site 3 throat in 1977

(3-T-77) were compared with the same quadrats sampled in 1978 to determine the

effect of overwash on a dune that had been eroded in some areas and buried by

washover deposits in other areas (Tables 11 and 16). Site 3-T-77 was a well-

developed, stable dune area (Fig. 33). A high foredune had cut off most of

the area fLoro windblown sand. Many dead Ammovhila breviligulata (I.V.

97.3), once more abundant, had in recent years been replaced by Artemicia
steller-Lana (I.V. = 161.7) as the most important plant species. The landward

edge of the dune was populated with a dense stand of Ammophila breviligulata.

A total of 214 sampled quadrats were eroded during the 1978 storm; 152 quad-

rats were buried by between 1 and 98 centimeters of sand. The mean elevation

for the site was raised 15 centimeters, and a6 at site 1 throat, the elevation

ranges were severely truncated from a range of 2.10 to 0.69 meter. Mean net

depth of sand burial was 0.30 meter (±0.24 teeter).

Table 16. Summary of data collected from 351 quadrat samples 4t site 3

throat, August 1978.

Species

Anmopkila breviligulata

Artemisia etelleriana

Cakile edentula

Lathy rus javor.iaus

Solidaao semvervirens

Bare sand

Drift

Fr jquency

Relative

Cover Density I.V. 2

Pet Pet Relative Total Relative

57.0 48.1 3.3 47.1 384 38.6 133.8

10.8 21.2 1.7 24.7 490 49.3 95.2

1.7 3.4 0.2 2.1 1 0.1 5.5

8.6 16.8 1.0 13.5 90 9.1 39.3

5.4 10.6 0.9 12.7 30 3.1 26.3

100.0 92.1

8.0 0.8

Diversity » 0.6824; Richness 5.

2 '.V.'s are importance v. .lues calculated from cover, frequency, and density

of the planes.

Vegetative cover was reduced from 28 percent in 1977 to 7 percent in 1978.

Specie* tithness was reduced from 11 species in 1977 to 5 species in 1978.

Species diversity, however, remained similar between 1977 (0.6075) and 1978

(0.6824). firrmophila breviligulata, Artemisia stelleriana, Solidago

xcmoervirens, ar.d Latkyrus japonieus, all of which contributed to the high

upeci3S diversity in 1977, wer° either able to recover from overwash burial or

were found In drift piles. Although species diversity and the magnitude of

the I.V. for each of the major species did not vary greatly between 1977 and

1978, Kruskal-Wallis tests run for each of these species showed that, in all

casus, cover and density data were significantly lower in 1978 th&n in 1977

(? < 0.01). Carcx silicea was eroded by overwash in 1978. Agropyron pungens,

Spartina patens, * rtemicl-t caudata, and Rhus radicans (poison ivy) did not

recover from overw«sh burial, at site 3, but were formerly present in only a

few quadrats, [

The washover throat of site 3 was tot bordered by high dunes, as was the i.

case at site I. Surges moving through site 3 throat were not restricted to a [

channel but were spread laterally. Site 3 throat eroded less than site 1 [

throat due to the lack of flow constriction and prestorta vegetative cover.

Drift piles at site 3 had a richer flora than at site 1 throat because fine ««

f

f

i
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organic material and seeds were not carried by overwash surges beyond the

area. Site 3 throat drift material contained Ammophila breviligulata,
Artemisia stelleriana, Lathyvus japonieus, Cakile edentula, and Salsola kali.
The effect of overwash in a dune area, which was partly sroded and partly
buried, is to reduce biomass. The extremely high similarity index (76.2)
supports ocher data that major species relationships are, however, not

dramatically altered by overwash.

(c) Comparison 3 . The sampled quadrats at site 3 throat that
were not eroded in 1978 were compared with the same quadrats sampled in 1977

to determine the effect of overwash on a dune community that had been buried.
Vegetation data for this site in 1977 and 1973 appear in Tables 17 and 18. A
map of the location of the uneroded dune area is shown in Figure 36. The
south and west sides of the area were not eroded. Much of the dense Ammophila
breviligulata in the 1977 plot was buried. Artemisia stelleriana (I.V. =

130.3) and Anmophila breviligulata (l.V. = 108.8) were codominants in 1977,
with Lathyrue japonieus (I.V. = 27.6) and Holidago sempervirens (I.V. = 19.3)
subdominants. In 1977, 59 percent of the area was vegetated versus 17 percent
in 1973. Mean elevation was raised 28 centimeters from 1977 to 1978. Eleva-
tion standard deviation comparisons between 1977 (arO.30 meter) and 1978 (±0.12
meter) showed that even affected dunes that remained intact after a major
storm were effectively flattened by overwash. Mean sand burial depth in the
area was 0.31 meter (o - 0.14 mPter) with a range from 1 to 98 centimeters.
Species richness was reduced from 10 to 5 species. Species diversity was high
for both years (0.6750 for 1973 and 0.6346 for 1977) and more similar than the
comparisons for the entire site 3 throat. All four dominant species were
able to recover from substantial overwash burial. Kruskal-Wallls tests were
run for cover and density data for all four species. Cover and density for

Ammophila breviligulata and Artemisia stellen'.ana were significantly reduced
( 1' < 0.01) between 1977 and 1978. Lathyvus japonieus data were also signifi-
cantly reduced (P < 0.05). Tnere were no significant differences between 1977
and 1978 data for Solidago sempervirens (P > 0.05). Most of the vegetation in
the eroded section of site 3 throat originated from plants recovering from
overwash burial. Three quadrats with Ammophila breviligulata and three quad-
rats with Cakile edentula were found in drift material among the recovering
vegetation. Comparisons of an uneroded dune before and after overwash burial
showed that biomass was reduced significantly but that dominant species
remained the same. Only minor elements of the original community were elimi-
nated by overwash pressure. A high similarity index (83.6) substantiates the
similarity of the buried dune community to the original community.

(2) Drift Communities .

Comparison 4 . During the 1977 sampling period, site 1 fan quad-
rats were divided into three parts: (a) the area unaffected by overwash,
referred to as the adjacent marsh area (site l-F-m-77); (b) the area affected
by overwash where no vegetation grew, referred to as tha wa3hover area (site

l-F-w-77); and (c) the area where vegetation either grew through the deposit,
or where plants from the adjacent marsh were able to colonize by rhizome
extension, referred to as the peripheral area (site l-F-p-77). A niap of the

subdivisions of site 1 fan in 1977 appears in Figure 29. Quadrats sampled
in site l-F-w-77 were compared with the same quadrats resampled after the

February storm in order to determine the effect of overwash on an area that
had previously overwashed. Vegetation data for the two sampling periods
appear in Tabies 7 and 19. Test pits, dug in the fan where vegetation had
been present in 1977, demonstrated that all plants on the original washover
surface had been eroded by the storm.
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Table 17. Summary of data collected from 137 quadrat samples at the
site 3 throat section not eroded by overwash, August 1977,

Species Frequency Cover De

Total

:nsity

Relative

I.V.
2

Pet Relative Pet Relative

Agropyron pungens 2.2 1.1 0.3 0.6 53 1.3 3.0

Ammophila bveviligulata 78.1 38.1 21.0 51.2 792 19.5 108.8

Artemisia aaudata 2.9 1.4 0.8 1.9 27 0.7 4.0

Artemisia stelleriana 56.2 27.4 12.4 30.2 2,944 72.6 130.3

Cakile edentula 8.0 3.9 0.4 0.9 13 0.3 5.1

Euphorbia polygonifolia 0.7 0.4 1 <0.1 0.4

Lathyrue japoniaus 35.1 17.1 3.3 8.1 97 2.4 27.

o

Rhus radiaans 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.1 5 0.1 0.6

Solidago sempervivens 20.4 10.0 2.8 6.8 102 2.5 19.3

Spartina patens 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.1 19 0.5 1.0

Rare sand 97.8 47.6

Drift 84.7 15.9

1 Diversity - 0.6346; Richness - 10.
2 I.V.'s are importance values calculated from cover, frequency, and density

of the plants.

Table 18. Summary of data collected from 137 quadrat samples at the

site 3 throat section not eroded by overwash, August 1978.

Species 1 Frequency Cover Density I.V. 2

Pet Relative Pet Relative Total Relative

Ammophila. breviligulata 51.8 46.1 8.2 48.0 396 40.4 134.5

Artemisia stelleriana 24.1 21.4 4.2 25.0 445 45.4 91.8

Cakile edentula 2.2 2.0 0.2 1.4 3.3

Lathyrus .japoniaus 20.4 18.2 2.0 11.9 104 10.6 40.6

Solidago semperoivens n.9 12.3 2.3 13.8 36 3.7 29.8

Bare sand 100.0 82.9

Drift 3.6 0.5

'Diversity = 0.6750; Richness - 5.
2 l.V.'s are importance values calculated from cover, frequency, and density

of the plants.
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Figure 36. The sice 3 throat section not eroded by overwash, February 1978.

Table 19. Summary of data collected from 303 quadrat samples at the site 1

fan section that was a supratidal washover in 1977, August 1978.

Species' Fre piency Cover Oh nslty I.V.?

Pet Relattv e Pel Rpl.itlve Total Relative

A inrnorh i Ui bra y i. 1 i.tin la ta 2.1 28.0 0.1 24.0 7 17.5 69.5

Arttj'niaia fitell^f-inm 2.0 24.0 <0.l 4.0 3 7.
r
- IS.

5

Cakilr r.lentula n.7 s.o 0.2 56.0 4 10.(1 74.0

Euphorbia polygonifol ia 0.1 4.0 — —
1 2.5 6.5

I.athunm ,iaponi.cuti 1.3 16.0 6 15.0 31.0

P'iriirtm sp. 0.3 4.0 — 4.0

Sptirtitvx p^itpnp t.n 12.0 <,0.l B.O in 45.0 65.0

Xanthitm erhinatum 0.1 4.0 <0.1 R.O I 2.5 14.5

Bare panj 100. 95.5

Drift 22.1 1.5

'Diversity - 0.6144; Ri chnens - a.

*i .V. 's ire im|>ort.ince ..lues i.iUul.1 e,1 1 run . cover, t re-piTi y, mil .1' US 1 1 V

<>l the plants.

In 1977 the area was sparsely vegetated (bare sand, 99 percent cover).
Ammophila brsviligulata (l.V. - 144. A) and Spartina patens (l.V. « 124.2) were
the dominant species. The mean elevation of site 1-F-w was raised 72 centi-
meters between 1977 and 1978. Although site l-F-w-77 was an embryonic dune
area, the relief of the area was greater after the atoria (o » 0.21 seter),
since large drift piles were deposited on the washover fan. Of a total of

303 quadrats sampled, 61 quadrats were vegetated in 1977 versus 25 that were
vegetated in 1978. Four common drift-line species (.Ammophila bveviligulata,
Lathy tub japonicus , Cakile edentula, Ar-iemisic etslleriarui) were found in both
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the 1977 and 1978 sites. The similarity index (50.0) suggests that the areas
are quite similar. Site l-F-w-77, which first overwashed 5 years earlier,
contained 3pecies with higher l.V.s that developed after an overwash event

(Agropyron pungens and Spartina patens) . Otherwise, the species composition
is very faimiiic between 1977 and 1978. The effect of overwash on an area
that has recently overwashed is to maintain an early successional drift-line
community.

(3) Salt-Marsh Communities.

(a) Comparison 5. Site l-F-78 was subdivided in order to analyze
had recovered from shallow overwash burial.a salt-marsh community that

Using sampling data, salt-marsh species were found to recover from as much as

33 centimeters of overwash sand burial. The quadrats at site 1 fan receiving
less than 3A centimeters of sand deposition between summer 1977 and August

1978 were also analyzed. These 152 quadrats (site l-F-p-78) were compared
with the same quadrats sampled in 1977 (.Tables 20 and 21). A map of the loca-
tion of these quadrats appears as Figure 37. The area was dominated by Spar-
tina patens (I.V. = 192.3) in 1977. Cover information indicated that only 16

percent of the site was unvegetated in 1977. Mean elevation was increased by

17 centimeters between 1977 and 1978. Elevation range and standard deviation
were similar in both periods. Species richness was reduced from seven species
in 1977 to only two species in 1978. Saliaomia virginica, Puccinellia rravi-

tima (alkaligrass) , Distichlis spicata, and Li»*?nium nashii did not recover
from shallow overwash burial. The species diversity of the area remained
similar from 1977 (0.4784) to 1978 (0.4935), reflecting the high l.V.s of

Spartina patens and Spartina altermiflora for both years. Kruskal-Wallis
tests run on Spavtina patens, Spavtina altevniflora, and bare sand data
showed that cover and density for Spavtina patens were significantly reduced
(P < 0.01) between 1977 and 1978; cover for bare sand was significantly
increased (P < 0.01) between 1977 and 1978, but cover and density of Spavtina
altevniflora were not significantly changed between 1977 and 1978 (P > 0.05).
The percentage of covev of Spavtina altevniflora actually increased between
1977 (23 percent) and 1978 (28 percent). The similarity index comparing the
two sites is very high (81.6) because Spavtina patens and Spartina altevni-
flora were effectively able to recover from the shallow overwash burial (less
than 34 centimeters deep at this site).

Table 20. Summary of data collected from 152 quadrat samples
at the site 1 fan section that supported salt-
marsh vegetation in 1977 and was buried by less
than 34 centimeters of washover sand, August 1977.

Species' Fr *9 lency Co< er tens ty I.v. !

P-t Relative Pet RMjiIv * Tot a 1 Re l«t lve

Pigtichl is spu'if : 1.1 0.5 0.1 0.2 75 0. 1 0.7

LimonitJPf na&hii 20.4 S.J 0.8 0.8 91 0. 1 9.2

Puc^inc* 7 in rraritinn 32.2 13.1 2.0 2.2 1.S79 I. 3 IS.

5

Sal i?oi—i i.i irirginuKi 42.8 17.3 3.5 3.9 i .040 3. 2 24.5

.<?[>>irff.ii alternifio'w '»>.*> 22.1 22.8 25.4 5 .07.' 4. 1 52.4

"V-4*T?{nil Mfrns «i.9 33.6 60.5 67.5 113,1-81 91. 3 192.3

Suaeda nviti-va 10.

5

4.3 0.1 0.1 30 0. 1 4.4

lUre s

Drift

77.0

9.2

15.8

0.2

'[live

•I.V.

Richness » 7.

te values calculated 1 rom lover
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Table 21. Summary of data collected from 152 quadrat samples
at the site 1 fan section that supported salt-marsh
vegetation in 197 7 and was buried by less than 34

centimeters of washover sand, August 1978.

Species Fr squency Cover Dansity I.V. 2

Pet Relative Pet Relative Total Relative

Spavtina alterniflora

Spartina paters

51.3

59.9

46.2

53.9

28.5

35.8

44.3 3,817

55.7 29,040

11.6

88.4

102.1

197.9

Bare sand

Drift

99.3

6.6

40.5

2.1

'Diversity - 0.4935; Richness - 2.
';

I . V .

' s are importance values calculated from cover, frequency
ql the plants.
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Figure 37. S i l«- 1 tan quadrats that supported salt-marsh
vegetation in 1977 and were buried by less

than 34 centimeters of washover sand in

February 1978.
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(b) Comparison 6 . Site l-F-p-77 was affected by overwash in 1972
and had recovered from shallow sand deposition by regrowth from below the fan
surface or by rhizome extension from the surrounding marsh. Comparisons were
made between this recovery area and the adjacent marsh (site l-F-m-77), which
was unaffected by overwash, to determine the community response to shallow
overwash burial 5 years after overwash (Fig. 29; Tables 5 and 6). Test pits

dug in the fan after the 1972 stonn demonstrated that site l-F-m-77 vegetation
was similar to the vegetation below the washover fan. Mean elevation for site
l-F-p-77 was 17 centimeters higher than the surrounding marsh. Species rich-
ness was similar in the two areas (six species at site l-F-p-77 and seven at
site l-F-m~77). Only Distichlis epiaata was present on the marsh, but was not
found in the peripheral area.

Other vegetation data from Nauset Spit-Easthara suggest that Salicomia
virginica t Pucninellia so., A gropyvon pungans, and Limoniim nashii are not
able to recover from substantial burial (greater than 0.10 meter). These
species probably colonized the peripheral area after the initial vegetative
recovery from overwash burial. Kxuskal-Wallis tests run on all cover and
density data demonstrated that in all case* there was a significantly lower

value for the peripheral area than the adjacent marsh (P < 0.01). The high
similarity index (87.3) indicates that, after 5 years, peripheral areas of a

washover fan affected by shallow burial resemble the surrounding marsh areas.

(c) Comparison 7 . All 234 quadrats sampled at site 3-M-77 were
compared with the same quadrats resampled in 1978 to determine the effect
of deep overwash burial O0.45 teeter) on a salt-marsh coEmunity (Tables 12

and 22). Site 3-M-77 was a well-developed salt marsh in 1977 dominated by

Spartina patens (cover » 61 percent) , Salicomia vivginica (cover - 26 per-
cent), and Pucainellia sp. (cover - 14 percent).

Table 22. Surroaary of data collected from 221 quadrat
samples at site 3 sarsh. August 1978.

Specie©'

Pet t&latlvo Pet P*latl»e Total Relative

;jrc nana 100. 95.}

Drift 3 .6 *.:

'Mverslty - 0.5000; Richness - ».

-IV. s ate ia.(iurt.»nci- values calculated t rem cover, Ireqiwncy, ami tensity

of the plants.

The entire area was subject to overwash burial (>0.45 cseter) , which
exceeded the recovery capacity of all sait-tsarsh plants (Table 22). Mean

elevation was increased by 68 centimeters fro® 1977 to 1978 (Fig. 21). Topo-
graphic relief was increased between 1977 ( a « 0.08 caster) and 1978 ( o ° 0.19
meter). Site 3-M-77 was ettresely fist, reflecting the gradual sedimentation
process in salt aarshea (Ranwell, 1959). The February 1973 overwash deposit
at site 3-M sloped taarshsard and contained occasional drift piles, which also
increased ssicrotopographic differences.
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Salt-iaarsh plants did not recover from overwash burial that exceeded 45

centimeters. Six salt-marsh species were present in 1977; four drift-line

species were present in 1978. Postoverwash vegetation was found in scattered

storm-generated drift piles and bay-side drift lines. The similarity index

(0.0) emphasized the complete change in plant community composition.

(d) Comparison 8 . Site l-F-78 was subdivided in order to

analyze a salt-marsh community that received greater than 34 centimeters of

overwash sand burial. Quadrats at site 1 fan that received greater than

34 centimenters of sand and had not eroded were analyzed. A map of the loca-

tion of these 261 quadrats appears in Figure 38. Vegetation data for these

quadrats were compiled for iy77 and 197a (Tables 23 and 24). The 1977 area

was dominated by Spar'tina patens (l.V. « 242.9) with Spartina altevniflora

(l.V. = 28.7) and Salicofnia virginica (l.V. = 13.1) as subdominants.

Mean elevation in the area was raised 72 centimeters. As in comparisons

5, 6, and 7, topographic relief was increased from 1977 (o » 0.19 taster) to

1978 (o = 0.29 meter). Plants did not recover from overwash burial in excess

of 34 centimeters. Six salt-marsh species were present in the sampled quad-

rats in 1977, while three drift-line species were present in 1978. Postover-

wash vegetation was found principally in bay-side drift lines deposited during

the late March spring tides. As in comparison 7, the similarity index was

0.0, stressing a complete change in plant community composition in areas

receiving deep (>34 centimeters) deposits of sand.

(e) Comparison 9. (juadrats sampled at site l-F-w-77 were com-

pared with quadrats from site " 1-F-ru- 7 7 to analyze the effect of deep overwash

burial on a salt marsh after b years (Tables 5 and 7). The mean elevation of

the washover area was 41 centimeters higher than the surrounding marsh. Salt-

marsh vegetation did not recover from the initial washover deposit. Only one

species, Sparf-ina patent, was present at the salt marsh, and also on the wash-

over fan. Aeolian deflation of the surface created a low area where seedlings

of Spar'tina patens because established. Kruskal-Wallis tests on cover and

density of Spar'tina patens and cover for bare sand showed that there were

significant differences between 1977 and 1978 (P < 0.01). The high similarity

index (42.2) comparing the two areas reflects the growth habit and elevation

r&nge of Spa^tina patena and the sparseness of vegetation on recent washovers.

(f) Comparison 10 . The 234 quadrats saaspled at site 2 in 1977

were compared with the sasee quadrats resaapied in 1378 to illustrate the

effect ot continual overwash o.i a mixed high or low aarsh community. Site 2

supported a mixed high or low marsh coarauntty in 1977 that experienced between

20 and 50 centimeters of overwash deposition during the February atona. The

area, however, continued to overwash during spring tides until July. Plants

did not recover from overwash burial, although at tiaes during the growing

season dead biomass frois the 1977 vegetation was exposed. Drift-tine vege-

tation was not present in the area because drift aater'at was not deposited on

the washover surface. Drift-line vegetation could not have withstood salt-

water inundation during the growing season, even if it had been present..

(4) Ordination of Data. In Figure 39, wo distinct groupings aie

evident in the ordination of data collected on Nauset Spit-Easthara in 1977 and

1978: salt-marsh communities (lower right) and dune coisaunities (upper left).

Marshes affected by shallow overwash burial (site l-F-p-77 and site l-F-p-78)
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Figure 38. Site 1 fan quadrats that supported salt-
marsh vegetation lb 1977 and wgre buried
by tsore than 34 centimeters oi" washover
sand, February 1978.
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Table 23. Summary of data collected from 261 quadrat samples at the site 1 j*5

fan section that supported salt-marsh vegetation and was buried P*

by more than 34 centimeters of washover sand, August 1977. *-":

Species

'

Frequency Cover De nsity I.V. 2

Pet Relative Pet Relative Total Relative

Agropyron punaene: 0.8 0.5 0.1 0.1 40 <0.1 0..7

Li.monium naphii 5.4 3.6 <0.1 0.1 25 <0.1 3,.7

Pucninp.llin sp. 11.1 7.5 0.9 1.2 1,569 1.1 9,.8

^.ilicornia virginica 16.5 11.1 0.7 0.9 1,527 1-1 13 .1

r^pavtina alterniflova 23.0 15.5 8.7 11.5 2,469 1.7 28 .7

Spartina patent; 90.0 o0.6 65.3 86.2 139,635 96.1 242 .u

Bare sand 70.5 25.9

Drift 41.8 6.8

'Divers i ly = 0.2428; Ki i tin.

-I.V.'s .in' importance v.iIim

of the pi.nils.

Table 24. Summary of data collected trora 261 quadrat samples at the site 1 '/J

fan section that supported salt-taarsh vegetation in 1977 and was -j\

buried by more that 34 centimeters of washover sand, August 1978. r«^

ISpecies* Frequency Cover Density I.V."

Pet Reiative Pet Rel-Jtive T< it.il Relative

J rrmrr > £ - . hy^ -J-? 1
;' aul i* : 1 .

5

40.0 0. 1 to.o 3 37.5 87 .5

. f*-er?i,<s i-J ste I I s->tana i.: 30.0 <i). 1 40.0 3 .,7.5 107 .5

*iVil& edentul i 1.2 30.0 0. 1 50.0 3 25.0 1^5 .0

iJar<? sand 100.00 9 3.t>8

Drift 73.71 5.78

'Diversity - 11.6800; Richness = .5.

I . V .

' s .we importance v. 1 1 ii<s calculated from rover. Frequency, and density
»l the plants,

Si
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Dune
Communities

Solt -Mofsh

Communities

Figure 39. Two-dimensional ordination of Nauset Spit-Eastham
vegetation data.

are associated with the salt-marsh grouping; salt marshes affected bv deep
overwash burial (site 3-F-78, site l-F-77, and site l-F-78) are associated
with the dune or drift-line grouping. Dunes affected by overwash burial
(site 3-T-78 and site l-T-78) are also associated with the duse or drift-line
grouping.

Elevation data for both sites i and 3 were tied to a local USGS bench eaark.

so that all site elevations couid ha coapared. Elevation Bean and range were
calculated for each of the 13 sites and superinposed on the two-dimensional
ordination (Fig. 40). With the exception of site 3-F-78, the dune grouping
elements are all located at higher elevations than the salt-marsh grouping
elements. The effect of overwaeh on sampled dunes was not only to lower the
mean elevation and range for each site, but also to maintain a supratid^l
elevation capable of sustaining a dune conffijunity. In sampled salt sarshes
that recovered from shallow burial, elevation raean and range were not raised
enough to make the sites supracidal. Dune or drift-line vegetation could not
withstand inundation, and salt-iaarsh plants were able to recover. In ssspled
salt marshes that were buried by asore than 34 centiseters of overwash sand,
elevation was raised enough to sustain a dune coontmlty. The one notable
exception is site 3-F-78 which by Nauset Spit-Eaathaa standards was still
within an lntertidal range, although an average of 72 centlsseters of eand was
deposited on ths site in 1978. Spring tides tlmt are generally lower during
the sususer then during the spring and fall enabled dune vegetation to survive
at low elevations. During the oussser of 1978, there were no major stosrss so
that these low-lying drift lines were not flooded by ths high tides. Dana
vegetation was able to grew at lo«ser elevations during that Brasses' than in

previous years. Most of the plants In site 3-F-7& were killed by saltwater
inundation in- 1979; a continuous dune cossnurtity did not form.
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meters above MSL

3 F 78

3 t 78

1 I 77

I r 77

Up II

Hp77
1 f m 77
3 F 77

Figure 40. Elevation of sites used in ordination (see Kig. 39).

*** Discussion . Dunes that are eroded during overwash are recoionized by
dune vegetation by means of seeds and plant fragments regenerating in drift
piles found on was hover deposits and by rhizome extension from nearby remnant
dunes. In major was hover channels through the dune line, few drift piles are
found. Drift piles that are deposited in washover throats are principally
composed of large material (.either shrub fragments or i.«rge sections of

Armophila rhizomes torn from the dunes), which is difficult for overwash
surges to carry through the dune line. Anvnophita bfeviliaulata is the
principal colonizing species. The seedlings are seldom found In drift piles
in areas that have been dunes, because overwagh surges carry light material
through tne area toward the fan terminus.

In the few dune areas not eroded by overwash, the posfstona community ia

very similar in composition to the original community. Increase in Anmophila
bveviiigulata biotaass has often been highly correlated with increases in the
amounts of aeollan sand deposition (Tansley, 1968; kanwell, 1975; Chapman,
197b). On accreting dunes, vegetation is undergoing selection for genotypes
capable of withstanding continual burial. Aeolian sand burial can occur
throughout the year when windspeeds exceed threshold values (approximately 24

kilometers per hour), while overwash burial occurs during a single storm. Both
depositional processes are, however, more similar at Nauset Spit when seasons
are considered. Sustained, high winds and accompanying sand transport are more
common during the winter, when dune vegetation is dormant. Aeolian sand
deposition of 50 centimeters or greater per year is comsson in the northeast
(Goldsmith, 1972). Dane species, principally Ammophila, sees to grow best in
the areas of high accretion. Overwash sand deposition in February 1978 also
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occurred while dune species ware dormant. Deposition did not exceed typical
rates of aeolian accretion on dunes. Saltwater accompanying the overwash
surges percolated through the highly porous dune sand and was leached by heavy
rains accompanying the storm. The species that recovered from overwash burial
were the same species commonly found on accreting foredunes.

The season that overwash occurs must play an important role in the dune
community response to burial. In May 1977 and again in June 1977, north-
easters resulted in overwash at Nauset Spit-Eastham. Overwash surges pene-
trated the dune line at site 3, creating the small breach and washover that
were present in summer 1977. Ammophita bveviligulata and Lathy vus japoniaus
in site 3 and Armophila in areas south of site 3 were killed wherever flooded
by saltwater. The overwash event in September 1976 (that created site 2),
however, did not kill flooded Ammophita. Young dune plants or dune plants
that have recently broken dormancy have tissue that is susceptible to daaage
from saltwater exposure. Older plants are better able to withstand contact
with saltwater. Therefore, overwash burial on a dune comsunity in the early
part of the growing season may kill most of the plants. Overwash at other
times during the year, however, may not hinder growth and, in fact, may aid in

j

the dune-building process by adding large volumes of sand to existing dunes. |

i

Salt-marsh vegetation on Nauset Spit-Eastham did not grow through washover
deposits greater than 33 centimeters deep. In areas where deposition was
less than 33 centimeters only Spartina patens and Spartina alterniflora, the
two major plant species in the high and low marsh communities, were able to

recover. Spartina patens cover and density were significantly reduced by ;

overwash deposition of sand. Cover and density of Spartina altevniflora were,
however, not reduced in areas receiving shallow burial. Spartina altermiflora
is the principal plant species in the lower salt marsh, where substantial nat-
ural siltation takes place. Annual deposition of silt, as much as 20 centi- f

meters, has been recorded tor sosse British sites (Chapasn, 1976). Spartina t

altermiflora is adapted to high siltation rates and may, therefore, be well
'

t

adapted to recovery from occasional burial from overwash. In all cases,
species number in recovering salt-marsh communities ia reduced by shallow

i

overwash burial. Species aot recovering froa overwash burial may, by oaans of

r hi zona; extension from the surrounding orfrsh areas or by seedling establish-
ment, recolonize fringe areas of washover features within 5 years of an over- »

wash. The topographic relief in marshes is increased following overwash due £

to the presence of storm drift piles. r

I

Salt-sarsh vegetation that Is buried by more than 34 centiaeters of wash-
over sand d-jes not recover. Holes dug in the substrate reveal that, in most
cases, regrowth is never initiated by plants that do not recover froa over-
wash burial. Species composition in all documented cases coapletely changed »

from preoverwash to postoverwash. Topographic relief was increased in asrsh
areas subject to deep burial. On washovers that are continuously subject to }

oveiwash, salt-marsh species do not recover fcom burial although they (say

periodically be exposed by such activity. •'

The three caajor sites chosen for study on Nauset Spit-EasthEiu presented a ',

variety of comparisons that could be sade between preoverwash end postoverwash
'"

consnsunities. Because the areas ware located principally in the dunes and in r

near-dune marshes, certain plant communities were present that would not have g
been considered if a random selection of sites had been used. Host of the

- \ *
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dunes affected by overwash were completely eroded and the community response

resembled that In comparison 1 (Fig. 35). Very few dunes were buried by *

washover sand, although on a less-developed barrier beach, low dunes would be "j

present and might be buried without erosion. Most salt marshes were buried by u

deep deposits of sediment, and marsh vegetation did not recover. Vegetation jt

did recover on a few areas near the edge of the washover fans, where sediment %'

had been reworked by the wind and tides.

4. Species Response to Overwash Burial . .[

a. Introduction . Three types of sedimentation may affect plants on a

barrier beaches: (T) burial by aeolian sand deposition in dunes during early

physical development; (2) burial of salt-marsh species by sand, silt, and

organic material carried by floodtides; and (3) burial of all plant species

on barrier beaches by overwash. Dune-building processes and the response of

the major dune species to aeolian sand deposition have been studied in detail -

in the United States (.-toodhouse, 1978; Knutson, 1979) and in Europe (Phillips,

1975) to aid revegetation and stabilization programs in coastal areas. Nutri-

ent requirements, sand-trapping ability, and optimal planting strategies have

been determined for species capable of withstanding continual sand deposition

(Woodhouse, Seneca, and Broome, 1976).
a

Ammophila is one of the most studied of these dune-bulding plants; it has fe

reportedly grown through as much as 1.20 meters of sand accumulated in one

growing season (Woodhouse, 1978). Rar.well (1958), in his study on British V
dunes, stated that while Ammophila arenaria (European beachgrass) can recover

from at least 0.90 meter of aeolian sand burial in the course of a growing '•

season, it probably cannot recover from an instantaneous burial of that £

extent. Knutson (1980) has studied northern dune-building processes on Naucet »

Spit-Lasthain. Dunes 5 meters high and 100 meters wide were built by using snow £
ffincing and planting Ammophila brsviligulata over a 6-year period. In sesny §

cases, dune growth is not limited by the ability of the plant to grow through

deep sana burial, but by sand supply or the limited surface area which a plant
has to trap windblown sand. Ammophila arenar»ia has repeatedxy h i reported u

to grow best in areas of sand accumulation (Marshall, 1965; Tansley, 19b8; i

Ranwell, 1975; Chapman, 197b; Huisk.es, 1979). *

The accumulation of silt, sand, and organic r iterial in salt tsarahes has
|

been studied with relation to sea level rlsa (Ri'.rawell, 1958; Chapisaa, I960, £
1976; Redflt-ld, 1972). Ranwell (1975) developed a oodel to describe salt- f
marsh sedtme. station in relation to tidal range, salt-marsh biotsass, suspended

j*

silt levels, and elevation. Silt accumulation level is negatively correlated
to elevation in vegetated areas. Low marsh species experience greater, more

consistent levels of sedimentation than higher marsh species. An accumulation S

of as much as 20 centimeters of silt per year has be«n recorded in European
|

saarshes (Chapman, 1976) . Most major salt-sarsh grasses are able to keep pace &
with sediment accumulation by vertical rhisossa extension. £'

I
The response of grassland vegetation to overaash burial has been sC-sdled £

in North Carolina. Since overwash is cGoaaoa on 6oae of Koceh Carols.*. -»'8
|

barrier islands, selei ion pressure has favored plant genotypes adapted to «-

overwash burial. Travis (1976) found that 24 speciea of flowering plots can
Ja

recover from overwash burial on the Outer Hanks of North Carolina. Godfrey ^
and Godfrey (1974) used artificial burial boxes to demonstrate that Spartina

\
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patens is able to recover to initial biomass levels within a year after burial

by 30 centimeters of sand. Hosier (1973) reported that burial by 15 centi-

meters of sand seemed to result in better growth of Spaitim patens than burial

by 5 centimeters. Other studies have shown that Spartina patens can recover

from as much as 1 meter of sand burial under artificial conditions (Benedict,

1981).

Four dune species, Ammophila breviligulata, Artemisia stelleriana, Soli-

dago sempervirenc , Lathyrus japonicus, and two salt-tnarsh species, Spartina

patens and Spartina alterniflora., recovered from overwash burial at the three

study sites on Nau9et Spit-Eastham in 1977 and 1978. Three dune species,

Agropyron pungens, Artemisia aaudata, and Carex silicea, which were present in

less than three quadrats each, did not recover from overwash burial. Spartina

patens (var. monogynd) recovered from sand burial in two of three uneroded

quadrats, but elevation information was not available for analysis. Four

salt-marsh species, Salioornia virginica, Limonium nashii, Puccinellia sp.,

and Plantago miritima (Seaside plantain), present in numerous quadrats, did

not recover from overwash burial. A review of data available for analysis

appears in Table 25. The elevation for each quadrat was surveyed during each

field season. Depth of sand burial was calculated from survey data collected

in 1977 and 1978. Holes excavated in the washover deposit determined which

quadrats were eroded by storms.

K>

m

Table 25. Quadrat data for analysis of species response to overwash burial.

Species No. of qusidrats Range Limit

Eroded burled Recovered

1977 1978 1978 (cm) (era)

Salt cm re h

' ;moniwn narshii 91 91 4-88

"'intago rnriti"n 37 37 45-84

""< -jinel Tin ep. 180 4 176 4-98

' :
'

:'

rorr.ia in rginica 286 286 8-98

'rar-ti.na altemiflorKi 176 176 74 4-116 21

'Tirtina patene (decumbent) 554 !6 538 83 4-116 33

Uine

propyron timgens 21 18
•» 8-58

'—
'.o\ i.h j' la brevi I icrAata 425 317 108 68 5-98 '

5?

' "*t'r;:,-ia caudatn 10 6 4 V-36

' "temisia nt p lleriann 214 137 77 31 5-59 59

"j'vx (silicea I 1 51

ithynta japonieue 88 35 53 24 8-65 43

?o I i 'iiijo r.enpervi rens 56 25 31 12 5-67 56

"rartina patens (upright) 65 62 3 2
2 —

The relief of the steeply scarped edge of he sar.d ro*.d at site 3 was 0.98

centinaeter. The next deepest deposit was 0.59 cer.llpecer

.

""No elevation data were collected at site l-T in 1977.

3;
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b. Methodology . The 2,567 quadrats sampled at the three research sites
on Nauset Spit-Eastham in 1977 were resampled in 1978 after the February 1978
northeaster. Vegetation and elevation data were analyzed using computer
programs for simple and multiple linear regression and t-tests (Dixon, 1977).
Since most data were not normally distributed about a mean, Kendall's correla-
tion coefficients were calculated for all regression analyses and fed into a

program designed to use reduced data (Dixon, 1977). The Kruskal-Wallis test

and the Mann-Whitney U-test were used to compare treatment means for nonpara-
metrtc data, whenever appropriate. An arcsin transformation was used fcr

species cover data, which were expressed as percentages.

c. Analysis of Data .

( 1 ) Dune Species .

(a) A mrnop

h

i la brevil igu la ba . Large sections of the dune at site

3, not eroded during the February storm, were buried by up to 98 centimeters
of washover sand. A total of IG8 quadrats sampled in 1977 with Ammophila
breviligulata were buried by between 5 and 98 centimeters of sand; 68 quadrats
(63 percent) were recovered from burial (Table 25). Some of the Ammophila
breviligulata that did not recover may have been eroded during the storm or
may have been displaced slightly outside the quadrat.

There is no significant linear relationship between the 1978 (poststorra)
cover or density data for Ammophila breviligulata and the depth that plants
were buried using quadrats containing Ammophila breviligulata in 1977 (108
cases) or quadrats that contained recovering Ammophila breviligulata in 1978

(68 cases). The data set was divided into the 1977 quadrats with Ammophila
breviligulata that recovered and those that failed to recover. Using the
Kruskal-Wallis test (and the Mann-Whitney U-test) no significant differences
were determined for burial depth between the two data sets (Fig. 41).
.Although 40 quadrats with Ammophila breviligulata did not recover from over-
wash burial, burial depth was probably not a limitation to recovery ability.
Plants buried by 60 centimeters of sand recovered as well as plants buried by
smaller amounts of sand.

Failed to recover from over
burial. x * 33.4 ca (40 ca

Recovered from overvash burial.
x - 30.2 cm (68 cases)

Kruskal-Wallis test results: The rank mean
for quadrats In which plants did not recover
from burial does not differ significantly
from the rank mean for quadrats in which
plants did recover (P > 0.05).

Figure 41. Comparison of burial depths for quadrats of Ammophila
breviligulata that recovered and failed to recover.
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There is a significant linear relationship (P < 0.05, r «= 0.245) between
initial (1977) Ammophila bveviligulata cover and final (postoverwash, 1978)
cover for recovering quadrats. The initial cover data mean for quadrats that
failed to recover (x = 21 percent cover) was significantly lower than the
initial cover data mean for recovering quadrats (x = 31 percent cover; Fig.

42). Forty-eight percent of the quadrats (19) that failed to recover had

cover values of less than 10 percent; 29 percent of the recovering quadrats

(20) had 1977 cover values less than 10 percent. The recovery of quadrats
with very low preoverwash Ammophila bveviligulata was less than quadrats with
higher cover values.

from overwash

Kruskal-Wallls test results: The rank Bean
for quadrats in which plants did not recover
froo burial does differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadiats In which plants
did recover (P < 0.05).

Figure 42. Comparisons of initial cover values for quadrats of Ammophila
bveviligulata that recovered and failed to recover from burial.

There is also a significant linear relationship between initial and final
density for recovering quadrats (P < 0.01, r = 0.562). Initial density for
recovering quadrats was highly significantly greater than nonrecovering
quadrats (Fig. 43). Eighty percent of the nonrecovering quadrats had fewer

than five plants before the storm, while 56 percent of the recovery quadrats
initially had fewer than five plants.

? 30- V
o -i ^
o i

j

,n'-H

%xA mmA ,

r:—)
Failed to recover from overvash

l&i burial, x » 3 (40 cases)

f*n Recovered froo overwash^ burial, x - 8 (68 cases)

£3_ -E3-
10-19 20-29

ntiol density '!.

30-J9 40-49 >50

of o>es per quodrot)

Kruskal-WalllG test results: The rank mean,

for quadrats In which plants did not recover
from burial does differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrats in which plants
did recover (P < 0.01).

Figure 43. Comparisons of initial density values for quadrats of Ammophila
bveviligulata that recovered and failed to recover from burial.
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Multiple-linear regression was used to determine if there wer<» an inter-
action between initial (1977) cover or density values and burial depth that
could lead to a significant prediction of final cover value. A significant
relationship was not determined.

Ammophila breviligulata is able to recover from 59 centimeters of overwash
sand burial. Plant recovery shows no differential response to burial depth.
The physiological Limit of Ammophila breviligulata for recovering from burial
was probably not reached in this field study. Initial cover reflects original
aboveground biomass and often nay be used to predict final cover. Initial
density reflects the number of tillers that can grow through sand deposition.
The ability of a plant to grow through a sand deposit must be determined by

the amount of stored material (carbohydrates and nitrogenous compounds) that

can be remobilized for the large burst of growth needed to reach the new sand
surface. Plants that produce high aboveground biomass, measured by the cover
figure, are not necessarily those plants with best below-ground biomass and
therefore storage capacity. High aboveground biomass may be produced at the
expense of stored material, but may also reflect a greater ability to produce
photosynthate and therefore greater storage ability. Density data indicate
the number of actively dividing apexes present that can grow through sand
deposition. While cover and density data for Ammophila breviligulata were
highly correlated (1977, r = 0.548; 1973, r = 0.522), density is a much better
predictor of recovery ability (cover, r = 0.245; density, r = 0.502) than
cover.

Overwash activity is important in dune-building processes, at least during
the early stages of development (Schwartz, 1975). In some areas, overwash
swashes will climb low dunes without causing major erosion. Energy will be

dissipated and any entrained sediment will settle out on the low dune area,
resulting in sand deposition and dune growth. Differential deflation of wash-
overs also leads to the formation of dunes. Hosier (1973) ana Godfrey and
Godfrey (1974) cite the role of washover sand deposition in the formation of

low, Vniola dunes in North Carolina. Some overwash deposits contain Uniola
paniculata (sea oats) fragments that regenerate, grow, and trap sand. The
combined action of sand accretion in vegetated areas and unvegetated washover
fan deflation led to the formation of small dunes. Dune size is limited by

the amount of available sand, which is reduced by (a) the formation of a heavy
lag layer of shell and pebble, and (b) the development of dense vegetative
cover on the washover fan from recovering or colonizing plants.

Limited areas of the touset Spit-Eastham dune line were buried by washover
sand. Ammophila breviligulata growing on high, well-developed dunes may be

either unaffected by overwash or eroded. Ammophila breviligulata does not

grow in low-lying areas near the ocean or bay beach since it cannot withstand
seawater flooding during the growing season. It also does not grow in low-
lying areas within the dune field since the freshwater table is very near the

sand surface, and Ammophila breviligulata roots and rhizomes cannot tolerate
waterlogging (Jones and Etherington, 1971). Dunes that are affected by over-
wash burial and can recover are, therefore, restricted by storm erosion and
the natural elevation range of Ammophila breviligulata. A transect surveyed
in the summer of 1977 and in February, June, and August 1978 is presented with
quadrat information in Figure 44. Areas of dense Ammophila breviligulata
recovered best from overwash burial; areas that did not recover from burial o^

were unvegetated in 1977 were deflated by the wind. A more generalized model
of the overwash role in dune building on northeastern barrier beaches appears
in Figure 45.
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Figure 45. Model of direct overwash involvement in dune buildi ng.
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Overwash burial of low-lying dunes was limited on Nauset Spit-Eastham in
1978; it was a more common occurrence in areas with very young s accreting
dunes, such as the southern end of North Beach in Chatham. Embryonic dunes
developing in drift lines and dunes developing as a result of Ammophila
breviligulata rhizome extensior. from an established dune field are subject to
nonerosive, limited overwash burial. Overwash probably plays a significant
role in the early development of vegetated dunes in the northeast by providing
large, instantaneous supplies of sand which increase the rate of initial dune
development.

(b) Artemisia stelleriana . A total of 77 quadrats with Arte-
misia stelleriana were buried by between 5 and 59 centimeters of waehover
sand. A total of 31 quadrats (40 percent) recovered from as much as 59 centi-
meters of burial; 46 quadrats failed to recover from burial (Table 25).

Comparisons of quadrats that recovered to th -se that failed to recover,
using the Kruskal-Wallis test, showed that bur:.*L recovery is related to

initial cover and initial density, but not to bursal depth (Figs. 46, 47, and

48). The greatest burial of Artemisia stellerianx was 59 centimeters, and the

plants in this quadrat recovered. Seventy-five percent of the quadrat3 (IE)
with less than 10-percent cover failed to recover from burial. Eighty-eight
percent of the quadrats (14) with fewer than 10 plants per 50 square centi-
meters failed to recover. There is no correlation between either initial and
final cover or initial and final density. Multiple linear regression was used

to relate burial depth and initial cover to final cover. Final cover can be

predicted using initial cover and burial dep'.h (r = 0.493, P < 0.02).

1
1M

Failed Co recover from overwash
burial, x - 17.0 pet (46 cases)

Recovered froa overvash. burial.
x - 29.0 pet (31 cases)

ilikrMj
Figure 46,

10-19 '20-ZS 30-39 40-49

imtioi cover value ( pet)

Kruskal-Wallis test results: The rank itsan

for quadrats In which plants did not recover
from burial doe9 differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrat3 in which plants
did recover (P < 0.01).

Comparisons of initial cover values for quadrats of Artemisia
stelleriana that recovered and failed to recover from burial.
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;

"3 Failed to recover fron overwash burial.
"^

ic - 33.1 plants par 50 en"1 (46 cases)

Y~\
Recovered froa overwash burial.

^"^ x - 49.3 plants per 50 cm 2

(31 cases)
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Figure 47.

Kruskal-Wallis test results: The rank Bean
for quadrats In which plants did not recover
from burial does differ significantly iron
the rank mean for quad its in which plants
did revover (p < 0.C1).

Comparisons of initial density for quadrats of Artemisia
stelleriana that recovered and failed to recover from burial.

» 20-39 40-59

Initial density (No. of oses per quadrat)
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Failed to recover from overwaoh
burial. x - 29 cm (46 oases)

Recovered from overvas
x • 30 cm (31 caees)

jJQ
0-19 20-23 30-39 40-49

Bunol Depth (in cm)

Kruskal-Wallis teat results: The rank mean
for quadrats In which p.'.ants did noc recover
from burial does not differ significantly
frcuj the rank oean for quadrats in uhich
plants did recover. (? > 0.05).

Figure 48. Comparisons of burial depth for quadrats of Artemisia
stelleriana that recovered and failed to recover.

Artemisia stelleriana is able to recover from 59 centimeters of overwash
burial. Recovery is not dependent on burial depth, but is dependent on
initial cover and density. The limit of Artemisia stetleriana to grow through
sand was probably not reached in this field study. Multiple regression showed
that there is a significant linear relationship between depth and initial
cover and final cover. This relationship reflects the fact that plants
recovering from deep burial do not produce as high a total aboveground biomass
the first year after burial as plants that are buried by less sand. The
relationship of cover data to density data can be used as a measure of indi-
vidual plant size. The slope of the regression line, describing the linear
relationship between cover and density, was greater in 1973 (11.78) than it

was in 1977 (0.422), suggesting that fewer plants in 1978 contributed to any
given cover level. Individual axes of Arte,iisia etelleriana were larger in
1978 than in 1977, although the actual number of axes was much lower in 1978
than in 1977. Burial in some way stimulates Artemisia stelleriana growth.
Fewer axes have a larger resource base to utilize and may expend less energy
in both intraspecif ic and interspecific competition for light, moisture, and
nutrients. Under typical drift line or dune conditions, Artemisia stelleriana
plants may be buried by a few centimeters of sand each year. Buried axillary
buds break, and new aboveground axes are formed creating a circular mass. In

areas that receive little aeolian sand, Artemisia stelleriana plants are made
up of small scattered axes. Artemisia stelleriana grows best in recent drift
lines or on low dunes, which experience low -level burial and receive maximum
solar radiation; it is almost never found on well-established building duaes.
Ammophila breviligitlata grows best in accreting areas and may fatally shade
out the low-growing Artemisia stelleriana plants. Seedlings of Artemisia
stelleriana have been found only in drift lines during the past three field
seasons. Individual plants found in dunes probably originate frosa either
seedlings in drift lines or from fragment regeneration. Artemisia stelleriana
can recover from continuous, low-level burial and appears to recover from high
levels of burial, but would probably fail to keep pace with continuous high-
level burial (either from overwash or aeolian processes). Overall plant
density and cover are significantly reduced by overwash.
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(c) Lathyrue japonicus . Fifty-three quadrats with Lathyrus
japonicus were buried by between 8 and 65 centimeters of washover sand. A
total of 24 quadrats (44 percent) recovered from as much as 43 centimeters of

burial; 29 quadrats failed to recover from overwash burial.

Comparisons of recovered quadrats to quadrats that failed to recover,
using the Kruskal-Wallis test, showed that burial recovery is related to

initial cover but not related to initial density or burial depth (Figs. 49,

50, and 51). Using the 24 recovered quadrats, it was found that plant

recovery is not linearly related to burial depth, initial cover, or initial
density. Correlations were not found among any of the variables using multi-
ple regression. In 1977 there was no relationship between density and cover

for Lathy rue japonicus; but in 1978 there was a highly significant relation-
ship between density and cover (r » 0.589, P < 0.01).

Lathyrus japonicus can recover from as much as 43 centimeters of overwash
burial. Brightnore and White (1963) reported ttiat Lathyrus japonicus can grow
through as much as 40 centimeters of aeolian sand burial. Plant recovery
shows no differential response to burial depth. Plants buried by 43 centi-
meters recover to biomass levels comparable to plants buried by less sand.

The physiological limit of Lathyrus japonicus may not have been reached in the

data available for analysis. The growth form of Lathyrus japonicus and the

sampling technique used may explain the correlation between initial and final
density. Well-established Lathyrus japonicus plants are larger than other

dune plants. A single aboveground axis commonly measures more than 40 centi-
meters. Density figures were calculated for all plants in both dune and marsh
areas using the number of individual axes breaking the substrate surface within
the 50-square-centimeter quadrat. Density and cover data for 1977 were not
correlated for Lathyrus japonicus because many individuals may have been
present in a quadrat but anchored in an adjacent area. Lateral buds break
dormancy along the Lathyrus japonicus stem just as in other dune and salt-marsh
plants, but internode length is much longer than in the other plants that were

analyzed. The amount of rhizome or stem and the number of individual leaves

present in any given quadrat will determine the number of axillary buds (plus

the original apex) present. A plant may be anchored in a quadrat but have no

apical meristem or lateral bud present.

Unlike 1977, the 1 V8 cover and density for Lathyrus japonicus were highly
correlated. Recovering plants broke the sand surface in early June, which was

later than other recovering plants in the area. Individual plant growth was
robust during the summer, but aboveground internode length was much shorter

than in plants not affected by overwash burial or deep aeolian deposits.
Plants were more densely oriented about the central axis in 1978.

Lathyrus japonicus grows on well-established, accreting dunes although
Ammophiia breviligulata growth may be very dense. Lathyrus japonicus, as

all dune species, requires high light intensity but is able to compete with

Ammophiia breviligulata for light by internode elongation. Lathyrus japonicus
plants found in high dunes with Ammophiia breviligulata have extremely long

axes with long internodes. As with Artemisia stelleriana e no seedlings of

Lathyrus japonicus were found in established high dunes. Lathyrus japonicus
frequently seeds in drift lines and can regenerate from rhizome fragments.
Plants found on high dunes were probably originally established in very low

areas and grew through washover and aeolian sand deposits. New dunes can be

colonized by the massive lateral rhizome systems of Lathyrus japonicus plants.
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10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49

Initial cover value (pet)

Failed to recover from overwash
burial, x " 5.76 pec cover
(29 cases)

vered from overwash burial.
13. 4 pet cover (24 cases)

Xruskal-Wallis test results: The rank mean

for quadrats In which plants did not recover

from burial does differ significantly from

the rank rcean for quadrats in which plants

did recover (P < 0.01)

.

Figur. 49. Comparisons of Initial cover values for quadrats of Lathyrus
jixponiaus that recovered and failed to recover from burial.

Led to reco.

I .66 plant*

Iniliol density (No. of axes

per quadrat)

:r from overwash burial.

per 1/4 e' (29 casec)

" 1.79 plants per 1/4 a' (24 cases)

Kruskal-Wallis test results: The rank mean
for quadrats In which plants did not recover
froo burial does not differ significantly
from the rank mean for quadrats in which
p.' -".nts did recover (P > 0.C5).

Figure 50. Comparisons of initial dv .isity values for quadrats of Lithyvui
japoniaus that recovered and failed to recover from burial.

Figure 51,

10-19 20-29 30-39

Burial Depth (cm)

Failed to recover from overwash

burial, x • 33 a (29 cases)

Recovered from overvaeh burial.

x - 28 cm (24 cases'

Kruskal-Wallis test results: The rank mean
for quadrats In which plants did not recover
from burial does not differ significantly
from the rank Qean for quadrats In • which
plants did recover (P > 0.05).

Comparisons of burial depths for quadrats of hathyvue japonicus
that recovered and failed to recover.

(d) Solidigo esernper>vir>en.8 . Thirty-one quadrats with Solidago
(sempeyvlvens were buried by between 5 and 67 centimeters of washover sand.
Solidago sempefViTgns in 12 quadrats (38 percent) recovered from as much as 56
centimeters of buri.'l; a total of 19 quadrats failed to recover from overwash
burial (Table 25).

Comparisons of recovered quadrats to quadrats that failed to recover,
usin;j the Kruskal-Wallis test, show that recovery from burial is not related
to initial cover, initial density, or burial depth (Figs. 52, 53, and 54).
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Kruskal-Wallis test results: The rank mean
for quadrats In which plants did not recover
frota burial does not differ significantly
from the rank mean for quadrats to which
plants did recover (P > 0.05).

Figure 52. Comparisons of initial cover values for quadrats of Solidago
sempevvivens that recovered and failed to recover from burial,

Initiol density

7-8 9-10

ol oies per quodrot)

Failed to recover from overwash
burial, x - 3.1 axes per quadrat
(19 caaes)

Recovered from overuash burial.
x * 3.8 axes per quadrat
( 12 cases)

Kruskal-Uillla teat results:
for quadrats in which plants
from burial does
from the rank mea

Figure 53.

plants did recover (P > 0.05).

The rank mean
did not recover

differ significantly
for quadrats in which

Comparisons of initial density values for quadrats of Solidago
eemper'viyens that recovered and failed to recover from burial.

20-29 30-39 40-49

Bund Depth (in em)

Failed to recover from ovsiKosh
burial, x » 33 cm (19 cases)

Recovered froa overwash burial.
i - 40 cm (12 cases)

Kruekal-Wellis test results: The rank aean
for quadrats in which plantb did not recover
froa burial does not differ significantly
from the rank ESan for quadrats in which
plan.s did recover (P > 0.05).

Figure 54. Comparisons of burial depths for quadrats of Solidago
eempevvifene that recovered and failed to recover.

Using the 12 quadrats that recovered from burial, it was found that plant
recovery is not correlated to initial cover, initial density, or depth of
burial using multiple regrassl »n. In both 1977 and 1978, correlation between
cover and density for Solidago eempervirene was highly significant (1977,
P < 0.01, r - 0.421; 1978, P < 0.01, r - 0=878).

Solidago eempervivens can recover from as such as 56 centimeters of over-
wash burial. Plant recovery showed no differential response to varying burial
depth. The physiological limit of Solidago seniperciveruz to grot* through sand
deposits may not have been reached using the available data, but four quadrats
with more than 55 centimeters of overwash burial did fail to recover. Quad~
rats with high cover and density did not recover froa burial any better than

quadrats with low cover and density. Solidago asmpervirens plants can vary
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in size. Individual plants sampled in site 3 ranged in size from 1- to 24-
percent cover in a 50-square-centimeter quadrat. Solidago sempervirens has
the largest below-ground storage organs of the species studied. Roots form
adventitiously along buried stems which can reach more than 1 centimeter in
diameter.

In both 1977 and 1978, cover data were highly correlated to density data.
The slope of the regression line can be used as a measure of plant size. The
slope in 1978 (11.06) greatly exceeded the slope in J 977 (1.95). The number
of individual Solidago sempervirens axes in the noneroded quadrats in site 3

was significantly reduced by overwash burial (1977, 102 axes; 1978, 36 axes).
Plant cover for Solidago sempervirens was, however, not significantly reduced
(1977, 2.77 percent; 1978, 2.34 percent; t' > 0.05). One-third of the plants
were covering a statistically similar amount of surface area. Overwash burial
reduces the number of individual axes (plants) but stimulates plant growth.

Solidago sempervirens plants affected by overwash are approximately three
times larger than unaffected plants.

Like Lathyyue japonieus, Solidago sempervirens grows well on accreting
dunes, although high Ammophila bveviligulata biomass may reduce Solidago
sempervirens cover substantially. Solidago sempervirens seedlings have
been found on high dunes. Seedlings and regenerating fragments of Solidago
sempervirens are also found in drift lines.

(e) Discussion . The four duna species that made up 95.3 percent
of the I.V. of site 3 in 1977 were all able to recover from overwash burial.
In all cases, these species were able to recover from instantaneous burial
during the dormant season that equaled or exceeded typical annual aeolian
burial levels. Of the four species, Ammophila breviligulaba recovers most
effectively (63 percent) from overwash burial. None of uhe dune species
showed a differential response to burial depth. A review of the effect of
overwash on the site 3 community that was not eroded away appears in Table 26.
The I.V. of Ammophila breviliguLita, Lathyrus japonieus, and Solidago semper-
virens increabed; the I.V. of Artemisia stelleriana decreased. Although the

recovering percentage for Solidago sempervirens (38 percent) was lower than
for Artemisia stelleriana (40 percent) , the percent cover for Solidago
senvpervirens was statistically similar in 1977 and 1978, while Artemisia
stelleriana declined significantly (Table 26).

Table 26. The effect of overwash on the importance value of species
in noneroded areas of site 3 (137 quadrats), 1978.

Species Quadrats with plants
that recovered

(pet)

I.V. Change I.V.

(pet)

Ammophila breviligulata

Artemisia stelleriana

Lathyrus japonicus

Solidago sempervirens

63

40

44

38

108.8 +24 134.5

130.3 -30 91.8

27.6 +47 40.6

19.3 +55 29.78
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Rapidly accreting dunes are dominated by Ammopkila bveviligulata, with
Labhy'vuB japonicus and Soliaago se.mpevvivens as subd oralnan ts. /Jvtemisia

stelleviana was the dominant species (I.V. 130.3) in site 3 before over-
wash. This area had been stable, receiving little wind-transported sand.

Ammophila bveviligulata is frequently reported to grow poorly in stable dune
areas such as site 3 in 1977 (Ranwell, 1964). Overwash in 1978 increased

Ammophila bveviligulata cover and density in relation to other species and

revived dune building. Avtemisia stelleviana is likely to decline in

importance as dunes continue to develop.

The data available for analysis in the dune community on Nauset Soit-
Eastham are representative of the range of possible dune areas affected by

overwash activity. Dune communities on a barrier beach are restricted to

areas above certain minimum elevations. On the ocean and bay side of che

barrier beach, dune vegetation is limited to those areas n <t inundated by

tides during the growing season. In the interior of the dune riel!, Ammophila
bveviligulata, the principal dune species, is restricted to are.i that are not
water-logged due to watet-table conditions. There is not a maximum elevation
at which Ammophila bveviligulata will grow; it is found on sand dunes t£ more
than 50 meters. Other dune species are limited by their ability tt grow
through continuous sand burial, or less frequently, through large amounts of

sand burial from overwash activity. Biomass levels in dune areas are not

correlated with elevation. \mmophila bveviligulata., which grows poorly on
dunes that are partially inundated by tides or at low elevations, does not

necessarily grew better on the highest dunes. Ammophila bveviligulata grows

best on seaward dune slopes (van der Valk, 1974) and in areas that uceivp
continuous sand burial (Ranwell, 1975). Ammophila bveviligulata rapidly loses

vigor on high dunes that are not accreting.

Although only a limited number of supratidal quadrats (137) in site 3

throat were not eroded by the February 1978 northeaster, this area does
represent typical dunes affected by overwash processes. The four major

dune species on Nauset Spit-Eostham were present in sufficient numbers for

analysis.

(2) Salt-Marsh Species . Site 1 was the only sampled area that had

low-level overwash burial and plant recovery in the salt marsh. Sand depo-
sition ranged from 6 to 118 centimeters. Spavtina patens and Spavtina
altevniflova in 134 quadrats recovered from 6 to 33 centimeters of burial.

Data from site 2 and site 3 yielded little information concerning the vege-
tative response to overwash activity; it was shown, however, that salt-marah
plants do not recover from 33 centimeters or more of overwesh burial (.site 3)

or from continuous overwash during the growing season (site 2).

Salt-marsh species distribution is highly correlated to elevation. Salt-
marsh plants do not grow below MSL and do not grow above spring high water
(Redfield, 1972), with the exception of Spavtina patens (var. monogyna) which
grows on low-lying dunes. Unlike dune species, biomass levels for individual

salt-marsh species are highly correlated to elevation. Spavtina altevniflova
grows best at the lowest elevations within its range. A band r>f Spavtina
patens occurs at the high elevations in the salt marsh, but Spavtina patens
grows best at the lower elevations within its range, when not coexisting with

Spavtina altevniflova. Density data for both epecies are highly correlated

with elevation.
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Overwash sand deposition can occur at all elevations in a salt marsh. The
depth of sand deposition was highly correlated with elevaiion at sites 1 and 3

during 1978. A series of high-velocity overwash surgej deposit sand toward
the fan terminus. Final surges of low velocity exhibit less penetration, and
deposition occurs closer to the barrier threshold (washover throat).

The poststorm washover feature is a series of microterraces, composed of
steeply sloping foreset beds at the fan terminus. Reworking by tidal currents
subsequently redistributes the sand around the perimeter of the fan, destroy-
ing the terraced features. At Nauset Spit-Eastham, the greatest deposition
occurred on the road to the lee of the dune line.

If a washover were to extend across the entire marsh to the bay, creating
a gently sloping planar feature, there would be a negative correlation between
burial depth and elevation. The greatest deposition would occur at low eleva-
tions. Deposition levels could be predicted from the slope and elevation of

the washover feature.

Burial depth is a factor of storm conditions. Overwash surges that
reach the marsh or Day deposit greatest amounts of sand in low-lying areas;
smaller surges that dissipate their energy across the fan surface deposit
most of their sand at higher elevations (Fig. 55). Prior to the February 1978
storm, sand deposition on all washovers on Nauset Spit-Eastham had been posi-
tively correlated with elevation (case 1). Since the February 1978 storm,
sand deposition on most washovers is negatively correlated with elevation
(case II).

Salt-marsh plant recovery from overwash is related to burial depth and
elevation. The data available for analysis from site 1 fan, an area repre-
sentative of washover case I, present a limited number of the possible
vegetative relationships between depth of burial, elevation, and recovery on
a barrier beach. The entire elevation range of Spavtina patens and Spa-retina

altevniflova is not present in the data. There is a good representation of
the elevation range in which both Spavtina patens and Spavtinr altevniflova
occur together. The upper elevation limit where Spavtina altevniflova grows
poorest is well represented. Neither the lower limit of the range of Spavtina
patens nor the lower limit of the range of Spavtina altevniflova is present
under conditions that allow plant recovery (i.e., burial exceeds limits of the
species)

.

While 134 quadrats in site 1 recovered from burial, this area represents
only some of the possible situations on a northeast barrier beach. Other
washovers on Nauset Spit-Eastham resemble site 1 fan (case I, Fig. 55), but
the majority of the washovers are broad, flat areas extending either far into
the low marsh zone or into the bay itself (case II).

(a) Spavtina patens . The 538 quadrats sampled in 1977 that con-
tained Spavtina patens were buried by between 4 and 116 centimeters of wash-
over sand (Table 25). A total of 83 quadrats (15 percent) recovered from as

much as 33 centimeters of burial; 455 quadrats failed to recover from overwash
burial. All quadrats with Spavtina patens in site 3 were buried by more than
34 centimeters of sand; all quadrats in site 2, which continued to overwash
until July, did not recover. Using only those quadrats in site I that were

buried by less than 34 centimeters of sand (166 cases), 50 percent of the

quadrats (83 cases) with Spavtina patens recovered.
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CASE I

Protstorm profile

PosUIgthi ptc*ll»
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CASE II

Poutotonn profit

100 300 300 m
Washaar dspth negatively correlated to

praerarm eteretlon

Figure 55. Two cases of washover burial: (I) wnshover fan and
(II) washover flats.
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Comparisons of recovered quadrats to quadrats that failed to recover

(using site 1 quadrats that were buried by less than 34 centimeters of sand)

showed that burial recovery for Spavtina patens is related to burial depth,
initial (preoverwash) elevation, final (postoverwash) elevation, initial cover

and density of Spavtina patens, and initial and final cover and density of

Spavtina altevniflova present in the same quadrats (Figs. 56 to 64). Using

all quadrats with Spavtina. patens that received less than 34 centimeters of

burial, it was found that there was a negative linear correlation between

burial recovery (measured by 1978 cover or density for Spavtina patens) and

burial depth (density, P < 0.05, r = 0.180; cover, P < 0.01, r = 0.217).
Initial cover (1977), however, is not linearly related to final cover (1978),
nor is there a correlation between initial and final density. In 1977 the

magnitude of Spavtina patens cover and density was highly correlated with
elevation, bur lu l 7 /8 no such correlation was found. General elevation data
for quaarats containing Spavtina patens in 1977 and 1978 appear in Figure

65. For both 1977 and 1978, cover and density data for Spavtina patens were
highly correlated (1977, r = 0.868, P < 0.01; 1978, r = 0.382, P < 0.01). A
comparison of the two regression lines using a t-test showed that the slopes
are significantly different (P < 0.01). Multiple regression was used in an

attempt to develop a model for Spavtina patens recovery based on data
collected in 1977 and 1978. Recovery is related linearly only to burial
depth when data for quadrats receiving less than 34 centimeters of sand are
considered. Elevation (both initial and final) , initial cover, and density of

Spavtina altevniflova do not improve a predictive model for Spavtina patens
recovery from overwash burial.

Initial cover volue (pet)

recover rroo

i » 40.4 pet

over ./at...

(83 cases)

Recovered from 01

x < 80.5 pet (83

erwash burial,
cases)

Kruskal-Uallis test results: The rank mean
tor quadrats In which plants did not recover
from burial does differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrats in which plants
did recover (P < 0.01)

.

Figure 56. Comparisons of initial cover values for quadrats of Spavtina
patens that recovered and failed to recover from overwash burial.

Figure

Failed to recover from overwash
burial, x - 525 plants (83 cases)

P~"l Recovered from overwash burial.
L*3 x - 941 plants (83 cases)

460-B99 900-lS«» .M0-I799 >I800

density (No. of oses per quadrat)

Kruskal-Wallls test results: The rank mean

for quadrats in which plants did not recover

from burial does differ significantly from

the rank mean for quadrats in which plants

did recover (P < 0.01).

Comparisons of initial density values for quadrats of Spavtina
patens that recovered and failed to recover from overwash burial.
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s^ Failed to recover from overwash
Sm burial. x » 0.18 cm (03 cases)

p*"] Recovered from overwash burial.
- 0.15 cm (83 cases)

Kruskal-Wallis test results: The rank mean
for quadrats ia which plants did not recover
froa burial does differ sigrnif icantly from
the rank mean for quadrats In which plants
did recover (P < 0.05).

m

ki
30-3410-14 15-19 20-24 ;

Burial Depth (em)

Figure 58. Comparisons of burial depths for quadrats of Spartina patens
that recovered and failed to recover.

Failed to recov er from overwash
burial. ; - o 67 m (83 cases)

Recovered from overwash burial.
x - 0.57 a (83 BS)

kruskal-Wallls test reoults: The rank mean

ror quadrats In which plant6 did not recover
from burial doee differ significantly froa

the rank mean for quadraC3 In which plants

did recover (P < 0.01)

.

-79-70

Initio!

-69 -"to

(1977)

-59--50 -49--0Q -J9-30 "2S--20 "I9-10 "9-0

elevation (in cm in relation to arbitrary bench mark)

> *1

Figure 59. Comparisons of prestorm elevations for quadrats of Spartina
patens that recovered and failed to recover from burial.

r:<

"69--

Fmol

-_] l4j

/

! K :

3*S5 Failed
Sia burial.

recover from overwash
x - 0.49 m (83 cases)

pr-i Recovered froa overwash burial.
\—d x - 0.42 m (83 cases)

V.

rx
-59--50 -4S--40 -J9--30 -»-'20 19-10 "9-0 >'l

(1978) elsvation (in cm in relation to arbitrary bsnch morh)

Kruskal-Wallis tesc results: The rank mean
for quadrats In which plants did not recover
froa burial does differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrats in which plants
did recover (P < 0.01).

_E3_

Figure 60. Comparisons of poststorta elevations for quadrats of Spartina
patens that recovered and failed to recover from burial.
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0-19 20- 3j 40-59 60-79 80-100

Initial S altornif lore cover (pet)

Failed Co recover from overwash
burial, x = 53.1 pet cover
(59 cases)

Recovered from overwash burial.
x 25.5 pec cover (28 cases)

Kruskal-Wallls test results: The rank mean
for quadra'.s in which planes did not recover
from burial does differ significantly --..

the rank mean for quadrats In which plants
did recover (P < 0.01)

.

Figure 61. Comparisons of preoverwash cover for quadrats of Spavtina
xlterniflora that also contained Spavtina patent? which
recovered and failed to recover from burial.

liiSkiL23-JS

__ Failed to recover from overvash

Hi burial. (59 cases)

pn Recovered from overwash burial.
(28 cases)

;-.r3
0-25 26-50 51-75 76-100 l<

Imtiol S otternilloro density (No ol tillers)

Kruskal-Wallls test results: The rank Be
for quadrats In which plants did not recov
from burial does differ significantly fr
the rank mean for quairats in which plan
did recover (P < 0.01)

.

Figure 62. Comparisons of preoverwash iensity for quadrats of Spartina
alteraiflova that also contained Spartina patens which
recovered and failed to recover from burial.

m mmMii
0-i9 20-39 40-59 60-79 SO-lOO

Finol 5, olterni lloio cover (pet)

Failed to recover from overwash burial,
x - 68 pet cover (51 cases)

5
Recovered from overwash burial.

32 pet cover (23 cases)

Kruskal-Wallls test results: The rank mean
for quadrats In which plants did not recover
from burial does differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrats in which plants
did recover (P < 0.01).

Figure 63. Comparisons of postoverwash cover for quadrats of Spa^bina.

altevniflova that also contained Spavtina patens which
recovered and failed to recover from burial.
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£6-50 51-75 76-100 101-125 > 125

jj, olterr.ido ro density (No of tillers)

Failed Co recover frota overvash burial,
x - 66 plants (SI cases)

Recovered from overvash. burial.
x 16 plants (23 cases)

Kruskal-Wallls test results: The rank mean

for quadrats In which plants did not recover

from burial does differ significantly from

the rank mean for quadrats In vnlch plants

did recover (P < 0.01).

Figure 64. Comparisons of postovervish density for quadrats of Spar-
tina altermiflova that also contained Spavtina. patens which
recovered and failed to recover from burial.
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Figure 65. Elevations for quadrats with Spartina patens
at site 1 fan, 1977 to 1980.
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Spartina patens Is able to recover from 33 centimeters of overwash sand
burial. Unlike the dune species, plant recovery for Spartina patens is

negatively correlated to burial depth, Spartina patens recovers best from
shallow burial. Although there is no linear relationship between elevation
and recovery, quadrats at higher elevations recovered better than those at

lower elevations. The elevation range over which Spartina patens occurred
decreased from 77 centimeters in 1977 to A3 certimeters in 1978. The mean
elevation at which Spartina patens occurred increased by 12 centimeters.
Preoverwash density and cover of Spartina patens cannot be used to predict
postoverwash density and cover, but quadrats with high density and cover did
recover better than those with lower density and cover.

In 1977 both cover and density of Spartina patens were highly negatively
correlated with elevation. Spartina patens grew best at the lower limits of "

..,

its elevation range. In 1978, however, there was no relationship between
cover and density and elevation. Plants that were able to grow, through sand *.

burial did equally well throughout the 43-ccntimeter elevation range. Only
after initial colonization of the sand surface does the species respond to

subtle variations in environmental conditions based on elevation.

Cover and density were highly correlated in both 1977 and 1973. Regres-
sion lines for 1977 and 1978 were highly significantly different. The rela-

tionship of density to cover, used as a measure of individual plant size,
indicated that plants were larger after recovering from overwash burial than
before burial. All the preoverwash vegetative axes did net recover from
burial. Plant density was reduced significantly, even in those quadrats that
recovered from burial. Those axe^ that reached the sand surface were probably
able to use a larger amount of the reallocatable resources of the buried plant
parts than axes unaffected by overwash burial. Spartina patens generally
grows poorly in areas that hud high biomass the previous year. Unlike
Spartina altevniflora, much of the dead Spartina patens plant material remains

;

in place for several years, shading newly emergent axes and reducing biomass
production. In overwashed areas, dead plant material is buried such that
emergent axes receive maximum solar radiation and grow better than plants with
limited light.

Spartina patens recovers best in quadrats that in 1977 had fewest Spartina.
alterniflora; these quadrats were in the lower range of Spartina patens. The
negative association of Spartina patens and Spartina alterniflora laay reflect
the inability of Spartina patens to recover from burial at low elevations as /

much as Spartina. patens' ability to recover from burial in the presence of

Spartina alterniflora. A model for Spartina patens recovery in site 1 fan
appears in Figure 66. . j

(b) Spartina. alterniflora . The 176 quadrats sampled at site I

fan in 1977 with Spartina alterniflora were buried by between 4 and 116 centi-
meters of washover sediment (Table 25). A total of 74 quadrats (42 percent)
recovered from as much as 22 centimeters of burial; 102 quadrats failed to

recover from burial. All quadrats with Spartina alterniflora in sites 2 and 3

were buried by more than 22 centimeters of overwash sand. Using only those
quadrats in site 1 that were buried by less than 22 centimeters of sand (133
cases), 56 percent of the quadrats with Spartina. alterniflora recovered.
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Comparison of recovered quadrats with quadrats that failed to recover,
using site 1 quadrats that were buried by less than 22 centimeters of sand,

showed that burial recovery for Spartina. alternifiora is related to initial
(preoverwash) elevation, Initial cover and density of Spartina alterniflora,
and final cover and density of Spartina patens in the sane quadrats (Fig3. 67

to 75). Using all quadrats with Spartina alternifiora chat received less than
22 centimeters of sand burial, there is no linear relationship between burial
depth and final cover, initial and final cover, or initial and final density.
In 1977 the magnitude cf cover and density of Spartina alternifiora was highly
correlated with elevation, lut in 1978 no such correlation vas found.

A review of the elevation data for quadrat? containing Spartina alter-
nifiora at site 1 in 1977 and 1978 appears in Figure 76. In both 1977 and
1978, Spartina alcerniflora cover and density were highly correlated (1977,
r - 0.837, P < 0.01; 1978, r = 0.807, P < 0.01). A comparison of the two

regression lines, using a t-test, showed that the slopes of the regression
lines are highly signif icancly different (P < 0.01). Multiple regression
analysis was unsuccessfully used in an attempt to develop a predictive model
for Spartina alternifiora recovery from overwash burial.

m
u

2 *m
n ® 3

0-20 21-40 41-60 61-80

Initial cover value (pet)

Failed Co recover from overwash buria
x » 3 pet cover (57 cases)

Recovered from overwash burial,
x 47 pet cover (74 cases)

Kruskal-Wallis test results: The rank mean
for quadrats In which plants did not recover
from burial does differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrats in which plants
did recover (P < 0.01).

Figure 67

,

Comparisons of initial cover values for quadrats of Spartina
alternifiora that recovered and failed to recover from burial.

•A **1

Failed

burial.

recover from o-'erwash

;
» 5 plants (57 cases)

Recovered froa overwash burial,
x " 72 plants (74 cases)

IS!

% V
n , q

0-25 26-50 51-75 76-100 101-125 >i25

Imtiol density (Wo. of tillers par Quodrot)

Kruskal-Wallis test results: The rank mean
for quadrats in which plants did not recover
from burial does differ significantly fron
the rank mean for quad-ats in which plants
did recover (P < 0.01).

Figure 68. Comparisons of initial density values for quadrats of Spar-
tina alternifiora that recovered and failed to recover from
overwash burial.
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Recovered froa overwash burial.
x - 0.13 ca (74 cases)

Kruskal-WalJ i test results: The rank mean
for quadrflti- la which plantj did not recover
from burial does differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrats in which plant9
did recover (P < 0.01).
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Figure 69. Comparisons of burial depths for quadrats of Spartina alterniflora
that recovered and failed to recover from overwash burial.

Ufl

recover froo overwash

x » -0.57 m (57 cases)

Recovered froa overwash burial.
0.69 m (74 cases)

Kruskal-Wallis test results: The rank raaan

for quadrats in which plants did not recover
froa burial does differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrats in which plants
did recover (P < 0.01).
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Figure 70. Comparisons of prestonn elevations for quadrats of Spartina
alterniflcra thttt recovered and failed to recover from burial,

-69-60

Final

/
/
/
/

P\
v

n

Palled to recover froa overwash
i burial. x • -0.43 (57 cases)

j

Recovered from overwash burial.
I x - -0.561 (74 cases)

Kruskal-tfallis test results: The rank mean
for quadrats in which plants did nit recover
froa burial does differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrats In which plants
did recover (P < 0.01).
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-59--50 -49--40 "39--30 "29--20 "19-10 -9-0 >tl

(1578) elevation (in cm in relation to arbitrary trsnch mark)

Figure 71, Comparisons of poststorm elevations for quadrats of Spartina
alterniflora that recovered and failed to recover from burial,
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Kruskal-Wullls test resulcs: The rank aesn
for quadrats In which plants did not recover
from burial does differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrats In which pla.us
did recover (P < 0.01;
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Figure 72. Comparisons of preoverwash cover for quadrats of Spartina

patens that contained Spartina alterniflcva which recovered

and failed to recover from burial.
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Kruakal-Wallls test reaulCB: The rank mean
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did recover (P < 0.01)
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Figure 73. Comparisons of preoverwash density for quadrats of Spartirux

patens that also contained Spartina altemiflora which
recovered and failed to recover fru^ burial.
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Failed to recover from overwash
burial. 5 • 67 pet cover

43 pet cover

Kruskal-Uallls test results: The rank mean
for quadrats In which plants did not recover
from burial doss differ significantly from
the rank mean for quadrats in which plants
did recover (P < 0.01)

.

Figure 74. Comparisons of postoverwash cover for quadrats of Spartina
patens that also contained Spartina altemiflora which
recovered and failed to recover from burial.
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Figure 75. Comparisons of postoverwash density for quadrats of Spar-
tina patens that also contained Spa.7*tina altemiflora which
recovered and failed to recover from burial.
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at site 1 fen, 1977 to 1S80.
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Spartina alterniflora is able to recover from 22 centimeters of overwash
burial. Like dune species, but unlike Spartina patens, plant recovery for

Spartina altemiflora is not correlated with burial depth. Individual plants

buried by 22 centimeters of sand recover to similar cover and density levels

as plants buried by less sand. The elevation range over which Spartina alter-

niflora was found decreased only from 28 centimeters in 1977 to 27 centimeters

in 1978. Mean elevation at which Spartina altemiflora occurred increased 9

centimeters. Preoverwash density and cover of Spartina altemiflora cannot be

used to predict postoverwash density and cover. Quadrats with high density
and cover did recover better than those with lower density and cover.

As witn Spartina patens, both cover and density of Spartina. altemiflora
were highly negatively correlated with elevation in 1977. Spo.rtina altemi-
flora grew best at lower elevations over the range of elevations sampled on

Nauset Spit-Eastham. In 1978, again no relationship between cover or density
and elevation was discovered on analysis. A 27-centimeter elevation range

may not have presented enough variation for biomass differences in Spartina

altemiflora quadrats to be evident.

Cover and density for Spartina altemiflora, as for all sampled species on

Nauset Spit-Eastham, were highly correlated in both 1977 and 1978. Regression
lines for 1977 and 1978 were highly significantly different indicating that

individual tiller size was larger in 1978 than in 1977. Spartina altemiflora
density was highly significantly reduced from 1977 to 1978 at site 1 fan,

while Spartina altemiflora cover for the entire site actually increased.

Spartina altemiflora, while unable to recover from the high burial depths
(up to 33 centimeters) from which Spartina patens can recover, appears to be

stimulated by sand burial. Spartina altemiflora, annually buried by sedi-

ments borne by the tides, has, through time, been urder selection pressure to

grow through these sediments (recorded a3 high as 20 centimeters per year;

Ranwell, 1975).

Like Spartina patens, Spartina altemiflora recovered best in quadrats
that did not contain other plant species. Plant recovery can be determined by

elevation alone and not by presence or absence of competing species. A model
for Spartina altemiflora recovery in site 1 far. appears in Figure 77.

(c) Discussion . Unlike the dune community, the salt-marsh study
areas offered only a limited range of possible marsh situations .affected by

overwash burial. A wide variety of salt-taarsh species and elevations was

considered when sites were initially selected on Nauset Spit-Eastham. All

three sites sampled on Nauset Spit-Eastham had well-developed salt marshes in

1977. Site 1, which had first overwashed in 1972, had large sections of pure

Spartina patens and Spartina alterniflo^KL. There was also a substantial marsh
area with a mixture of species (.Spartina patens, Spartiria altemiflora, Sali-
cornia virginiaa, Limonium nashii, Pucainellia mcm+Ltiira. , and Suaeda rraritima)

found near the interface between the high and low marsh. Site 2 was a highly
diversified salt marsh with very irregular topography created by mosquito
ditching. Two species (Juncus gerardi or black grass and Saliaornia europaea
or glasswort), not present in other sites, were present in site 2. Site 3

was also a unique area on Nauset Spit-Eastham with substantial populations of

Plantago maribima.
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The storm in February 1978 deposited sand on all three salt-marsh areas.

All but 25 quadrats in site 1 fan were buried by washover sand. These 25

quadrats were subsequently buried by 6 to 21 centimeters of sand due to

reworking of the wabhover fan surface by tidal and wind activity. Site 2

was covered by 20 to 50 centimeters of washover sand, but overwash continued
through late June during spring tides. In areas where overwash continued into

the growing season, salt-marsh vegetation did not recover. All of the salt

marsh in site 3 was buried by greater than 34 centimeters of washover sand.
Salt-marsh vegetation on Nauset Spit-Eastham did not recover from more than

33 centimeters of sand burial in 1978.

In 1977, seven salt marsh species were found at site 1 fan (Table 27);

Spartina. patens and Spavtina altevniflom accounted for 81.6 percent of the

I.V. In 1978 these species were the only salt-marsh plants found at the site.

Saliaorni-z virginica had grown through as rcuch as 10 centimeters of washover
sand in other areas, but did not recover from burial in site 1. Both Spavtina
patens and Spartina aVterrni.florya were able to recover from low level overwash
burial. In 1977, 16 percent of the fan burled by less than 34 centimeters of

washover sand was revegetated; in 1978, 40 percent was unvegetated. Salt-
marsh areas buried by greater than 34 centimeters of washo'.er sand did not

recover and were colonized as new substrate by drift-line vegetation. The

I.V. of Spaftina alter^iifiora increased by 95 percent, while Cpavtina pritens

increased by only 3 percent. Overwash increased the elevation in site 1 fan.

Much of the area, however, remained intertldal and able to support a salt-
marsh community.

Table 27. Importance values of species in ar<jas of site 1 fan

that received less than 34 centimeters of washover
deposition.

Species Quadrats with plants I.V. Change I.V.

that recovered 1977 1978

(pet) (pet)

Distichlis spicata

Limonii-im naehii

Puaainellia sp.

Salicornia vivginica

Spar-tina alterniflora 91

Spartina patens 72

Suaeda marntima

0.7 0.0

9.2 0.0

16.5 0.0

24.5 0.0

52.4 +95 102.1

92.3 +3 197.9

4.4 0.0

(3) Other Specie s. The species comprising the majority of plant com-

munities on a northeast barrier beach that are affected by overwash activity
were represented in the 2,567 quadrats surveyed on Nauset Spit-Eastham. Other

species, less frequently affected by overwash or rarely found on Nauset Spit-

Eastham, were observed on North Beach during the field season (1978) following

major overwash activity (Table 28). Ten additional species were found that

are able to recover from more than 10 centimeters of overwash sand deposition.
Principal among these species were the shrubs, Rosa vugosa (65 centimeters)

and Mym-oa pensylvaniaa (45 centimeters), which are frequently found on dunes
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Table 28. Plants that recovered from overwash aft'ar 1 year.

Species Hnx • recorded Species Max . recorded

bur iel depth bur lal depth

(cm)

Ammophila breviligulata 59.0 Salicomia virginica 10.0

Artemisia etelleriana 53.0 Scirpua americana 30.0

Baocharia halimifolia 54.0 Solidago sempervirena 56.0

Juniperue lirginiana 75.0 Spartina dlterniflora 30.0

Lathyrua japonicua 43.0 Spartina patens (upright) 42.5

Limonium nashii 10.0 Spartina patens (decumbent) 33.0

Myriea peneylvanica 45.0 Teucrium canader.se 25.0

Roaa rugoaa 65.0 Typha latifolia 20.0

'shrub, not coepletely burl ed by over*'ash deposit.

NOTE.— Data froo the Sumner of 1978. Ammophila breviligulata, Artemisia etel-
leriana , Lathyrue japonicUB, Solidago sempervirens, Spartina alterniflora and
Spartina patens data froa 1977-78 sampled plots. Other depths selected from
vaehover deposits ar*? not within a study area. Ail recovered burial depths
should be taken as low values.

that continue to accrete at a high annual rate. Other shrubs, Baccharis
halimifolia (groundsel tree) (54 centimeters) and Juniperue virginiara (red
cedar) (75 centimeters), found in the stable zone between the dune community
and the hi^h marsh community on many northeast barrier beaches, were surpris-
ingly able to recover from high levels of burial. A total of 14 species of
flowering plants and 1 gymaosperm were able to recover from 10 centimeters or
more of overwash burial at the Nauset Spit (Nauset Spit-Eastham and North
Beach) after 1 year.

5. Colonization of Washovers .

a. Introduction . Daring major storms, overwash surges transport sediment
across the entire barrier with deposition in the adjacent lagoon. These
deposits represent new supratidal and intertidal environments that may be
colonized by vegetation and are important in landward barrier migration. On
Nauset Spit-Eastham, almost 2 hectare^ of new substrata was emplaced along the
back barrier margin as a result of the February 1978 stona.

Washover sand is more often deposited on previously vegetated surfaces.
After storms, sand-dune vegetation not eroded by overwash surges can recover
from burial. Ammophila breviligulata plants, buried by as much as 67 centi-
meters of sand, recovered rapidly, early in the growing season. Overwash and
aeolian burial actually lead to an increase in Ammophila breviligulata bio-
mass. Salt-marsh plants buried by shallow deposits can also recover, although
washover deposition in the northeast often exceeds plant recovery capability.
During the February 1978 storm, sand deposits as deep as 165 centimeters
accumulated on old marsh surfaces, resulting in large, barren, flat washovers
on Nauset Spit-Eastham.

An analysis of historical aerial photography (see Sec. IV) suggests that
these initially barren areas are rapidly colonized by either salt-aarsh or
sand-dune vegetation. Photos taken soon after the 1938 hurricane showed large
barren washovers along North Beach. These features were still evident in
1952 but were covered by sand dunes and salt marshes. In December 1972 a
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small washover fan was formed on the salt marsh to the lee of the tlsuset

Spit-Eastham dune line; marsh vegetation did not recover from burial. Three
years later, small dunes (75 centimeters high) had formed in the proximity
of drift lines.

While the revegetation process on washover fans has not previously been
studied, colonization of the beach-backshore has been the subject of several
studies. Since the beach-backshore is an unstable area, the species assem-
blage has not been regarded as a defined community. In many studies of

community succession in the coastal zone, however, the beach-backshore has
been included as the earliest, least developed sere (Gimingham, Gemmet, and
Greig-Smith, 1948; Vose, Powell, and Spence, 1957; Laing, 1958; Olson, 1958;
Willis, et al., 1959; Morton, 1974; van der Valk, 197A; Ranwell, 1975;
Chapman, 1976).

The importance of drift lines in the initiation of dune-building proc-
esses was recognized historically (Cowles, 1899) and has since been repeat-
edly stressed (Gimingham, Gemmet, and Greig-Smith, 1948; Robertson and
Gimingham, 1951; Salisbury, 1952; Laing, 1958; Olson, 1958; Tansley, 1968;
Kanwell, 1975; Chapman, 1976). The characteristic, linear form of barrier
dune ridges at a spit terminus has been attributed to the form of drift
lines (Godfrey, 1977).

Details concerning the ecology of the beach-backshore have been numer-
ous, but sketchy. Many studies have considered the area without focusing on
organic debris; others have examined drift-line debris without considering
its role in the overall community development of barrier beaches, Species
lists have been made for east (Harshberger , 1916) and west coast (Barbour,
DeJong, and Johnson, 1976) beaches in the u lited States. Extensive data
are also available in Britain (Gimingham, 1964; Tansley, 1968).

There ate three ways in which barren washover s can be colonized:

(1) plants on the previous surface can grow through the washover deposits;
(2) remnant, or peripheral, vegetated areas can expand into barren deposits
by rhizome extension; or (3) new propagules (both seeds and plant fragments)
can become established in an area. Colonization of washover fans by the
latter two means should be considered primary succession because sand depo-
sition is generally so great that the original substrate only tangentially
affects vegetation.

b. Recovery . On Nauset Spit-Eastham, four major dune species were able
to recover from high levels (up to 67 centimeters) of overwash burial.
Dunes, however, are generally eroded by stomas to depths below the vegetated
surface. Plants in site 1 throat and the 1972 washover in site 1 fan ware
completely eroded during the February storm. At site 3, two-thirds of the

dunes were subjected to erosion; remaining dune plants, however, recovered
to biomass levels equal to or in excess of prestorm levels.

In the salt marsh, deposition occurred without erosion. Both principal
marsh species, Spavtina patens and Spavtina altemiflova, were able to

recover from low-level burial. Plants at sites 2 and 3, however, were bur-
ied by greater volumes of sand; only plants at site 1 were able to recover.
Approximately 20 percent of site 1 was populated in 1978 by marsh grasses
recovering from overwash. Much of the remaining area was either burled
by depths in excess of 33 centimeters (taaximuss recovery depth of Spavtina
patens) or had not been vegetated by either species in 1977

.
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c. Rhizome Extension .

(1) Dunes . All of the major plant species on Nauset Splt-Eastham are
rhizomatous and rely primarily on vegetative reproduction. Ammophila brevi-
ligulata has the capability of extending its rhizomes both vertically in
response to sand burial and horizontally to colonize new areas. Measuring
the rate of natural sand accretion in North Carolina, Woodhouse and Hanes
(1967) documented that Ammophila breviligulata can recover from as much as 120
centimeters of burial in 1 year. Ranwell (1975) stated that while Amnophil a

breviligulata can recover from 90 centimeters of gradual burial, the plant would
probably be unable to recover from an instantaneous deposition of 90 centi-
meters of sand. Overwash activity may, in low dune areas, bury Ammophila
breviligulata by large amounts of sediment (sometimes approaching 1 meter).

To test the ability of Ammophila breviligulata to recover from sand
burial, a 55-gallon drum, with open ends, was placed over a healthy stand
of Ammophila breviligulata on an accreting dune in early April 1979. From
inspection of the base of tillers, it appeared that approximately 25 centi-
meters of sand had naturally accumulated during the previous winter. Thirty-
eight tillers were present in the area that was experimentally buried. The
barrel was filled to the top (90 centimeters), and sand was mounded around the
base. The first tiller visible on the surface was recorded 5 weeks after the
beginning of the experiment (Fig. 78). Vertical rhizomes extended through a
total of 115 centimeters of sand in 35 days for a rate of 3.3 centimeters per
day.

Measurements taken during the height of the growing season have shown that
Ammophila breviligulata rhizomes can grow horizontally as much as 2 centi-
meters per day (Brodhead and Godfrey, 1979). The Ammophila front can expand
seaward in favorable areas at a rate of 4 to 5 meters per year. Rhizome
extension into washovers was not visible during the first growing season after
overwash. Since buds along rhizomes do not break dormancy until the year
following their formation, there may be no visible evidence of plant growth,
although rhizomes may exist below the sand surface. Excavations of dunes
adjacent to site 1 revealed that Ammophila breviligulata plants had extended
as much as 2 meters into the washover fan.

During the second growing season (1979), the location of Ammophila brevi-
ligulata was recorded in relation to the remnant dune line. An 800-meter
transect was established along the back side of the Nauset Spit-Eastham dune
line paralleling an off-road vehicle trail. At a 2-meter interval, the loca-
tion of the marshward edge of the established dune vegetation was noted, and
the distance of newly emergent plants from the dune edge was recorded. Plants
were excavated to distinguish tillers resulting from rhizome extension from
fragments regenerating in drift lines. Only a few tillers were evident in the
road in 1978; these plants were undoubtedly from rhizomes that had extended
into the road before the 1978 storm. Ammophila breviligulata tillers in

1979 were located as far as 4.6 meters from the rhizome origin, but these
tillers had not formed a closed population 2 years after the storm. Ammophila
breviligulata tillers, however, had become well established on washover sub-
strate above former salt-marsh vegetation. A map of the outgrowth of dune
vegetation from the western edge of the dune line shows that the greatest
expansion occurred along areas downwind of washovers (Fig. 79). The prevail-
ing, sand-transporting northwest winds added sediment to the dune line south-
east of washovers.
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The three other major dune species (Solidago senrpevvivens, Avtemiuia
stelleviana, and Lathyvus japonicus) on Nauset Splt-Eastham are also able to
expand both vertically and laterally by rhizome extension, although not to the
same degree as Ammophila bveoiligulata. Individual plants of Solidago sempev-
virens that recovered from burial (of about 40 centimeters) were as much as 40
centimeters larger in diameter the year after overwash. Artemisia, stelleviana
plants expanded less rapidly, approximately 10 to 20 centimeters per year.
Lathyvus japonicus can freely expand by rhizome extension; plants in the dunes
may be several meters apart and connected by rhizomes. During the 1978 and
1979 seasons, Lathyvus japonicus did not, however, appear to expand into
uncolonized substrate on Nauset Spit-East ham.

(2) Salt Marsh . Both Spavtina patens and Spavtina altevniflova
commonly colonize new substrate by rhizome extension. Redfield (1972),
studying the development of the salt marsh behind Sandy Neck in Barnstable,
Massachusetts, over a 12-year period, calculated that Spavtina altevniflova
would have to colonize new substrate at a rate of 1.3 meters per year to
produce the salt-marsh enlargement evident in dated peat deposits. He rea-
soned that Spavtina altevniflova rhizome extension alone was not sufficient to

account for this rate of expansion. Colonization by new propagules (either
seeds or fragment regeneration) would be necessary for such rapid salt-marsh
establishment. Over hundreds of year.;, new marshes formed at the leading edge
of the sandflats and were eroded several times before a permanent, continuous
marsh was formed.

On Nauset Spit-Eastham, there were no salt-marsh plants unaffected by
burial contiguous to washovers in 1978. Spavtina patens and Spavtina altevni-
flova plants that were able to recover did so by vertical rhizome ext3t>t>ion

through washover deposits. These plants did not expand laterally the first
year.

Stands of Spavtina patens that had recovered in 1978 enlarged by rhiacnie
extension the following year. There was no evidence from quadrat data that
Spavtina altevniflova had expanded by rhizome extension. Vegetation maps of
site 1 in 1977, 1978, and 1979 indicated that Spavtina altevniflova popula-
tions expanded 1 meter into new substrate at lower elevations. Spavtina
patens patches expanded vigorously on all fronts, extending as far as 50
centimeters per year from the 1978 plants. Elevation information indicated
that Spavtina patens was present in quadrats at higher elevations in 1979 than
In 1978 or 1977. In 1979, 34 quadrats, which were not vegetated in 1978, were
colonized by Spavtina patens through rhizome extension. Mean elevation for
these quadrats wss 8 centimeters higher than the mean of recovering quadrats;
these higher elevations were within the range of Ammophila bveviligulata.

d. Seed and Fragment Regeneration . The depth of 1978 washover deposition
on Nauset Spit-Eastham generally exceeded levels from which marsh vegetation
could recover. Sand dunes were generally eroded by storm surges, except where
low or initially building. Most washovers on Nauset Spit-Eastham were also
too far removed from remnant dunes or recovering salt marshes to be affected
by rhizome extension. The most effective means of colonizing washovers is by
the establishment of new vegetation. In all, within sampled sites, 89 quad-
rats (of a total of 2,567 quadrats) were populated with new plants in 1978.
In 1979, following a winter with exceptionally high tides, 298 quadrats had
new plants.
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Two types of new propagules become established on washovers: seeds and
plant fragments. New species of flowering plants colonizing washovers on
Nauset Spit-Easthom and North Beach were recorded during 1978 and 1979
(Table 29).

Table 29. Washover species list, Nauset Spit-Eastham.

Species F 1 S' 1978 1979

o 3 st^ b 5 o 3
b 5

Agropyron pungens x

Ammophila bveviligulata x

Arenavia pe-plaid.ee x

Artemisia caudata

Artemisia stelleriana x

A triplex arenaria

Atriplex patula

Cakile edentula

Carex silicea

Chenopodium albidum

Convolvulus eepium

Euphorbia polygonifolia

Lathymis japonicus x

Oenothera biennis

Panicum virgatum

Rhus radicans x

Salsola kali

Solidago se*rpervirens x

Spartina altermiflotyz

Spartina vatens x

Suaeda rrur itima

Xanthium echinatum

l F * regenerated from fragnents.

2 S = seedlings.

3 o = oceanic drift line.

"*st storm drift pile.

5b » bay drift line.
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Two major factors determine the seedling crop, type, and abundance of

plant fragments on washovers each year: winter conditions that distribute
propagules and climatic conditions in the late spring and summer months. The

February 1978 storm swept massive areas of Nauset Spit-Eastham and North Beach

clean of storm debris, leaving few obstacles to trap seeds and fragments.
Following the storm, spring tides on the bay side deposited large amounts of

drift material progressively lower on the edges of washovers. Large numbers

of drift seeds settled out to the lower parts of these drift lines. Wind-

distributed sand buried the debris.

The weather was particularly wet and cool in spring 1978. In April, May,
and June, 279 millimeters of precipitation fell at the Chatham Weather Sta-

tion, located 12 miles south of Nauset Spit-Eastham. Temperatures averaged 6°

Celsius in April, 11° Celsius in May, and 17° Celsius in June 1978 (Fig. 80).
Eleven 6pecies of flowering plants germinated on washovers in 1978 (Table 29).

Most new plants were located in large clumps of debris or in well-organized
drift lines. The first seedlings noted on Nauset Spit-Eastham were of Cakile
edentula (5 April 1978). The last day with freezing temperatures was 10

April. Seeds did not germinate between 3 July and early September 1978, after
which all new seedlings did not survive brief fall droughts.

Living plant material torn from the dunes is, in many cases, able to

regenerate. All four major dune species on Nauset Spit-Eastham, Ammophila
brsviligulata, Solidcgo eempe-rvirene, Lathyrus japoniaue, and Artemisia
stsllern-ana, can reproduce vegetatively froai pianL fragments. The February

1978 storm destroyed large sections of dune line, uprooting vast quantities of

organic material. In 1978 seven species of flowering plants regenerated from
fragments (Table 29)
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Wind deflation of washovers and poor dune development resulted in a low

elevation profile on the barrier during the first winter after the February
storm. Many of the 1978 drift lines had been destroyed as a result of wind

and water erosion, and overwash occurred with even marginal winter storms.

During one storm in January 1979, all but the highest dunes on Nauset Spit-

Eastham were awash, and drift material, laden with seeds and plant fragments,

was stranded high in the dunes. In March, permanent drift lines were again
laid down on the bay side margins of washover features. Some of these drift
lines were deposited either on top of or adjacent to old bay-side drift lines,

enlarging and projecting these features. Other drift lines were deposited on
barren areas and were similar to 1978 drift lines. High winds during the

spring redistributed sediment from the washovers, quickly burying the nearby
drift material.

The spring of 1979 was again very wet and cool on Cape Cod, with 274 milli-
meters of precipitation in April, May, and June, and mean monthly temperatures
of 7°, 13°, and 17" Celsius (Fig. 81). New plants in 1979 appeared, not only

in organized drift lines, but also in barren areas well removed from spring

tides. The first appearance of seedlings (Cakile edentula) was on 5 April and

again roughly correlated with tha last spring frost on 8 April. Seeds did

not successfully germinate between 5 June and 21 August. Seeds of 20 species

of flowering plants germinated on Nauset Spit-Eastham in 1979 (Table 29).

Although few dunes were destroyed by storms in 1979, abundant plant fragments
were present in Nauset Spit-Eastham drift lines. Eight species of flowering

plants regenerated from fragments (Table 29) .

During 1978 and 1979, population data were collected at site 1 fan to

determine the relative abundance and mortality of colonizing plant species.

Site 1 fan was subdivided into 120 5- by 5-meter plots. Seedlings and

regenerating axes were counted early in the spring and biweekly during the

field season. Data for 1978 and 1979 appear in Tables 30 and 31.

The most hardy and widespread propagules in both 1978 and 1979 ware

Ammophila breviligulata fragments which regenerated between late April and

early June. In April 1978, 9 tillers of Ammophila breviligulata were evident
within the site; 363 were recorded in June. Increase in axes numbers after 5

June 1978 was due to new bud break along already regenerating axes and not to

newly regenerating fragments. By September these axes numbered 352 after

peaking in August at 402. Wind deflation of sand caused many shallow-buried
fragments to desiccate and die.

Most fragments regenerated early in the season before the suamer drought.

Deep-buried regenerating fragments seemed to grow to the surface by 15 June.

To determine the validity of this observation, 10 fragments of Ammophila
breviligulata were burled at each of three depths in April 1979: 25, 50, and

90 centimeters. Seven fragments buried at 25 centimeters regenerated within 3

weeks; four fragments buried at 50 centimeters regenerated within 4 weeks; and

three fragments buried at 90 centimeters regenerated within 5 weeks (15 May).

The winter overwashes of 1978-79 eroded only a small part of the 1978

drift line at site 1 fan. New drift material with many fragments was depos-

ited at the outer edges of vegetated drift lines. It was not possible to

distinguish 1979 fragments from recovering plants at site 1 without excavating
the plots. Nearby drift lines, outside permanent sites, were excavated to
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Table 31. Count of seedlings and regenerating axes for drift-line vegetation
at site I fan, 1979.

5 June 22 Ju^e b July 19 July I Aug. 24 Aug. 5 Sept. 20 Se^

Agropuro*x punqenG

iisnophila b^evil igutata

frenarux peploiden

i^tt»Ttiaia etpllertann

Atriplex patula

?*kile edentula

^ennpn.iium alhidum

"nnvolvuluc eeprum

vupho^hia polucjoni folisi

'.tthun4F japoriLCUft

254

1,630

323

2,129 7,298 MO,000

"iki i"taona

"l J fraimt/2 virci Mrr.

-rf*r<\\n l-i7t

-pi ;-< mo fipmppr*Hw
"r-i'fi'm .litem.IflOfn

~d<wi'm pntenp

*««<
'. "riritimi

"nknm

»inf>ii „•., 'him //•?,

S » secJlInRi.

F - regenerating from fragnents.

calculate Che percentage of new, recovering fragments. Forty percent of the
Ammophila bveviligulata axes in these drift lines were newly established in
1979 from fragments. Site 1 fan had 161 Ammophila bveviligulata axes in
April 1979, most of which were previously regenerating fragments. The number
increased steadily during the summer to 2,129 in late August.

Seedlings of Ammophita bveviligulata were also found in site 1 during both
1978 and 1979. Reports vary in the literature concerning the importance of
seedlings to Airmjphila bveviligulata colonization and population dynamics.
Seedlings have been reported to be rare in the fixed dune comsaunity and
unimportant in the colonization of new areas \,Laing, 1958). Other reports
have suggested that there are seed years when large numbers of seedlings
survive and genetic diversity increases (Tansley, 1968; Kuiskes, 1977, 1979).

In 1978, 18 seedlings were located in site 1 on 5 June. New seedlings
appeared until 10 July. Throughout July and Augusts seedling counts were made
weekly (Table 32). Most seedlings died during late July and August, presum-
ably from drought. Van der Valk (1974) reported that the main cause of seed-
ling mortality was sand deflation. Although the site was unprotected from
southwest and northwest winds, there was no major wind erosion during the
summer.
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Table 32. Measurements of Ammophila breviligulata seedlings, 1978.

Date Avg
1.

. No.

javes

of length o

longest 1

f

eaf
No. of plants

living

Ocean Bay Storm Ocean

(cm)

Bay

(cm)

Storm

(cm)

Oceari Bay Storm

16 June
1

2.3 — — 9.9 — — 23 —
29 June 1.8 2.4 2.0 1A.5 11.1 12.0 20 19 20

1A July 2.1 2.3 1.9 16.1 10.8 13.

A

17 18 19

28 July 1.7 2.

A

2.1 15.7 8.9 16.0 15 15 18

11 Aug. 2.2 2.2 2.0 19.

A

13.0 18.2 15 1A 16

21 Aug. 2.3 2.3 2.

A

20.7 16.3 18.9 1A 12 16

16 Sept. 1A 12 1A

Nit measured.

To determine the survival rate of Ammophila breviligulata seedlings on

Nauset Spit-Eastham, 20 plants were chosen in early June 1978 at each of three

habitats: ocean, beach, washover flat, and bay-side drift line. For each

plant, the number of leaves and the length of the longest leaf were recorded

weekly. The greatest density of Ammophila breviligulata seedlings occurred in

bay-side drift lines where occasional groups of seedlings were found associ-
ated with a displaced, intact flowering culm. Plant growth was significantly

greater on the ocean beach than on either the washover fan or in the bay drift

line (F < 0.01). By the end of the summer, 14 plants survived at the ocean

site, 14 on the washover fan, and 12 in .-he drift line. All planta were

labeled with the hope of determining the overwinter survival rate. During the

winter, both the ocean and washovar sites were completely eliminated by storms.

Although sections of the bay drift line in site 1, which had 20 labeled seed-

lings, were unaffected by storms, seedlings did not live through the winter.

The overwintering unit typical of Ammophila breviligulata had not been evident

on any of these seedlings during the fall of 1978. While seedlings in 1978

were occasionally located on Nauset Spit-Eastham, none were knowa to survive

their first winter.

In early May 1979 thousands of grass seedlings were present on Nauset

Spit-Eastham. Since total counts for seedlings at site 1 were infeasible,

only eight 5- by 5-meter plots of Ammophila breviligulata were chosen for

study. Seedling counts were as follows: 202 on 5 Jane, 203 on 22 July, and

189 on 24 August. In October moat of these seedlings were between 20 and 30

centimeters tall, and perennating units were evident with the onset of winter.

The three other species commonly found in local dune communities, Arte-
misia etelleriana, Lathy ruts japonicus, and Solidago sempervirens, all regen-

erated from fragments and were found ir. site 1 during both 1978 and 1979.

Forty-six Artemisia stelleriana fragments regenerated in 1978 at site 1. Ten

fragments of Artemisia sielleriana found in Nauset Spit-Easthsm drift lines

were planted in sand at the University of Massachusetts greenhouse in February

1978. All 10 fragments regenerated within 3 we. -?ka and flowered within 12

weeks. Individual Artemisia etelleriana plants increased to 65 in 1979. Six
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seedlings of Artemisia stelleriana were also found on the site in May 1979 and

survived the summer. In late August, hundreds of Artemisia stelleriana seeds
germinated near parent plants, but were killed by sand burial early in the

fall.

While only two fragments of Lathyvus .jaoonieus regenerated in 1978, 157

Lathyvus japonicus seedlings were present within the site in 1978. All these
plants were monitored the following year. The two asexually produced plants
survived the winter, but all the seedlings died. New seedlings (164) were
produced in 1979, and no new fragments regenerated.

In 1978 only two fragments of Solidago sempervirens regenerated at site 1;

both these plants survived the winter. In 1979, an additional 25 fragments
regenerated and 76 seedlings were present at the site. Many of these seed-
lings (31) germinated at intertidal elevations and were killed by spring tides

in July.

The other naajor species to regenerate from fragments at site 1 was Spar~
tirta patens. In 1978, 193 tillers of Spartina patp-ns were present in site 1,

all from fragment regeneration. Several groups of tillers were eroded during
the winter, and several new drift piles were established in 1S79, with a total

of 1,040 Spartina patens tillers. There are two reported varieties of

Spartina patens in New England: Spartina patens decumbent and Spartina patens
var. monog>ina. Decumbent Spartina patens is a thtn-bladed, early flowering
grass that establishes mats of vegetation in the high marsh. Spartina patens
var. monogijna is erect, somewhat taller, later flowering, and grows in the

dune-marsh ecotone in sandy substrata. Inspection of the Spartina patens
population indicated that both varieties were present at site 1. Two groups
of plants flowered in 1979 and coincided with Spartina patens var. monogyna
flowering.

Early in 1978 it became evident that most new plants on washover features
were associated with drift material. Vegetation sampling in August 1978
indicated hat 85 f ercent of quadrats with seedlings or regenerating fragments
also contained surface drift debris. Excavation of plants outside sampled
areas revealed that virtually all new plant roots were associated with decay-
ing organic material.

Chapman (1}76) described two types of drift lines along the British coast:

one located on the ocean beach, composed primarily of algae and diverse vas-
cular plant tissue with a restricted flora, and another located at the upper
reaches of the bait marsh, composed of marsh-grass detritus with a more diver-
sified flora. Following the February 1978 storm, three types of drift lines
with three distinct floras were present on Nauset Spit: (1) storm drift
piles, (2) oceanic drift lines, and (3) bay drift lines.

(1) Storm Drift Piles . Overwash surges tore large sections of
organic material from dune and shrub communities. This debris collected in

masses along "avast :
?pit-Eastham (Fig. 82). Often a di&placed shrub (Myriea

pensi^vaniea, Rcsa r-.igosa, or Primus maritinu) or remnants of the four houses
that were destroyed during the February 1978 storm acted as a nucleus, which
crught other material carried by storm waves. Occasionally, uprooted dune

v- getation, primarily Ammophila breviligulata, was displaced by overwash in a

sizable unit and accumulated passing debris. Dimensions of storm drift piles
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Figure 82. Storm drift piles on Nauset Spit-East haa.

varied from small tangles of Ammophila bveviligulata rhizomes and tillers 30
to 40 centimeters in diameter to shrub collections several meters in length.
After the February storm, it was difficult to assess the number of these
piles, since some piles were surficial while others ware completely buried by
washover deposits. Wind deflation left Ejany of these drift piles projecting
50 to 75 centimeters above the sand surface so that morphologically they
appeared as small dunes.

Storm drift piles were sparsely vegetated and supported 13 species of
flowering plants on Nauset Spit-Easthara in 1978 (Table 29). Few seeds were
present among the organic material, and those seeds that germinated frequently
died by midsummer. These drift piles were composed of coarse organic material
which is poor in moisture retention. Species lists were compiled for all

three types of drift lines at 19 locations on Cape Cod in 1978 and 1979
(Fig. 83). Twenty-four species of flowering plants were found in storm drift
piles at six locations on Cape Cod in 1978 and 1979 (Tables 33 and 34).
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Table 34. Drift-line flora for nine Cape Cod sites, 1979.

Species F 1 S* Drift lines

Coast North Long Herring Race Pet appearance
Cuard Beach Point Cove Pt. in nine Cape Cod
Beach drift lines

A avovJivn vungens x x x x 33

ArmoDhila b^ei'ilijulata x x x x x x x x x 89

x x x x x 44

•)T»«na>na vevloides x x x x x x 56

Artemisia. axudata. x x x x 22

Artemisia ateller*i.ana x x x x x x x 67xx 11

Atrnplex xrenaria x x x x x 44

Atvivlex vatuia x xxxxxxxx x 100

?<veei;a *n>ta x x x 22

?M««tM .junnea x x x 11

"akile edentula x xxxxxxxx x 100

Ta"ex silicea x x 11

Chenovodium albidim x x x x 33

Convolvulus senium •. x x x 33

\~ect-Lies sp. x x 11

Euphorbia poluetonifolia x x xxx xx 67

Heli^mthus sp. x x 11

Lithurms davoni^us x xxxxxx 67

x xxx xx 56

'yemof.'".ern biennis x x x x 33

Pnniawn vivjatum x x 11

?.ivhar.-jiS invkiniaty-m x x 11

"hus "adizane xxx 22xx 11

P.ume.x STiepue xxx 22

"ilsola kali x xxxxxxxx x 100

Solatium dulcamara x x 11

Solidxgo f3emv8*"Ji r,4ns x x x x x 44xx 11

SfMtr-tina ilte-rnifloya x x 11

SixiTtina mtene x x x x x 44xx 11

Suaeda •mrKtima x x 11

Teue^'un tanaden&a x x 11

Xanthi-jn echinatun xxxxxx xxx 89

F - regenerated from fragments.

~S » seedlings.

3
o - oceanic drift line

" b = bay drift line.
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(2) Oceanic Drift Lines . A second type of drift accumulation present
on Nauset Spit-Eastham was oceanic drift lines similar to those described by
Chapman (1976; Fig. 84). Because Nauset Spit-Eastham is an eroding barrier,
these drift lines are rare. On the southern end of the spit, however, large
deposits of algae, Ammophila bveviligulata, and salt-marsh grasses accumulated
during the spring and early summer. One tide deposited debris which became
burled by sand during the next tide and covered by more debris, creating a

layered drift line as deep as 90 centimeters. Organic composition varies
by location with algae, Ascophyllum sp. and Fucua viecosum, the most common
elements in 1978. Samples of Ascophyilum collected from oceanic drift lines
were dehydrated. Weight loss was 79 percent. Many seeds and a wide variety
of plant fragments were present in these drift lines.

3

Figure 84. Oceanic drift lines.

Oceanic drift Lines are densely vegetated by seedlings and regenerating
fragments that can tolerate high levels of salt spray. These drift lines,
high In nitrogen-rich algae and fine organic material, supported eight species
of vascular plants on Nauset Spit-Eastham ir. 1978 (Table 29). A total of 20
species of vascular pLants appeared in 7 oceanic drift lines sampled on Cape
Cod in 1978 and 1979 (Tables 33 and 34).

(3) Bay Drift Lines. A third type of drift line found on Nauset
Spit-Eastham, similar to the one described by Chapman (1976), was located
along the dune and salt marsh Interface ar.d at the edges of washover features
(Fig. 85). Composed largely of salt-marsh grasses (Spartina patens and Spar—
tina alterniflom) , these drift lines were, following the February stora,
also rich in fine organic material torn from dunes and other eroded features.
Organic material floating in the bay waters was deposited at the highest point
reached by spring tides. In late March the first stable bay drift line was
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Figure 85. bay drift lines on Nauset Spit-Eastham.

established to the lee of the Nauset Spit-Eastham dune line. The deposits
are water sorted with fine material carried farthest by the incoming tide.
Individual bay drift deposits seldom exceed 10 centimeters in depth. Wind-
deposited sand between spring tides results in burial of these mats of debris.
In April 1978 additional drift material was laid over the lower edges of
the drift line resulting in alternating layers of organic material and sand.
Drift lines, initially about 50 centimeters wide, were occasionally expanded
to several meters with additional spring tides and wind-transported sand.

Bay drift lines that were not adjacent to washovers were not b iried
between spring tides. Organic material that was not buried by sand was
unstable and could be moved by winds and tides. Drift lines that were not
buried by shallow aeolian sand deposits were not vegetated on Nauset Spit-
Eastham.

Bay drift lines were widespread and densely vegetated in 1978. Many
seedlings were present as well as many regenerating fragments; 22 species of
flowering plants were present in Nauset Spit-Eastham bay drift lines (Table
29). Around Cape Cod, 34 species were located in 10 areas with bay drift
lines in 1978 and 1979 (Tables 33 and 34).

(4) Comparison of Drift Lines . Not only did the species composition
of the three types of drift lines vary, but plant size and mortality also
differed. To determine the nature of these apparent differences, each of the
three types of drift lines was excavated in June 1978 and plant measurements
were taken. Examples of each type of drift line were chosen on Nauset Spit-
Eastham outside study areas (Fig. 86). Particular attention was given to
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Figure 86. Location of Nauset Spit-Eastham drift lines.

regenerating Ammophila bveviligulata fragments; 112 individual Ammophila

bfeviliaulata propagules were excavated in each of the three types of drift

lines (Table 35). There are three types of Ammophila bveviligulata fragments:

tillers, rhizomes, and tillers with attached rhizomes. Each fragtaant was

excavated and described. Only fragments with new growth were included.

In March 1978, 25 tillers of Ammophila bveviligulata, collected at random

from Nauset Spit-Eastham, were planted upright in sand and placed in the

University of Massachusetts greenhouse. Within 3 weeks, 22 (88 percenc)

tillers showed new growth, while 3 (12 percent) did not. grow. Of the 321

Ammophila hveviligulata plants excavated (15 individuals were seedlings), 226

(70 percent) consisted of at least one tiller, 234 (73 percent) consisted of

at least one rhizome, and 148 (46 percent) were made up of both tiller and

rhizome (Table 35). Tiller length averaged 18.4 centimeters with a range from
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4 to 41.5 centimeters. Rhizome length averaged 20.5 centimeters with a wide
range from 0.5 to 137 centimeters. There were no statistically significant
differences between oceanic and storm drift lines with respect to propagule
type. Bay drift lines, however, had propagules that were smaller than either
oceanic or storm drift lines. Eay drift material apparently is more frag-
mented before deposition than material deposited elsewhere.

For each fragment the point of initiation of new growth was located and
recorded as the burial depth. Mean depth was 11.6 centimeters for all sites,
with a range from 3 centimeters in the bay and storm drift lines to as much as
34 centimeters in oceanic drift line.?. Excavations in other areas indicated
that fragments buried by 1 meter of sand can remain alive and begin to grow.
Fragments buried at 90 centimeters in April 1979 recovered and grew to the
sand surface within 5 weeks.

Mean fragment depth was 8.4 centtiteters in bay drift lines, 9.8 centi-
meters in storm drift lines, and 16.5 centimeters in oceanic drift lines.
Bay and storm drift-line burial depth means did not differ significantly
(P > 0.05), but both did differ from oceanic drift lines (P < 0.01). Recovery
of fragments from lower burial depths in oceanic drift lines reflects the
overall morphology of these features and not differential survival of propa-
gules at varying depths. Successive deposition of drift material on the ocean
beach caused fragments to be buried much deeper than in other areas.

New tillers may originate from a continuation of a previously growing
shoot or from buds located along rhizomes. Seventeen percent of the Nauset
Spit-Eastham fragments had tillers that recommenced growth; 84 percent had
lateral buds that broke dormancy.

The number of new tillers supported by a fragment is a measure of either
reallocatable reserves of that fragment or environmental conditions within
the habitat. Fragments were excavated in June, and the number of new till-
ers, including axes that had not yet broken the sand surface, was recorded
(Table 35). Statistical analysis showed th.at the number of axes present
on oceanic and storm drift -line fragasents Is not significantly different
(P > 0.05). Bay drift-line fragments, however, supported significantly
(P < 0.05) fewer tillers than either of the other types of fragments. Bay
drift-line fragments were significantly smaller than others, which may indi-
cate that reallocatable reso; :ces were less available.

In August 1978 fragments at the same sites wure again excavated and tiller
numbers were counted. In the oceanic and storm drift lines, mean tiller
number declined (Table 35), probably because some tillers that originated near
the sand surface died during the late July to early August drought. The
number of bay drift-line tiller? per fragment 'net-eased. The mean tiller
number at all three site3 did not differ significantly in Augusr. Smaller
fragment size (and therefore lower reserves) founG in bay drift lines did not
seem to be important in the ultimate number of tillers produced, since once a

tiller reaches the sand surface, photosynthesis provides the major source of
carbohydrates needed for growth.
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Table 36. Measurements of AmmophiZa bveiriligulata in drift Lines,
August 1978.

Fragments Oceanic drift Storm drift Bay drift Totals
line line line

X s.d. X s.d. X s.d. X

Tillers per fragment

Leaves per fragment

Length (cm) of longest
leaf per new tiller

New rhizomes per fragment 0.8

Length (cm) of new
rhizomes per fragment

2.1 1.1 1.8 1.0 1.8 1.1 1.9

7.2 4.0 6.6 4.3 6.0 4.1 6.6

58.6 8.0 36.4 11.2 49.8 10.5 48.2

0.8 0.9 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.5 0.3

32.4 31.1 5.6 5.1 5.8 4.3 19.0

The number of leaves on each regenerating fragment and on each tiller
early in the growing season is also a measure of reallocatable resources and
habitat conditions. Once again bay drift lines had less vegetative growth in

early June than either oceanic or storm drift lines (Table 35). Highly
significantly fewer leaves were produced per fragment and per tiller than In
either the oceanic or storm drift lines, which did not differ significantly.

In August the number of leaves per fragment was again counted (Table 36).
Fewer leaves were found on fragments in bay drift lines than in the oceanic
drift line (P < 0.01). Bay drift lines did not differ from storm drift piles;

storm and oceanic drift habitats did not differ with respect to leaf number
per fragment. While tiller numbers in bay drift lines increased during the
growing season, the number of leaves (and likely the amount of photosynthate)
was still less than in oceanic drift lines.

Apparently, smaller propagule size in bay drift lines leads to slow
initial growth, which by August is compensated for by habitat conditions.
Storm drift piles have larger fragments and better initial growth but may die
during the hot, dry suxnir.er months. Plants in oceanic drift lines appear to

grow well initially and to continue to do better than those in other areas.

Perhaps the best estimation of the value of a particular drift line in the
tMColonization of washovers is the abiLity of established Artmophila brevili-
gulata fragments to expand laterally. Horizontal rhizomes were not present on
iny Ammophila breviligulata fragments excavated in June, but were common on
fragments excavated in August (40 rhizomes greater than 1 centimeter long on
75 plant fragments; Table 36). Latere! rhizome production was the greatest in

oceanic drift lines and the least in bay drift lines. There was a significant
difference (P < 0.05) in rhlzoine number per fragment between bay and oceanic
drift lines. Rhizome length was clearly greater in oceanic drift lines
(P < 0.01) than the other two habitats. Other plants measured in the three
drift lines indicated that the ocean site generally produced larger plants.
Storm drift-line plants were generally smallest.
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The type of organic material found in a drift line undoubtedly accounts,
in part, for the growth response of colonizing species. Algae, one of the
principal components of oceanic drift lines, generally has a relatively high
carbon-nitrogen ratio (around 15:1) and may supply plants with usable nitro-
gen, which is usually the limiting factor in coastal environments. Algal
cells, which are much more absorbent than higher plant cells due to a lack, of
lignin, are also able to retain large amounts of moisture, which is available
to colonizing species.

On the other hand, Arrmophila breviligulata, the principal component of
storm drift piles, has a high carbon-nitrogen ratio (greater than 75:1) and
may supply less nitrogen to colonizing plants. 4 rrvr.ophi.la breviligulata
rhizomes are extremely wiry with high concentrations of lignin, and aggregates
of this species are very poor in moisture retention. The general nucrient
status of bay drift material is unknown, but because of its texture it appears
at least to retain greater amounts of moisture than storm drift plies.

To determine the growth response of Arrmophila breviligulata to different
types of drift material, an experiment was designed in which fragments,
planted with different types of organic material, were measured throughout
the growing season. A wooden frame was constructed on a washover fan with
four 1- by 1.5-metei. compartments. Each compartment was excavated to a depth
of 20 centimeters. Twenty-five genetically identical Arrmophila breviligulata
fragments were placed horizontally on the surface. Three compartments were
covered with 15 centimeters of drift material (Aecophyllum-algae, Arrmophila
breviligulata debris, or bay drift material), and one was filled, with sand.
Each treatment was covered with approximately 5 centimeters of sand.

AwmoDhila breviligulata is known to grow best in areas of sand accumula-
tion. A fifth treatment was established in which a metal barrel with its
bottom removed was placed over 38 tillers in an accreting area and filled with
sand. Measurements were made of Arrmophila breviligulata tillers that grew
through 90 centimeters of sand.

The tiller number per treatment, the mean leaf length per tiller, and the
length of the longest leaf of each tiller were recorded between 12 June and
27 August 1978 (Tables 37, 38, and 39).

Initially, the greatest number of tillers were produced in the Arrmophila
breviligulata debris treatment, reflecting the presence of additional frag-
ments among the drift material itself (Figs. S2, and 87; Table 37). After
early July, however, the algal and 90-centimeter burial treatments produced
greater numbers of axes per treatment. Throughout the susaser, the treatment
without drift consistently produced fewest axes. The mean longest leaf for
each tiller was calculated for each treatment (Table 38; Fig. 88). Again, the
algal and 90-centimeter burial treatments produced the best growth. Although
the mean longest leaf lengths for these two treatments were not significantly
different (P > 0.05), they both differed from all other treatments (P < G.01).
Treatments with bay drift material or sand did not differ significantly from
one another (P > 0.05).

Finally, the range of longest leaf length per tiller for each treatment
was also recorded to take into account the fact that healthy treateents are
continually producing new axes, which initially decreases mean leaf length
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Table 37. Number of Ammophila brexyili yulata
tillers per treatment, 1979.

Date Bay Algae Ammophi la Sand 90 cm of
drift hrev-iliqu lata burial

fragments sand

25 Mar. 19 18 43 8 15

6 June 24 22 46 12

12 June 27 33 46 12

19 June 28 34 56 13

25 June 31 51 57 14 42

3 July 35 66 57 15 66

10 July 40 90 57 19 98

19 July ~ — - ~ 119

25 July 48 136 66 28 121

1 Aug. 60 129 57 33 127

8 Aug. 70 . 153 75 37 133

14 Aug. 64 145 88 50 133

27 Aug. 88 151 93 63 137

Mot sampled.

Table 38. Mean and maximum number of leaves per tiller for each
treatment, 1979.

Date Bay <Irift Algae Ammo,

brevil
frag.

phila
igulata
merits

Saiad 90 era

burial
of

sand

>lean Max. hean Max. Moan Max. Mean Max. Mean Max.

(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (era) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

12 June 2.5 4 2.6 4 2.5 5 2.4 3 -- —
19 June 3.3 5 3.7 5 3.2 5 3.3 5 --: ~
25 June 3.3 4 3.5 5 3.1 5 3.2 5 3.4 6

3 July 3.2 5 3.4 6 3.2 5 3.5 5 3.4 8

10 July 3.6 5 3.9 6 3.3 5 3.6 5 3.2 7

19 July 4.0 7

25 July 3.8 5 4.1 8 4.0 6 4.2 7 4.0 7

1 Aug. 3.6 6 4.1 7 4.0 7 4.1 7 4.0 7

8 Aug. 3.8 6 4.4 8 4.1 7 4.4 8 3.8 6

14 Aug. 4.7 9 4.7 9 4.2 9 4.6 8 4.5 8

27 Aug. 3.9 7 5.1 10 4.2 8 4.1 7 4.2 7
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Table 39. Mean and maximum longest leaf lengths per tiller for each
treatment, 1979.

Date Bay drift Algae

12 June

19 June

25 June

3 July

1C July

19 July

25 July

1 Aug.

8 Aug.

1 4 Aug

.

27 Aug.

Mean

(cm)

31.9

34.1

34.8

37.6

39.7

Max.

(era)

46.

C

48.0

52.5

55.5

58.0

43.5 70.0

49.1 30-0

50.0 82.5

57.6 92.0

60.9 100.0

Mean

(cm)

33.6

37.9

37.8

44.5

47.8

54.4

67.6

70.8

75.9

83.8

Max.

(cm)

51.0

61.0

53.5

67.0

92.0

102.0

114.0

117.0

123.0

131.5

Amnophila Sand

breviligulata

Mean Max

.

Mean Max

.

(cm) (cm) (era) (cm)

24.4

24.1

26.5

31.2

35.8

46.5

48.9

49.5

52.8

58.5

52.0

51.0

52.0

53.0

59.0

70.5

87.0

84.0

88.5

33.0

29.9 42.5

33.0 44.0

35.0 48.5

39.7 56.0

40.0 >1.5

47.5

55.8

55.3

54.0

61.0

76.0

87.0

96.0

98.0

106.5

& Ammc philo brevili q uloto drifl

* 90-crn buria!

o

90 cm of
burial sand

Mean Max.

(cm) (cm)

38.2

40.9

48.1

56.6

63.5

73.0

88.0

100.0

65.0 116.0

75.1 116.

82.1 122.5

86.5 123.5

94.3 132.0

8 14 27

August

Figure 87. Comparison of change in tiller number of Ammophila
breviliqulata in five habitats.
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br'eoil-igutata per tiller in five habitats.

(Table 39; Fig. 89). Once again the algal and 90-centimeter burial treat-

ments were similar to each other and greater than all other treatments.
Although measurements were not taken, chlorophyll content of the algal and

90-centimeter burial treatments also appeared to be far greater than all other

treatments.

The presence of algal drift material enhances Ammophila breviligulata
growth similar to that of accreting areas. Algae undoubtedly provides both
Increased moisture availability and nitrogen, which lead to optimal plant

growth. Oceanic drift lines, rich in algal components, are by far the best

habitats on Nauset Spit-Eastham for plant colonization. Below-ground produc-
tion (rhizomes), which leads to vegetative expansion, is greatest in oceanic

drift lines.

Oceanic drift lines, while effective sites of plant colonization, have not

played an important role in the recolonlzatioa of washovers on Nauset Spit-
Eastham because the area is continually eroding. Vigorous growth of oceanic
drift-line vegetation was found in 1978 and 1979 along Nauset Spit-Eastham,
but did not survive winter storms. At best, these sites provide new prop-
agules for resettlement in other areas.

Bay drift lines have the densest vegetation and most varied flora of all

Cape Cod drift lines, although they do not have the luxuriant plant growth of
either oceanic drift lines or accreting areas. Daring the 2 years after the
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Figure 80. Comparison of uaxlmura leaf length of Ammophvta

br'eviligulata In five habitats.

February 1978 storm, many bay drift lines established in March 1978 persisted,

although many other areas on Nauset Spit-Eastham were destroyed by storms.

New drift material was continually added at lower elevations to long-standing

drift lines and subsequently burled by windblown sand. This additional mate-

rial acted as a buffer against storm activity, which occasionally eroded the

outer edges of the drift line, leaving the initial core intact.

The bay drift lines are also buffered in terms of vegetative composition.

Dune vegetation is killed by saltwater inundation during the early part of

the growing season. Salt-marsh vegetation is killed by either high levels of

burial or by continual low levels of burial. Because both du.ie and salt-marsh

vegetation are present in bay drift lines, either plant community, depending

on elevation, can becorae established from drift-line plants. Ammophila

br'eviligulata, commonly found in bay drift lines, can, with sufficient sand

supply, begin to build dunes. Spartina patens, also found in this habitat,

wllL eventually be outcompeted by Ammophila br'eviligulata which thrives with

burial. Without necessary dune-building sediment or with higher than normal

spring tides during the growing season, Ammophila bveviligulata is killed,

while Spartina patens flourishes. Bay drift lines can thus become either the

site of new salt marshes or dunes. The bay drift lines were the most common

features on Nauset Spit-Eastham washover fans.
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Storm, drift piles were richest in Ammophila bveviligulata propagules and

were widely distributed on Nauset Spit-Eastham in 1978. Large numbers of

Ammophila bveviligulata tillers appeared in these piles early in the growing

season. Deflation of open washovers made these debris piles appear as newly

developing dunes. In 1978 some of the Ammophila bveviligulata fragments that

regenerated in storm drift piles did not, however, survive the hot, dry summer

months. Rhizome development and aboveground plant growth were poorer than in

oceanic drift lines.

Like bay drift lines, storm drift piles were less susceptible to storm

erosion than oceanic drift lines. Many of these piles developed around large

tangles of shrubs or remnants of destroyed cottages. Again spring tide drift

was deposited at lower elevations around these features and provided protec-

tion from erosion. While storm drift piles were poor in species diversity and

plant survival, they outlasted oceanic drift lines and helped to initiate dune

building.

IV. BARRIER EVOLUTION

1. Introduction.

The evolution of Nauset Spit was determined from geologic core data,

historical charts and maps, sequential vertical photos, and detailed field

analysis of 15 areas on the spit. Stratigraphic profiles were constructed

from core data so that the third dimension of the barrier landform could be

analyzed to determine the role of principal processes in landward migration

and to establish a time frame for barrier rollover. Historic changes were

determined by an examination of old charts and maps dated as far back as the

early 1600's for Nauset Spit. These early charts provide a useful description

of the barrier, which can be used to corroborate and expand core information.

Data from early maps and charts, however, can only be used for qualitative

assessments, because early mapmaking was often subjective and inaccurate.

U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey charts dating from 1851, made from controlled
field measurements, were used for quantitative analyses of recent trends.

Finally, detailed field analysis of areas with an established history yielded

information concerning rates and means of development of existing barrier

features. A complete picture of the evolution of Nauset Spit was assembled

from these four types of data.

2. Geologic Trends.

a. Methodo logy. A series of cores were taken along transects at Nauset
Spit-Eastham "wasliover site 1 (Fig. 13) and on North Beach (Fig. 90). The

relative elevation of each core was determined by transit and rod surveys for

cross-sectional analysis. Since permanent bench marks were, not available,

elevations were established in relation to an estimation of mean water level

(MWL) on the beach foreshore.

Coring was conducted by the pile-driving technique, which can be accom-
plished by a few individuals in marsh or fine sandy substrates. At Nauset

Spit, however, the sediment is coarse sand (mean of 0.45 millimeter) which

made the coring very difficult and required additional manpower.
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A 5-meter-high tripod was initially set up over the coring site. A 20-

kilogram weight, raised by a rope and pulley system suspended from the tripod,

was used to drive the corer, a piece of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe, 7

centimeters in diameter and 3 meters long, into the ground. After the PVC

pipe was pounded into the ground, a measurement was made from the top of the

core to the substrate surface to account for compaction. Water was then

poured into the rest of the pipe and an airtight plumber's plug was used in

the end to prevent the core from slipping out during extraction. Two 5-ton-
capacity truck jacks were hooked under a 7-centimeter metal collar that was

tightened 'round the outer perimeter of the coring pipe. The PVC pipe with

the enclosed core was then removed from the ground.

The cores were taken to the laboratory for analysis. Core tubes were
split into lengthwise halves by a table saw. A piano wire was pulled along
the vertical length of the core to separate sandy layers, and a knife was used

to cut salt-marsh peat. The core was split into sediment samples based on

textural and mineralogical differences. The type of peat material (high or

low mar3h) was identified with a binocular microscope (Neiring and Warren,

1977), and organic materials were saved for radiocarbon dating.

b. Analysis of Data. Correlation of a series of cores as a stratigraphic
section illustrates the long-term, landward migration of the spit. Figure 91

is a cross section constructed from cores taken at site 1 on Nauset Spit-
Eastham. Core C-l was taken in the middle of a narrow washover throat in the

dune line, and two cores (C-2 and C-3) were taken in the recently overwashed
salt marsh. An outcrop of peat {Spartina altevniftora) was present on the

beach during the survey period (Fig. 92). A second peat layer 60 centimeters

thick, dated at 815 years B.P. ± 95 years (University of Miami) and typed as

Spartina patens with lenses of Spartina alterniflor-a. v was found at the bottom
of a core C-l, more than 4 meters below the present surface. Above this

organic layer was an orange-white sandy section, characterized by coarse sandy
zones and heavy mineral laminations. This material was subaerially deposited
by overwash with evidence of some aeolian layers. The surface layers in cores

C-l and C-2 were recent washover deposits from the 1972 northeaster (Fig. 91).

From these cores it was evident that a well-developed salt marsh existed
behind the barrier dune on Nauset Spit-Eastham as early as 815 years B.P.

Washover deposits burled the salt marsh sometime after this time, and dunes
subsequently formed In this location. The presence of peat also Indicated

that an inlet had not existed in this area within the past 800 years and the

dunes must ha"e formed on top of the washovers.

A more detailed transect of cores was obtained froa North Beach, which
clearly shows the mechanism of the barrier retreat (Fig. 93). The coring

transect was again established through a recent washover throat to take advan-

tage of the low elevation surface In the dune field. One core was taken in

the back dune, and one was taken in the barrier grasslands. The salt-marsh
sediments were overlain by horizontally stratified washover deposits along

the entire coring transect. The marsh sediments of core NBI-2 were dated by

radiocarbon methods at 360 years B.P. ± 125 years (Geochron Laboratories)

at the base and less than 200 years B.P. (USGS) at the top. These dates
indicate a rapid rate of retreat for North Beach. Less than 300 to 400 years

ago, a salt marsh existed behind the barrier at this location on North Beach.

Salt marsh, which persisted for a few hundred years, was eventually killed by
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Figure 93. Scratigraphic cross section at Old North Beach,
overwash sand above salt-marsh sediments.

overwash burial. In less than 200 years, dunes formed on the old washover,
and the oceanic shoreline retreated landward so that salt-marsh peat was near
the ocean beach. Therefore, the dune line was displaced landward by at least
its former width in less than 200 years. ihe presence of a preserved peat
layer indicated that recent landwaid migration on North Beach at this location
was preceded by overwash processes with upward sediment accretion on the

salt-marsh surface.

3 . Historic Changes; Qualitative .

a. Introduction . Maps, charts, and written descriptions of Nauset Spit
(1602 to 1868) were consulted to determine the historic evolution of the

barrier system. The older maps and charts were compiled primarily by early
French and English explorers Interested in nearshore navigation and anchorage
and sites for new settlements. Many of these charts did not take into con-
sideration features such as dunes, salt marshes, or washovers. Even when
physiographic features were clearly noted, quantitative measurements were not
possible because the map-making quality was inconsistent and accuracy varied
greatly. Early saps did, however, often indicate the general location of

important features such as inlets, dunes, salt marshes, and glacial remains,
which could be used to substantiate other research findings.

Much of this information has been summarized by other investigators work-
ing in the Nauset Spit system (Mitchell, 1871, 1875; Johnson, 1925; Nickerson,
1931; Goldsmith, 1972; Giese, 1978; Onysko, 1978; McClennen, 1979; U.S. Army
Engineer Division, New England, 1979; Wright and Brennir.kjasyer, 1979). These
accounts were synthesized and new information was added to develop a complete
picture of the evolution of the Nauset Spit system since 1602.
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b. Nauset Spit-Eascham . The earliest reliable source of information on

Nauset Spit is a nap and written account by Samuel de Champlain in 1605. This
map, along with other early accounts by Gosnold (1602), Hudson (1609), and

Bradford (1622), is included in a shoreline diagram by Nlckerson (1931; Fig.

9A) , who attempted to reconstruct the Cape Cod shoreline observed by the

Mayflower Pilgrims in 1620. Of particular interest on this composite map Is

the configuration of the Nauset Harbor-Point Care area. In the past 350
years, there have been major adjustments of the Nauset Spit shoreline. A
comparison of Champlain's 1605 map (Fig. 95) and a 1964 USGS quadrangle map
indicates the nature and magnitude of these changes (Fig. 96). In 1605 Nauset
Harbor was protected by two barrier spits separated by Nauset Inlet. Between

1605 and 1978, the south spit moved landward approximately 0.8 kilometer at

a rate of 2.1 meters per year (Wright and Brennlnkraeyer , 1979). This is

considerably faster than the rate of shoreline recession in the area today

(0.9 meter per year, Marlndin, 1889; 1.5 meters per year, Zelgier, 1960; and

0.9 meter per year, this study).

An inspection of Champlain's 1605 map, interpreted by Ganong (1922), gives
some insight into the rapid landward migration of the south spit (Fig. 95).
There is a notation accompanying the map that indicates there was "a nucleus
of upland, doubtless one of the little drumlins so plentiful on this coast"
with a grove of trees, which is characteristic of glacial features. The
southern spit of Nauset Harbor in 1605 was a tomboio (a spit connecting an
island to the mainland). This small glacial section had eroded at a slower
rate than the rest of the shoreline for many years. When the glacial deposit
was finally eroded by the sea prior to 1833 (Nickerson, 1931), the shoreline
rapidly retreated to an equilibrium position, resulting in a straightening of

the shoreline. Then the northern spit must have also eroded rapidly at its

southern end, since it would have projected seaward with the loss of the south
spit druinlin.

Champlain's 1605 map indicates that much of the surface of Nauset Harbor
was covered with mudflats. Salt marsh was confined to the northeast corner of

the embayment immediately behind the barrier dunes. To determine the depth
and age of the present salt marsh, indicated as mudflats on Champlain's map,
two shallow cores were taken, using the piledriver technique. In one core
taken near the center of Nauset Marsh, salt-marsh peat was found in the upper
80 centimeters of the column. The lowest organic layer was radiocarbon dated
at 1485 years B.P. ± 125 years (University of Miami). In the second core,
taken near the southern end of Nauset Marsh, salt-marsh peat was found in the

top 1 meter of sediment, and a radiocarbon date of the basal peat was fixed at

750 years B.P. ± 85 years (Beta Analytic). Clearly, Champlain must have seen
salt marsh In the center of Nauset Harbor in 1605. Champlain, a noted geog-
rapher, was primarily interested in the Nauset Harbor area as a settlement
site with good anchorage. To a sailor, mudflats and salt marsh were equally
unnavigable.

Although the spit has migrated a considerable distance landward, the

Nauset Harbor area on Champlain's map of 1605 appears quite similar to its

configuration in 1977 (Fig. 2). Two barrier spits with well-developed dunes
protected a large salt narsh with poorly navigable channels. The only major
difference between the maps was the drumlin in 1605 that altered the smooth
contour of the outer shoreline.
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Figure 94. Shoreline diagram by Nickerson (1931), after
Goldsmith (1972).
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Figure 96. Overlay of Champlain's 1605 map and a 1964 topographic map ot
Nauset Harbor.

By the end of the 18th century, the Nauset Harbor area was very different
from either 1605 or 1977. Des Barre (1764), a mapmaker for the Foyal British
Navy, produced a detailed map of the Nauset Spit system (Fig. 97), which
showed both a change in orientation of the barrier and a change in the phys-
iographic features from 1605. In 1764 Nauset Spit-Eastham was dissected
into many small sections that are shown as irregular forms on the map in the

appropriate location for a dune line. A close inspection of the shading
notation used by Des Barre shows that these breaches were breaks in the dune

line (washovers) , rather than inlets which experienced tidal exchange. Seis-
mic data collected along Nauset Spit-Eastham north of the present inlet

(D. Aubrey, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, personal communication, 1980)

and the presence of almost continuous salt-marsh peat beneath the dune line

indicate that an inlet has not existed north of the present inlet within the

recent past. These irregular features on Des Barre' s map were dunes, while
the shading between and westward of the dunes undoubtedly represented wash-
overs. Nauset Spit either recently overwashed in 1764 and was very similar
to its physiographic appearance in 1978 (i.e., remnant dunes) or the spit had
overwashed many years earlier and these features represented new dunes forming
on washovers .

Des Barre' s map shows a large salt marsh in the center of Nauset in
approximately the same position as the present marsh. Also, the main channel
into Nauset Harbor curves to the south as it does today, very close to Nauset
Heights. Nauset Spit-Orleans is present on the 1764 map, but is much shorter

than noted in 1605.
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Figure 97. Das Bar re 'b 1764 chart of Nauset Spit (courtesy Atheneusn)
Library of Boston).

The next significant map of Kauset Spit is the first U.S. Coast Survey sap
made in 1356 (Tig. 98). The inlet into Mauoet Harbor had saigrated to the
south naar JteuEat Heights by this tias, and the aouth spit had bean cosple^aly
eroded. The large salt marsh ia Nauset Harbor was wall de^alopad with ek?s£ of
the present features easily identifiable. As the northern rpit est®uded to

the south in a i&ore landward position, a large Earsh island became fused to

the spit, separated by nandflats covered only during very high tides. The

channel into Nau.se t Harbor had beea diverted far to the south.

c. North 5sach. The first description of the North Beach section of the
Naueet Spit ays tea was written in 1C-02 by Archer, a aesaber of Gosnold'a crew
on an exploratory voyage (Massachusetts Historical Society Collections, 1843).
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Figure 98. U.S. Coast Survey map of Nauset Splt-Eastham, 1856.
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Archer noted that after passing Tucker's lerror, which must have been the ebb
tidal delta off Nauset Inlet (Nickerson, 1931), Gosnold anchored to the lee
of Point Care In 8 fathoms of water (Fig. 94). Point Care must have been the
south spit at Nauset Harbor formed by the drucilin noted by Chaiaplam 3 years
earlier. This glacial deposit and the ebb tidal delta of Nauset Inlet oust
have projected considerably eastward to afford Gosnold a calm anchorage.
Archer referred to many "breaches" around the ship at this site, sous of which
the crew tested to see if it would be possible to enter the bay to obtain
freshwater. Finding all these breaches too shallow for passage, Gosnold
sailed south "passing by the breach of Point Gilbert" and noting two more
inlets to the south. Archer recorded the inlet at Point Gilbert at 40° 2/3'

,

approximately opposite the site of Chatham Light (Fig. 3).

Champlain visited North Beach 4 years later on his second voyage to Cape

Cod. After a brief stop at Nauset Harbor, Champlain continued south, atteapt-
ing to come ashore on the ocean beach. Unable to land, Champlain too!: the

advice of Indians and sailed south, rounding a long spit which he called Cape

Batturler and landing at Port Fortune (Stage Harbor) in Chatham. The detailed

map th? ; Champlain constructed for Port Fortune (Fig. 99) suggests that a spit

east of Chatham wa^3 attached to the mainland at Allen Point (tig. 3).
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Figure 99. Champlain's 1607 map of Port Fortune (Stage
(from Biggar, 1922).
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Champ] aln did not provide any detail of the coastline between Mallebar
(N'auset Harbor) and the northern point of Batturier (at Allen Point). On a

later map in 1607, undoubtedly made from the same information collected in

1605 and 1609 (Fig. 100), this section was shown as an indentation in the

otherwise smooth shoreline. Considering the care with which Champlain mapped

other areas of the American coast, this omission is surprising. It is possi-
ble that in sailing through Tucker's Terror and around Point Care, Champlain

was taken too far to sea to allow detailed views of this part of the Nauset

coastline.

r-^v

Figure 100. Champlain' s 1607 chart of Cape Cod (courtesy of

Library of Congress) (from Morison, 1972).

Nickerson's (1931) composite map made from accounts in the early 1600'

s

shows several inlets through North Beach north of the spit (Cape Batturier)
mapped by Champlain (Fig. 94) . One of these inlets has been clearly marked
by the stranding of the ship, the Sparrow-Hawk, in lb26. Sailing without
adequate provisions, the Sparroti-Hauk was forced to land by angry passengers
(Otis, 1864). The sudden landing proved fatal when the ship became entrapped
on the shoals around an inlet through North Beach 1 mile south of Pochet

Island. Rising tides freed the ship but only drove it onto the shoals inside

the harbor. The ship was abandoned and covered with sand as the inlet channel

shifted southward. This inlet was also noted by Hudson in 1600, Dermier in

1619, and Bradford in 1622 (Nickerson, 1931).

In 1863, 237 years after the grounding of the SparvoiO-Hawk in Pleasant
Bay, the same ship was exposed on the ocean beach (Otis, 18b4) . Salt marsh

had developed around the ship, which had been firmly fixed in the sand. This
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marsh was subsequently overwashed, and dunes had formed on washovers covering
the ship. Finally, storm waves eroded the dune line, exhuming the Sparrow-
Hawk. North Beach had receded landward by the width of the barrier, plus the
distance from the bayward edge of the marsh to the stranded ship. Therefore,
the time frame for barrier rollover in this region was less than 237 years.

If the interpretation of Champlain's map of Port Fortune is correct and
the spit east of Chatham did join the mainland at Allen Point, and if inlets
recorded by Gosnold (and others) and the sinking of the Sparrow-Hawk are
correct, It appears that North Beach was highly dissected between 1600 and
1620. It seems likely, from more recent data, that the spit was breached in
a single location some years earlier (perhaps between 1550 and 1580) and that
sections of the barrier south of the principal inlet, deprived of adequate
sand, were migrating rapidly toward the mainland. Nickerson's composite nap
(Fig. 94) does not differ significantly from maps of North Beach 30 years
after the 1846 breach through the continuous barrier spit. The problems early
explorers had landing in Chatham (Gosnold, Champlain, the Sparrow-Hawk) , or
even passing by the area (Gosnold, Champlain, the Mayftower) , were undoubtedly
caused by many poorly maintained inlets through North Beach

—

p situation sim-
ilar to the "ruined" harbor mentioned by Mitchell in the 1870' s.

The next available map of the North Beach area was made by Southack in
1717 (Fig. 101). Although the scale of this map is badly distorted, a water-
way between Nauset Marsh and Pleasant Bay is clearly evident. Surprisingly,
Champlain (and others) did not record this channel, possibly because it was
not navigable and therefore of little importance. Southack's map also shows
that North Beach was again a continuous spit extending along the mainland well
to the south of Chatham.

Ites Barre's 17b4 map. which shows the same details as the Southack map,
positions the end of North Beach approximately east of Tern Island (Figs.
3 and 97). The spit extended 3.2 kilometers to the south in 30 years
( Des Barre, 17o4). Several other accounts of the same period document the
rate at which the spit built to the south. Two accounts state that between
1742 and 1772 the spit extended at a rate of 1.6 kilometers per 12 years and
1.6 kilometers per 8 years (Hitchcock, 1835).

If North Ueach had extended from a point 3.2 to 8 kilometers southward
by 1780, the inlet in 1742 must have been just south of the 1626 inlet site,
located by the stranding of the Sparrow-Hawk. This inlet marks the beginning
of the second cycle since the late 1500' s at a point south of the 1626 inlet.

During the early part of the 19th century, North Beach continued to extend
southward. In 1817 North Beach began at Nauset Harbor and extended 12.8 to

14.4 kilometers to the south (approximately 9.6 to 11.2 kilometers south of

the glacial headlands at Orleans) (Blunt, 1817). Between 1765 and 1835 the
spit had extended 4.8 kilometers in length (Hitchcock, 1835). Another account
stated that between 1829 and 1849, 3.2 kilometers was added to the Spit

(Davis, 1849).

By 1851 North Beach extended beyond Morris Island (Mitchell, 1873). The

Minot Gale in 1851 breached the spit across from Allen Point (U.S. Coast

Survey Annual Report, 1851). Major erosion of North Beach did not, however,
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Figure 101, Southack's 1717 map of Cape Cod (courtesy of Harvard
Museum of Comparative Zoology) (from Goldsmith, 1972)

take place until a storm in 1869 created a larger permanent inlet through
the barrier (Mitchell, 1873). By 1851 North Beach had begun its third inlet
migration cycle in recorded history. At this time, the passage between
Pleasant Bay and Nauset Harbor was closed except at very high tides (Freeman,
1858).

In 1871 Henry Mitchell of the U.S. Coast Survey was assigned to document
the rates of erosion of the barrier spit protecting Chatham. From measure-
ments taken between 1847 and 1872, Mitchell calculated a loss of 129 hectares
and as much as 305 meters from North Beach (Mitchell, 1873). The shoreline
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retreated 1.58 kilometers landward by 1886. The glacial headlands of Chatham

were exposed to the sea and eioded rapidly. During i year the cliff near

Chatham Light eroded 31 meters (Mitchell, 1875). At least one street was lost

from the town as waves eroded developed land (Goldsmith, 1972).

The cycle of inlet formation, dissolution of the southern part of the

spit after breaching and migration of the inlet to the south, has occurred

three times since explorers first visited Cape Cod. The complete cycle takes

between 100 and 175 years. North Beach has not been breached since 1846; a

new inlet-spit elongation cycle appears imminent (Onysko, 1978).

There is no record of inlets north of the 1626 Sparvow-Hawk site, nor is

there reason to believe that the initial inlet of the second cycle was formed

as far north as the 1626 inlet. The landward migration of North Beach was,

therefore, controlled predominantly by overwash processes north of the 1626

inlet, where the barrier is backed by an extensive salt marsh or glacial head-

lands. All barrier features south of the Spavrou-Hawk site are younger than

354 years, having been influenced by inlet dynamics and spit regeneration

during this time.

4. Historic Changes: Quantitative .

a. Introduction. The entire Nauset Spit system has been constructed by

longshore sediment transport from the eroding outwash plains of Eastham,

Wellfleet, and Truro, and can be reasonably divided into three major units:

Nauset Spits—Eas.:ham and Orleans fronting Nauset Marsh; the section of North

Beach north of the 1846 inlet (Old North Beach); and North Beach south of the

1846 inlet (New North Beach; Fig. 3). Tine present spit north of Nauset Inlet

(2.7 kilometers; Fig. 2) has not been subject to inlet dynamics in recent

times. The area between Nauset Inlet and Nauset Heights (1.8 kilometers) has

eroded and rebuilt several times in recorded history by inlet migration. Old

Ncrth Beach (17.9 kilometers) has not been affected by inlet breaching since

1868. The southern 2 kilometers of North Beach developed as a result of

southerly migration of the 1626 inlet. New North Beach (6.7 kilometers) has

been created since 1846 and does not have remnant salt-marsh peat below

surficial features.

There have been several studies of shoreline changes along the Atlantic

coast of Cape Cod. Field surveys of Nauset Spit were conducted by the U.S.

Coast Survey during the 19th century. Nauset Spit-Eastham was surveyed in

1856 and 1886; Old North Beach was surveyed in 1868 and 1886; and New North

Beach was surveyed in 1851 and 1886. Marlndin (1889) compared these surveys

to calculate the rate of shoreline erosion along the spit system (Table 40).

"T" sheets were published from these data for New North Beach in 1851 and

1886, Old North Teach in 1868, and Nauset Spit-Eastham in 1856. The tran-

sects surveyed by Marlndin in 1886 along the Nauset Spit-Eastham section were

reoccupied in 1957 by Zeigler, et al. (1964), and comparisons were made to

earlier surveys (Table 40) . An aerial photography study of shoreline changes

was recently conducted along the entire outer Cape (Gatto, 1979). The shore-

line position of two locations on each of Nauset Spit-Eastham, Old North

Beach, and New North Beach was recorded from a series of photos taken between

1938 and 1974. The rate of shoreline erosion at these positions appears in

Table 40.
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Table 40. Erosion rates along glacial cliffs
and the Nauset Spit system (m/yr)

.

Data source

Marlndln
(1889)

Zelgler,
et al. (1964)

Nauset Cliffs X = 1.0 X - 0.7

(1868-86) (1868-1957)

Catto This

(1979)

1.8

3.8

2.1

(1938-74)

Nauset Splt-

Eastham

Old North
Beach

New North
Beach

X - 0.1 X - 1.3 1 .3 X - 0.9
(1856-86) (1856-1957) (1938-74) (1356-1978)

X - 1.0

X - 2.4

(1868-86)

'included with Ola North Beach.

(1356-1952)

X - 1.2

(1938-78)

2.0

0.9
(1938-74)

X - 1.5

(1868-1978)

X - 0.7

(1868-86)

X - 1.6

(1933-78)

5.1

5.9

(1938-74)

X - 5.8
(1938-78)

This study is the first attempt to describe quantitatively changes in
physiographic features on Nauset Spit during the past 127 years. The U.S.
Coast Survey Maps for 1851, 1856, 1867, 1868, and 1886 and aerial photos taken
in 1938, 1941, 1952, 1964, and 1978 were used to map ocean and bay shoreline
positions and vegetative units. Aerial photos for 1938, 1952, and 1978, which
were taken after major storms, are used in this study. These photos bias the
results in favor of washovers, because in many cases dune and shallow-buried
salt-marsh plants may have been alive and recovering from burial, but were not
visible on the photos. If these photos were taken during calm periods, wash-
overs would be much less prominent. These photos were chosen because they
were complete for the spit system and showed the magnitude of overwash proc-
esses. Photos taken in 1941 and 1964, although of inferior quality, were used
to expand the data obtained from 1938, 1952, and 1978 photos.

b. Methodology . The principles and accuracy problems of map construction
from historical aerial photos and coastal charts were reviewed by Anders and
Leatherman (1980), so only a brief summary of the methodology will be pre-
sented. A technique of map construction from charts and aerial photos was
devised with the assistance of National Ocean Survey (NOS). The first step in
the procedure is to locate stable control points on each chart or photo. The
same points are marked on corresponding NOS T sheets. Road intersections and
buildings are the most accurate points due to their fixed positions. Manmade
structures, however, are not always present on barriers or the mainland shore-
line. Natural features which have remained stable over the duration of the
mapping interval can be used as alternative points. A minimum of four control
points were located and plotted on each photo of the Nauset Spit system and on
the corresponding T sheet.
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In the next step, a base map was produced onto which T sheet or photo data
could be transferred. The state plane coordinate system intersections on the
T sheets served as a set of primary control points. Manmade and natural
points acted as secondary controls. The relative position of each control
point was determined with an X-Y digitizer. Since state plane coordinates
were known for the primary control points, a program (CONVERT), developed by
NOS, was used to transform all digitized secondary control points into state
plane format. These points were then plotted onto mylar at a 1:10,000 scale
by means of a second computer program (P2NDPT) and a Calcomp plotter. The
mylar sheet became the base map onto which shoreline data were transferred.

Concurrent with the production of the base maps, aerial photos were
annotated to highlight ocean and bay shorelines, dunes, shrubs, marshes, and
washovers. Distinctions were not made among dunes, shrubs, and washovers on
the early U.S. Coast Survey charts, and these units were combined into one
category. All data were transferred onto base maps with a Bausch and lomb
zoom transfer scope (ZTS).

Individual photos were optically overlaid on the base maps. Scale and
stretch adjustments were made until the optimal fit between the control points
on the photo and base map was achieved. Perfect alinement of all control
points was not possible, because the ZTS does not correct for tilt. Once the
best possible fit was achieved, however, most of the distortion was removed.
After the base maps were completed, coordinates were determined using the X-Y
digitizer for shorelines and vegetation community boundaries. It was possible
to produce any desired map or set of overlay maps with different scales,
levels of detail, or line type with the plotting programs.

The length of each major unit of the Nauset Spit system was calculated
from each historical map. Shoreline changes were measured at bl-meter (200-
foot) intervals along the entire spit system. The average, minimum, and max-
imum barrier widths were calculated at 305-tneter (1,000 -foot) intervals.
Areas for dune, salt marsh, and shrub communities, and for washovers and
supratidal sandy environments, were determined with a polar planimeter on a

large-scale map (1:2,400). The location of loss or gain of total barrier area
was determined for sequential pairs of overlaid maps (1:12,000) using a dot
grid (256 dots per square inch). Distinctions were made for areas gained and
lost along the ocean, bay, and at the spit terminus. Sequential map overlays
(1:12,000) were used to delineate the location of dunes and salt marshes that
wera lost and those that developed between the mapping periods; these changes
were quantified with a dot grid.

c. Nauset Splt-Eastham. The southern 2.1 kilometers of Nauset Spit-
Eastham has changed dramatically in the last 122 years due to the migratory
characteristics of Nauset Inlet (Fig. 102; Table 41). Only a single spit
extended southward from the Eastham headlands near the Nauset Coast Guard
Station in 1856. The destruction of the drumlin described by Champlain in

1605 (Fig. 95) led to the landward migration and dissolution of the south
spit. Salt marshes to the lee of this spit were buried by shifting sands

during the 1830's (Nickerson, 1931). The north spit extended southward to a

position west of the former south spit. By 1856 Nauset Inlet was located at

the base of Nauset Heights and the north spit was 4.9 kilometers' long.
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Table 41. length of barrier units between 1851
and 1978.

Area 1851, 1856, 1886 1938 1952 1978

1868
(km) (km) (km) (km) (km)

1

Nauset Spit- 4.9 4.4 3.5 2.8

East ham

Nauset Spit- 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.9 1.9

Orleans

Old North 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.3

Beach

New North 8.5 6.7 4.1 5.2 6.7
Beach

1 No available maps.

Nauset Inlet had migrated north by !4'<8 and a small spit, 70 meters long,
extended north from Nauset Heights. Nauset Inlet, which was only 236 meters
wide in 1938, continued to migrate northward. Between 1938 and 1952, the
inlet moved 1153 meters to the north by means of a breach that formed and wid-
ened approximately 800 meters north of the inlet. The isolated spit section
to 'he south then eroded.

Although Nauset Spit-Orleans eroded back to Nauset Heights between 1938
and 1941, the spit rapidly extended to the north in the ensuing 37 years.
Between 1941 and 1952, Nauset Spit-Orleans extended 809 meters at a rate of
73.5 meters per year. More Chan 1023 meters were removed from the southern
end of Nauset Spit-Eastham during this period. In the years between 1952
and 1971, Nauset Spit-Easthaa again built to the south in a position west of
Nauset Spit-Orleans, incorporating a large salt-marsh island into the body
of the barrier. The channel into Nauset Harbor followed a circuitous path
between the two 6pits and passed below Nauset Heights into Nauset Harbor. In

1972 a new inlet was driven through Nauset Spit-Eastham during a northeaster
in the approximate location of the earlier inlet (1940's). Again the isolated
southern part of Nauset Spit-Eastham eroded except where dunes had formed on
the salt marsh that had been incorporated into the spit (New Island; Fig.

102). The inlet continued to move northward so that after the February 1978
northeaster, Nauset Spit-Eastham was only 2800 meters long. Nauset Spit-
Eastham receded 706 meters northward (27 meters per year) between 1952 and
1978, while Nauset Spit-Orleans extended 1038 meters (40 meters per ysar).
Concurrently, Nauset Inlet was narrowed from 606 meters in 1952 to 274 meters
in 1978.

Spit growth or truncation is dependent on the direction of net littoral
transport, which appears to be variable through time near Nauset Inlet. The
northward migration of the inlet in recent years is probably the result of a

southerly shift in the nodal point to the vicinity of Nauset Heights and a net
northward movement of sediment along Nauset Spits—Eastham and Orleans (Fisher
and Simpson, 1979; Wright and Brenninkmeyer, 1979; Anders and Leatherman, 1980).

Erosion along the Nauset Spit-Eastham shoreline has varied through tine
averaging 0.9 meter per year between 1856 and 1978 (Fig. 103; Table 42). The
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Figure 103. Map overlay of Nauset Spit-Eastham,
1856 and 1978.
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Table 42. Erosion rates along the Nauset Spit system using serial
map overlays.

Area 1851,
1868-86

1856-1938 1886-1933 1938-52 1952-73 1851, 1836,
1868-1978

(o/yr) (m/yr) (ra/yr) (o/yr) (o/yr) a/yr)

Nausec Spit-
Sastham

0.7 3.3 0.5 0.9

Old North
Beach

0.7 1.7 2.7 1.3 1.5

New North
Beach

22.8 6.2 5.5 5.8

most rapid rate of erosion occurred between 1933 and 1952 when an average of

3.3 meters of beach per year was lost. Between 1952 and 1978, the rate slowed
to 0.5 meter per year, although in some areas as much as 10 meters of shore-
line erosion occurred during the February 1978 storm. The 40-year erosion
rate of 1.2 meters per year correlated well with 1.3 meters per year obtained
by Zeigler, et al. (1964), and Gatto (1979) (Table 40). The erosion rate
obtained by Marindin (1889) from field surveys between 1856 and 1886 (0.1
meter per year) reflects a period when Nauset Spit-Eastham experienced little
erosion. These data agree with the relatively low rats of erosion obtained
in this study (0.7 meter per year) using measurements taken from both the

1856 maps and the 1938 photos.

The average width of Nauset Spit-Eastham has consistently decreased since
1868 (Table 43). Comparing only that part of the spit north of the 1978
inlet, overall barrier width has decreased from 430 meters in 1"68 to 293
meters in 1978. Shoreline erosion removed 110 meters from the oceanfront
which accounts for most of the narrowing of the spit. During the 122-year
period, 11.9 hectares was lost f rom the bay shoreline of the barrier, but most
of this loss occurred in the southern 2.1 kiloseters of the spit where tidal
currents eroded marsh and sandflat environments (Table 44). Additions to the

back of the barrier by rhizome outgrowth onto tidal sedimentation and by over-
wash totaled 18.4 hectares. This new substrate was deposited locally in the
southern 2.1 kilometers of the spit and these areas have been destroyed as the
inlet migrated northward.

The width of Nauset Spit-Easthsm presumably exceeds the critical minimum
barrier width at which washover deposits can add significant amounts of sub-
strate to the back side of the barrier. In 1978 a major overwash occurred
along Nauset Spit-Eastham. Although 26.9 hectares of washover was mapped
after the storm (Table 45), only 1.7 hectares of new substrate was added to

the bay side of the barrier; 25.2 hectares of washover was deposited on

previous dune and salt-marsh environments.

Nauset Spit-Eastham is composed of four primary environments: dune, salt
marsh, washover, and sandy shoreline. The area of each environment was calcu-
lated for each map (Table 45; Fig. 102). The total supratidal area of Nauset
Spit-Eastham has decreased by 48 percent in 122 years—from 152.8 hectares in

1856 to 78.9 hectares in 1978. All the environments except washovers have

decreased dramatically in size.
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Table A3. Barrier width for each unit along
the Nauset Spit system, 1851 to 1978.

Area Degree
width

1851, 1856,

1868

1886 1938 1952 1978

(31) Ca) (a) (a) (a)

Nauset Spit- x ' 337

Easthatn x ! 4 30

Bin 105

tsax 623

446

68

1196

505

220
675

Nauset Spit X

Orleans oln
max

Old North x

Beach tnln

aax

New North x

Beach mln

1 223 291 293

379 338 293

99 99 112

551 511 468

90 132

63 85

112 loO

450 404 403 397

173 169 121 85

1177 991 1030 997

153 626 445 279

43 446 180 74

291 802 672 790

1 Includes the entire length of Nauset Splt-Eastham.

'There are no 1886 aaps available for Nauset Spit-Easthan.

J For cooparlson, includes only the section of Nauset Spit-

Easthan north of the 1978 inlet.

Table 44. Location of changes in total bar-

rier area calculated from serial
map overlays, Nauset Spit-Ea3thana.

Year Bay shoreline

Loss Gain

Ocean.front Spit te

Loss

rminus

Loss Cain Cain

(ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha)

185o to 1938 3.0 13.8 36.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

1938 to 1952 5.7 2.9 3.0 0.0 22.7 0.0

1952 CO 1978 3.2 1.7 7.8 0.0 12.6 2.1

1856 to 1978 11.9 18.4 »7.5 0.0 45.3 2.1

Net 1 6.5 47.5 33.2

'Net loss for entire section - 74.2 hectares.

Table 45 • Area of barrier environments, Nauset Sp it-Easthsm.

Year Dunes Washovers Marshes Sandy Total
shorelines supra tidal

environajents
(ha) (pet) 1 'ha) (pet) (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet)

1856 75. 1- 75. 1* 57.0 20.7 152.8

1938 50.2 10.4 51.9 -9 20.7 133.2 -13

1952 35.7 -29 7.8 -25 44.2 -8 15.5 -25 98.7 -26

1978 13.8 -61 26.9 +245 32.3 -27 5.9 -62 78.9 -20

Overall -73 3 + 159 3 -43 -71 -48

change

1 Increase or decrease in hectare change.

^The 1856 map does not differentiate between dunes and washovers

3 1938 to 1978.
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There was 73 percent less dune habitat In 1978 than in 1938. The location
of dune destruction and development was determined from map overlays (Table
46). Although most dune area was lost es a result of shoreline erosion (48
percent), overwash played an important role in destruction of the dune line
at Nauset Spit-Eastham (31 percent), particularly during the February 1978
northeaster. During the 122 years considered In this study, 84.4 hectares
of dunes was leveled, while only 15.2 hectares of new dunes was developed.
Most of these new dunes were built on washovers deposited on salt marshes (59
percent)

.

Table 46. Location of areas lost or gained for salt
marshes and dunes on Nauset Spit-Eastham.

1856-1938 1933--52 1952--73 1856-1978

(ha) (pet) 1 (ha) i[pet) (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet)

Salt D£.reh

Lost Co:

Was hover 1.7 16 3.5 28 13.1 94 18.3 49

Bay side 1.9 18 5.2 42 0.2 1 7.3 20

Dune 7.0 66 2.0 16 0.0 9.0 24

Terminus 0.0 1.7 14 0.7 5 2.4 6

Total lost 10.6 12.4 14.0 37.0

Gained from:

Was hover 0.0 0.0 0.1 5 0.1 1

Bay aide 4.6 84 0.4 4 2.0 95 6.8 55

Dune 0.9 16 4.5 96 0.0 5.4 44

Terminus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total gained 5.5 4.7 2.1 12.3

Net change -S.l

Dune

Lost to:

Ocean

Washower

Salt tuts

Bay side

Terminus

Total lost

25.0

7.1

0.9

0.4

2.1

35.5

9.4

5.4

4.5

0.0

5.8

25.1

5.9

13.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

19.6

40.3

26.3

5.4

0.4

12.0

84.4

Gained from:

Ocean ind

washover
0.0 2.7 57

Salt oarsh 7.0 80 2.0 43 0.0

Bay aide 1.7 20 0.0 0.0

Terminus 0.0 0.0 0.5

Total gained 8.7 4.7 1.8

Net change -26.8

'Percentage of hectares (lost or gained)

9.0 59

1.7 11

0.5 3

15.2

The salt-marsh area also changed suostantially in 122 years. There was

a 43-percent decrease in area of marshes contiguous to the dune line between

1856 and 1978. A total of 37 hectares of salt marsh (73 percent) was lost
mainly as a result of overwash- and washover-associated dune development. New
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salt marsh developed on the bay side (55 percent) and on washovers (44 per-
cent) that were Initially colonized by dune vegetation that failed to survive
because the washover elevations were only marginally supratidal.

From these data, it is evident that Nauset Spit-Eastham has decreased
dramatically in size over 122 years. The southern 2.1 kilometers of the spit
has been lost to inlet miration; the northern 2.8 kilometers has remained an
unbroken unit, but has not maintained barrier width. Nauset Spit-Eastham is
eroding at a rate of 1.2 meters per year, approximately twice the rate of
cliff retreat north of the spit. This erosion rate appears to be discrete
rather than continuous. Very slow erosion occurred between 1856 and 1886,
while very rapid erosion resulted from one storin in 1978. Inlet dynamics
are the major process dominating the southern part of the spit, and overwash
is the dominant process in the northern part. During the period under con-
sideration, overwash has only been important in the redistribution of barrier
environments and not in the maintenance of carrier width.

d. Old North Beach. During the past 110 years, Old North B<:ach has not
been affected by inlet dynamics. This region is delimited to the south by the
location of the 1868 inlet and to the north by Nauset Heights at the southern
end of Nauset Harbor (Figs. 3 and 104). The original breach through North
Beach in 1846 occurred just south of belt F (Fig. 90), which was 2.4 kilo-
meters north of the spit terminus in 1868. The 1626 inlet was approximately
8 kilometers from the southern end of the spit in 1868. Remnants of the inlet
channel are not evident today because the barrier has migrated to a position
landward of these features.

Shoreline changes along Old North Beach during the past 110 years have
varied from erosion of 2.2 meters per year in the center of the section to
accretion by as much as 0.4 meter per year at the spit ends. Erosion rates
for Old North Beach averaged l.j meters per year between 1868 and 1978 (Table
42; Fig. 105). Marindin (1889) calculated the erosion of North Beach at a

rate of 2.4 meters per year during this same period (Table 40). This calcula-
tion is an average rate for North Ueach and includes the island south of the
1868 inlet, which eroded at rates of more than 20 meters per year.

Since 1886 Old North Beach has consistently eroded landward. The greatest
retreat occurred between 1938 and 1952 when an average of 2.7 meters of shore-
line was lost per year. Between 1938 and 1978, erosion averaged 1.8 meters
per year, which correlates well with Gatto's (1979) rates of 2.0 and 0.9
meter per year between 1938 and 1974 for two locations along this section
(Table 40).

During the past 110 years, an average of 165 meters of shoreline was lost
along Old North Beach, but the total area decreased only 6 percent from 450.2
hectares in 1868 to 421.5 hectares in 1978 (Table 47). Along the oceanside,
184.5 hectares was eroded; 62.9 hectares was lost from areas along the bay
side as a result of tidal currents eroding salt marshes and washovers (Table

48). The average barrier width was reduced only slightly during this same
time period (Table 43). In 1868 the width of Old North Beach averaged 446
meters; after 110 years, the same section had narrowed only 50 meters. The

widest point of Old North Beach decreased in width from 1196 meters to 997

meters as a result of shoreline erosion without commensurate expansion on the
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Figure 105. Shoreline erosion of Old North tteach, 1868 to 1978.
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Table 47. Area of barrier environments, Old North Beach.

[Xjne9 Uashovera Marshes Shrub.; Sandy Total
shorelines supratldal

environments
(ha) (pet) 1 (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet)

62.2 450.2

95.9 +54 470.4 +4

36.3 -62 422.4 -10

57.0 +57 461.8 +9

46.6 -18 421.5 +9

-25 -6

1868 194.3- 194.

3

2 193.7 2

1886 191.

7

i -1 191.

7

2 -1 182.8 -6 2

1938 162.6 67.4 148.3 -19 7.8

1952 133.2 -18 137.3 + 104 123.9 -16 10.4 +33

1978 187.3 +41 28.5 -79 138.4 + 12 20.7 +99

change

'Lncreaae and decrease In hectares.

a The 1868 and 1886 maps do not dlffe

Table 48. Location of changes in total barrier
area calculated from serial map
overlays, Old North Beach.

Year Savs

Loss

(ha)

hore

Gain

(ha)

Ccear. front Sptt t

Loss

(ha)

erminus
Cain

(ha)

Total
Loss

(ha) (ha)

Loss

(ha)

1868 to 1886 21.8 31.9 26.7 3.1 0.0 3J.7

1886 to 1933 7.8 44.0 84.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

1938 to 1952 10.4 71.0 27.9 6.7 0.0

1952 to 1978 22.9 29.9 50.9 3.6 0.0 0.0

1868 to l
i;78 62.9 176.8 184.5 13.4 0.0 33.7

Net 113.9 171.1 13.7 28.7

bay side. In other areas supratldal environment was added to the back barrier

by rhizome extension coupled with gradual tidal sedimentation and by overwash.,

A total of 176.8 hectares was added to the back, barrier (Taole 43). During

the past 110 years, 247.4 hectares (55 percent of the 1868 total area) has

eroded from Old North beach, but 223.9 hectares (53 percent of the 1978 area)

has been added to the barrier, primarily along the bay shoreline.

Between 1886 and 1938 the Old North Beach shoreline eroded at a rate of

1.7 meters per year, and 63.8 hectares of dune-washover was lost along the

oceanside (Tabie 49). New dunes developed on areas that had been buried by

overwash deposits (50 percent).

By 1952 overwash had eliminated large sections of the dune line (23.4

hectares) and shoreline erosion continued to level dunes (37.2 hectares) at a

rate of 2.7 meters per year. Dunes developed between 1938 ai.d 1952 on wash-

overs (25*2 hectares) and on salt marshes buried by overwash (11.7 hectares).

The large washovers present in 1952 (137.3 hectares—30 percent of the total

area of Old North Beach) had been partly colonized by dune vegetation by 1978;

70.5 hectares of dunes developed on these washovers. Although shoreline ero-

sion continued at a rate of 1.3 meters per year, only 18.8 hectares of dunes

was eliminated along the ocean shoreline because the dune field had been

poorly developed in 1952.
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Table 49. Location of areas lost or gained for salt marshes and dunes on

Old North Beach.

1868-86 1886- 1933 1938-52 1952-78 1868- 1978

(ha) (pet) 1 (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet)

Salt marsh

Lost to:

Washover 15-1 33 34.1 43 20.9 57 8.4 34 78.5 43

Bay side 6.7 15 7.1 9 4.3 12 3.4 14 21.5 12

IXine 23.7 52 37.2 47 11.7 32 12.9 52 85.5 46

Terminus 0.0 0.0 CO 0.0 0.0

Total lost 45.5 78.4 36.9 24.7 185.5

Gained from:

Washover 21.3 62 21.6 49 0.0 23.9 61 66.8 51

Bay side 7.2 21 17.6 40 8.2 66 6.3 16 39.3 30

Dune 6.1 18 4.6 11 4.3 34 9.0 23 24.0 18

Terminus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total gained 34.6 43.8 12.5 39.2 130.1

Net change -10.9 -34.6 -24.4 + 14.5 -35.4

Dune

Lost to:

Ocean 24.3 58 63.8 74 37.2 56 18.8 53 144.1 63

Washover 2.0 5 14.8 17 23.4 35 7.2 20 47.4 21

Salt marsh 6.1 14 4.6 5 4.3 6 9.0 26 24.0 10

Bay side 9.8 23 1.6 2 1.5 2 0.2 1 13.1 10

Terminus 0.0 1.6 2 0.0 0.0 1.6 1

Total lost 42.2 86.4 66.4 35.2 230.2

Gained from:

Ocean and 11.3 32 43.2 50 25.2 68 70.5 79 150.2 61

washover

Salt marsh 23.7 68 37.2 44 11.7 32 12,9 14 85.5 35

Bay side 0.0 5.2 6 0.1 <1 5.9 7 11.2 5

Terminus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total gained 35.0 85.6 37.0 89.3 246.9

Net change -7.2 -0.8 -29.4 +54.1 -16.7

'•Percentage of hectares (lost or gained).
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The salt-marsh area decreased gradually between 1868 and 1952 (Table 47)

.

Since 1952 total marsh area has increased by 12 percent; however, in 110 years

the total marsh area decreased by 29 percent. Some of this decrease may be

accounted for by the inability of Old North Beach to develop new salt marsh to

the lee of the barrier, since 37 percent of the back barrier abuts glacial

deposits (Fig. 90). Most of this marsh was lost to washovers (43 percent) and

dunes that developed on the washovers.

There have been five major environments on Old North Beach in the past 110

years: dune, salt marsh, shrub, washover, and sandy beach. The only major

shrub communities on the Nauset Spit system are located on Old North Beach.

Shrubs were undoubtedly present on the spit before 1938, but were not indi-

cated on the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (USCGS) maps. Dunes present in 1978

along the northern section of Old North Beach were the best developed for the

entire system. The dune line was continuous for up to 2000 meters, averaging

8 to 10 meters high and 200 meters wide. Salt marshes on Old North Beach were

also the best developed and widest on North Beach. In one area (site of 1626

inlet) the marsh is about 1000 meters wide.

Dune area data collected from each map appear in Table 47. Dune and wash-

over environments were not differentiated on early maps. Although the com-

bined dune and washover area changed little between 1868 (194.3 hectares) and

1886 (is 1.7 hectares), 42.2 hectares eroded and 35.0 hectares of dune-washover

developed in new areas. Table 49 indicates that most of this loss was caused

by shoreline erosion along both the oceanside (58 percent) and along the bay

shore near the spit terminus (23 percent) . New dunes (and washovers) devel-

oped landward of the 1868 features, primarily on washovers (32 percent) and on

salt narshes that had been b^.ied by overwash (68 percent).

Twelve percent of the salt-marsh loss between 1868 and 1978 was attributed

to bay-side erosion. Tidal currents behind Old North Beach do not generally

move large volumes of sediraent or erode cohesive salt-marsh peat. A total of

130.1 hectares of new salt marsh developed along the bay Fhore of Old North

Beach between 1868 and 1978. Most of these marches developed on old washovers

(51 percent) and by rhizome extension into shallow Pleasant Bay (30 percent).

Shrub communities have rapidly expanded in the past 40 years en Old North

Beach. These communities develop on supratidal substrate that is protected

from salt spray behind continuous barrier dunes. A well-diversified shrub

community can develop in as little as 26 years on North Beach. One washover

created in 1952 supported several hectares of shrubs in 1978. Often shrubs

colonize washover termini, as dune vegetation stabilizes the boundaries of

the closing washover. With the termination of overwash and the development

of a continuous foredune line, low-lying areas in the back barrier dunes may

provide an environment for colonization by shrubs.

The Old North Beach section of Nauset Spit has not been subject to inlet

dynamics within the past 110 years nor to very rapid shoreline erosion. While

the barrier has eroded mainly along the ocean shore, substrate has been placed

along the bay shore by overwash so that the barrier has lost little width

through time. Old North Beach will continue to migrate toward the glacial

deposits at Nauset Heights and at Big and Little Pochet Islands (Fig. 90), and

will narrow at these locations until the moraine is subject to wave attack.

Because Pleasant Bay is very shallow behind Old North Beach and the tidal
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range is reduced at the head of the bay, large quantities of water do not
build up behind the barrier during storms, which greatly minimizes the proba-
bility of inlet breaching. This area is also discontinuously underlain by
well-developed salt-raarsh peat, which prevents surges from scouring a sub-
aqueous channel through the barrier.

e. New North Beach . The New North Beach section of the Nauset Spit sys-
tem has developed since 1868 as a result of spit elongation (Fig. 3). Follow-
ing the formation of the inlet through North beach in 1846 across from Allen
Point, the isolated section of the inlet began to migrate landward. In 1851
dunes and salt marshes were still prominent on this island (Fig. 106) : a
total of 274.6 hectares of dune-washover and 20.7 hectares of salt marsh
(Table 50). The dune line along the central section does not appear to have
been interrupted by any washover breaches. The average barrier width was
458 meters along the entite island and 505 meters along the central section
(Table 43). The northern and southern ends of the island had begun to erode
rapidly and were dominated by washovers.

All that remained of the new island by 1886 was a narrow, unvegetated
supratidal sandbar (Fig. 106). As a result of a major northeaster in 1868,
the inlet initiated in 1846 widened and deepened, becoming the major channel
into Pleasant Bay. Sediment transported as littoral drift was cut off from
the island, since the inlet intercepted or diverted eastward most of the
previously available sand. The island had eroded landward an average of 795
meters in 35 years. Dunes and salt marshes were not evident on the barrier
in 1886, and the average width was only 153 meters (Table 43).

As the island eroded landward between 1851 and 1886, the inlet migrated
1525 meters southward at a rate of 85 meters per year. A total of 90.7
hectares of new supratidal surface was added at the terminus of North baach.
No dunes and salt marshes had developed on this section by 1886.

The south island migrated onto the Chatham mainland during the 1890' s. As
the inlet continued to move southward between 1886 and 1938, an additional
3500 meters was added to the spit terminus at a rate of 67 meters per year.
This lower race of elongation was caused by the development of numerous spit
recurves. Spit width and back-barrier contour on New North Beach correlate
with mainland shore features, creating a roughly consistent distance between
the mainland and the barrier (McClennen, 1979). It appeared that the channel
between Chatham Inlet and Pleasant Bay had maintained a consistent width-to-
depth ratio established by the volume of water flushing from Pleasant Bay with
each tide. Opposite concavities in the Chatham coastline, spit recurves have
widened the barrier (Hayes, 1981). Between 1886 and 1938 North Beach elon-
gated opposite an embayment in the mainland at the Chatham Fish Pier (Fig.

90). In this region the barrier widened to as much as 800 meters.

In 1938 New North Beach was 4.1 kilometers long and extremely wide,
averaging 626 meters (Tables 41 and 43). A total of 242.5 hectares of new
supratidal environment k'ss added at the spit terminus between 1886 and 1938
(Table 50). By 1938 broad dunes had formed on 91 hectares and salt-marsh
vegetation had colonized 16.8 hectares.

Between 1938 and 1952 New North Beach rapidly extended southward as sand
was added to the sptt terminus across from the Chatham Light area, which arcs
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Table 50. Area of barrier environments, New North Beach.

Year Dines Washovers Marshes Shrubs Sandy Total
shorelines supraeldal

(_ha) (pet; 1 (ha) (pet) (ha ) (pet) (ha) (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet)

1851 274. U l

1 8Kb 0.07

1938 91.1

1952 71.6 -21

1978 11)7.1 +50

Overall -33 2

chanp.e

274.

6

2 20.7 0.0 85.5 380.8

0.0 2 0.0 0.0 90.7 +6 90.7 -76

20.7 16.8 0.0 114.0 +26 242.5 + 167

82.9 +300 15.0 -11 2.6 51.8 -55 223.9 -8

77.7 -d 14.7 -2 0.0 36.3 -30 235.8 + 5

1 Inrrease and decrease In hectares.

''The 1851 and 1886 maps do not differentiate dunes and washovers.

eastward; a total of 1100 meters was added to the length of the spit at a rate
of 78 meters per year. The shoreline eroded very rapidly along the oceanfront
of New North Beach (fc.2 meters per year) during this period. Erosion also

occurred along the bay shoreline, as tidal currents reworked the broad 1938

spit terminus. The barrier environment eroded 34.9 hectares along the ocean-
front and 47.7 hectares along the bay side (Table 51). The average barrier

width narrowed from 626 meters in 1938 to 445 meters in 1952 *. Table 43).

Table 51. Location of changes in total bar-
rier atea calculated from serial
map overlays. New North Beach.

Year Bay sho reline Ocean front SDtt teralnua

(ha)

Cain

(ha)

U>SH

(ha)

Cain Loss

(la)

Gain

(ha)

1851 to 1886 380.9

1886 to 1938 5.2 5.2 77.7 0.0 0.0 228.0

19)8 to 1952 47.7 0.5 34.9 0.0 0.0 63.3

!9'2 to 1978 13.5 15.5 83.8 0.0 0.0 93.7

H51 :j 197S 66.-. 21.2 575.8 0.0 0.0 3S5.2

Net- 45.2 575.3 385.2

•Net

Set i

loss for e.itlre aectioi

aln for entire section.
>. 1851 :

1886 to

o 1978,

1979. -

- 235.

145.1

8 hectares

hectares.

Although I 100 meters was added to the length of the spit, the total Kind

area actually decreased by 8 percent (Table 50). The total d-ne area decreased

by 21 percent between 1938 and l')52. Dunes on New North Beach develop and

erode very rapidly. Ot the c
! 1 hectares of dunes in 1

()JS, only 27 percent

remained in l
l)52 (Table 52). Along the oceanside, 32.6 hectares of dunes

eroded and 20.2 hectares of dunes were destroyed by overWash'. New dunes

(44.2 hectares) developed on washovers (46 percent) and at the spit terminus

(27 percent).
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Table 52. location of areas lost or gained for salt marshes and
dunes on New North Beach.

1886--1938 1938--52 1952-78 1868--1978

(ha> (pet) 1 (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet) (ha) (pet)

Salt marsh

Lost to:

Washover 1.0 16 8.0 69 9.0 50

Bay side 0.6 9 0.0 0.6 3

Dune 4.8 75 3.6 31 8.4 47

Terminus 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total lost 6.4 11.6 18.0

Gained from:

Washover 1,,2 7 0.0 3.9 34 5.1 14

Bay side 0,.4 2 0.1 1 3.1 27 3.6 10

Dune 0..0 8.1 99 1.6 14 9.7 27

Terminus 15,.2 91 0.0 2.8 25 18.0 49

Total gained 16,.8 8.2 11.4 36.4

Net change +16,,8 +1.8 -0.2 +18.4

Dune

Lost to:

Oceans ide 32.6 51 15.0 44 47.6 48

Washover 20.2 32 16.1 47 36.3 37

Salt marsh 8.1 13 1.6 5 9.7 10

Bay side 2.7 4 1.4 4 4.1 4

Terminus 0.0 0.0 0.0

Tot3l lost 63.6 34.1 97.7

Gained from:

Oceanside 19.5 21 20.5 46 23.2 33 63.2 31

and washovet

Salt marsh 0.0 4.8 11 3.6 5 8.4 4

Bay side 1.0 1 3.5 8 5.4 8 9.9 36

Terminus 70.4 77 11.9 27 37.4 54 119.7 58

Total gained 90.9 44.2 69.6 204.7

Net change +90.9 -19.4 +35.5 +107.0

Percentage of hectares (lost or gained).
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Salt-marsh area also decreased between 1938 and 1952 (11 percent). Sev-
eral new marshes developed as others were buried by washovers or eroded along
the bay side. Thirty-eight percent of the 1938 salt-tnarsh area was lost by
1952; 55 percent of the salt marsh present in 1952 had developed over 14

years.

Between 1952 and 1978, the length of North Beach increased slowly at a

rate of 54 meters per year; 1500 meters was added at the terminus. Luring
this period, spit recurves formed opposite the embayzaent between Chatham Light
and Morris Island and across from the breach between Karris Island and the
northern end of Monomoy Island (Fig. 3)= By 1978 the spit was approximately
1600 meters short of its maximum length in 1851.

An average of 5.5 meters per year was lost from New North Beach shoreline
between 1952 and 1978. In one area opposite Chatham Light, the bay shoreline
of 1952 was seaward of the 1978 ocean shoreline, indicating migration exceed-
ing the 180-meter barrier width in 26 years. Overwash had widened the barrier
in this very narrow region without developing an inlet. Average barrier width
of New North Beach was reduced to 279 meters despite the development of a

broad dune field at the southern end of the spit. A total of 83.8 hectares of
supratidal barrier was lost along the ocean shoreline. Erosion also continued
along the bay shoreline where 13.5 hectares was eroded (Table 51). Overwash
was locally important in the maintenance of barrier width; 15.5 hectares was
added to the back, barrier. In one area, however, across from Chatham Ught,
the barrier was only 74 meters wide in 1978. If erosion rates of more than

5 meters per year continue, this area would be entirely eroded in 15 years
unless overwash significantly builds new bay-shore substrate

.

Although dune environment increased by 50 percent between 1952 and 1978,
approximately one-half of the dunes present in 1952 had been leveled by shore-
line erosion (44 percent of the dunes lost) and overwash (47 percent). few

dunes developed at the spit terminus (54 percent of the new dunes) and on
washovers (33 percent).

Although the total salt-marsh area decreased by only 2 percent bstvs-sen

1952 and 1978, much of the marsh was newly created; only 23 percent of the

1952 marsh was still present In 1978. The marsh had been destroyed by wash-
overs (69 percent) and by dunes that had developed on washovers (31 percent).
New marsh developed at the spit terminus (25 percent of new taarsh) , on wash-
overs (34 percent), along the bay shoreline (27 percent), and in areas that
had been mapped earlier as dunes (14 percent).

Since it began to develop in the 18b0's, New North Beach has been subject
to very rapid shoreline changes (Fig. 107). Between 1938 and 1978, 230 casters

and 575.8 hectares of barrier envi 'onatent was lost along the ocean shoreline.
New North Beach also decreased in width from the bay shoreline. U'hile the

back-barrier surface increased by 21.2 hectares from overwash and tidal

sedimentation, tidal currents eroded 66.4 hectares of barrier along the bay

shoreline. The calculated ocean shoreline erosion rate of 5.0 meters per year

between 1938 and 1978 correlates well with the 5.9 meters per year obtained by

Gatto (1979).

As the spit Increased in length, it decreased in width. The ratio of

width to length was calculated for New North Beach for each set of maps
(Table 53). Width-to-length ratio may be of value to predict susceptibility
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Table 53. Ratio of width to length of
New North Beach.

Year Avg. wlidth Length Wid th/length
(m) (m) (m)

1851 505 8500 0.06

1886 153 6700 0.02

1938 626 4100 0.15

1952 445 5200 0.09

19 78 279 6700 0.04

of the barrier to overwash breaching and inlet formation. In 1851, just after
the 1846 inlet had created the island at the southern end of the spit system,
the New North Beach section had a width-to-length ratio of 0.06; this ratio
decreased to only 0.02 in 1886 as the spit remnants migrated landward. During
early development of New North Beach, the ratio was quite high (0.15) because
the spit recurves, prominent at the southern end, were very broad. Since 1938
this ratio has decreased. By 1978 the ratio (0.04) was less Chan it had been
after the last inlet formed. The decrease in width-to-length ratio suggests
that although few North Beach in 1978 was not as long as it had been in 1851,
it was more vulnerable to inlet breaching.

Overwash lias been locally important in increasing barrier width and shift-
ing landward the position of dunes and salt marshes. Unlike Old North Beach,
New North Beach has not, however, migrated westward by means of overfish. The
distance between the Chatham mainland and the back barrier has remained fairly
consistent In the last 40 years. New North Beach is very narrow and salt
marshes have not developed substantial peat deposits. If an inlet were to
form through New North Beach, the barrier would very quickly erode landward.

5 . Vegetative-Physiographic Transects.

a. Introduction . Field research was conducted on North Beach and Nauset
Spit-Orleans during 1978 to d»t«rnine the successive sequence of plant corcaun-

ities that develop on washovers and to characterise physiographic features
resulting froa washover stabilisation, inlet dynamics, and plant coaminity
development. Fifteen areas were chosen for study: eight were located on
Old North Beach, five oa New North Beach, and two on Nausefc Spit-Or leans
(Fig. 90). These areas were selected on the basis of overwash history,
vegetative characteristics, and present physiographic features. An etteispt

was made to include all the various plant cosssunitieo and physiographic
features present on Nauset Spit.

b. tfethodology . At each site, an elevation transect was established per-
pendicular to the beach (Fig. 108). Stakes were used to mark these transects
for tut ire use. Elevation readings were taken using a surveyor's level at

10-meter intervals and at points of significant topographic change.

A vegetation sampling program was conducted during late July and August
1978. Belt transects 30 meters wide were established, centered along each
of the 15 elevation transects in order to sample large, representative areas
(Fig. 108). At a 10-meter interval, 30-meter-long transects were constructed
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Figure 108. Essspie of essjsling schesa fur a bait transact.

perpendicular Co the elevation transects. Locations of vegetation sampling
stations along these transects ware selected at random and recorded so Chat
future changes could be accurately monitored. (e\ adequate sample ntaabe? par
transect was detenained using specias-area curves (0c»9ting, I'm) . Ssa&ptes

t-ere collected until an additional sample p<sr transect did not increasa the

species encountered by ssore than 10 percent. Five sesspies ware taken along
each 30-oeter transect.

Vegetation information was collected for herbaceous* plants using a stan-
dard 25-hole t 0.25-square meter point-intercept board (Costing,, 1956).
Data concerning presence and cover of plant species were recorded. For
shrub cotBsaunities, nested quadrats were used, and a 4- by 4-seter quadrat
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was used for high vegetation. Cover data were collected u6ing cover classes

(Daubenmire, 1968). The 0.25-square meter point-intercept board was used for

lower vegetation.

Species lists and community distinctions were made for each belt during
fieldwork. Blomass data were collected in typically healthy and senescent

stands of Ammophila breviligulata at each belt using a buoyancy board

(Woodhouse and Hanes, 1976). Ten samples were selected at random within each

stand. The buoyancy board has been calibrated for Ammophila breviligulata on

Cape Cod (Brodhead and Godfrey, 1979; Fig. 109). Vegetation data were com-

piled and are presented as bar graphs associated with an elevation transect.
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Figure 109. Buoyancy board calibration curve for Ammophila
breviligulata (from Brodhead and Godfrey, 1979)
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c * Sfolt Histories ^S^JtePc^i^pJ^ionSj. Six sites were chosen on Old ttorCh
Beach that have, in large pare, not oeen affected by oysrwash recently. These
belts (A, 3, C, E, F, and Z) will be discussed first, followed by those areas
wnich were recently created.

Belt A is located 1000 meters south of the Orleans parking lot (Fig. 90).
In 18S8 this belt consisted of a continuous dune line backad by a broad salt
marsh (360 meters) abutting the glacial aaratne (Fig. 110). Between 1886 fflsid

1938, overwash occurred along the epit for afcaut 1000 Eaters on either side of
belt A. The dunes were completely leveled, end a new, continuous dune line
had developed by 1938 on what had been salt ssarsh. Although this dune line
was disturbed again by overwash prior to 1952, send was transported only part
of the distance across the barrier. Remnants of the dune line had expanded
and coalesced, reestablishing a continuous dune line by 1973. In 1978 bait A
consisted of a dune line 130 Esters broad and 10 testers high which was backed
by a shrub c&sEunity and a Spartina patens-A gropyvan pungsns grassland aad
marsh (Fig. Ill),

In the past 110 years, 183 rasters of the belt A shoreline has eroded.
Overwash has driven fhe barrier dunes wast%*srd over the salt marsh. Unable to
expand landward, the salt marsh has becotaa progressively narrows? (Table 54).
The landward part of this belt is, therefore, older than 110 years, whereas
parts of the dune line have developed since 1952.

Belt B is located 1000 raeters south of belt A (Figs. 90 and 1)0). la 18&8
this belt consisted of a narrow duae line fronting a broad salt Bareh. The
dune3 at belt B ware leveled by overwasa prior to 1836, and wsshovar flats
extended beyond the back-barrier shoreline into the bay. By 1886 tEse bayaard
margin of Che belt had been recoloalsed by salc-eaarsh vegafcatioet* (toferwaea

must have cantioivid at telt I during this period, since by 1S33 cite fc-ack &er-
rier sliarellue had extended about 75 eetesrs farther into tha wsstera creek aad
dunes had developed on the recently established salt sarsss.

Between 193S aad 1978, £<sw cajor cfe&a^as occurred ©E belt B. Sfeareliea
erosion reduced the barrier width aad dune line by e&osat a0 sisters. T&b daas
line was 200 eaters bro-td and 8 to 10 titers high in 1978 (Fig* 1.2). Alosg
70 Eeter6 of the dune line a Hall-developed, stable duas—bsath eo^esanity «ss
present, dosiaated fcy Huisoniik Lomentoea (false baach heather)* As at bait A,
a grassland cosse»nity graded into a breed Spartina patens csrsh. Spartina.
alterniftom grew only at the cre«*k margir.

.

Belt C is located 1000 asstars smith of belt B and because it is backed by
Pochet Island, it no longer migrates landward (Fig. SO). In 1868 bait C con-
sisted of a narrow dune line backed by a narrow marsh, a broad creek t a second
broad sarsh, and a creek (Fig. 1 10). Frier to IBSfr this belt ovemrashed

,

filling the brosd creek and extending the barrier to the base of the glacial
cliff at Pochet Island. A essssive washover euat have extended at lease 375
meters landward of the bars crest <, By 1886 dunes had developed at the back of

the washover which was still barren along tha seaward edge. Dunes present in

1886 were all landward of tha 1868 dune line.

Between 1938 and 1978 very few changes occurred at belt C. Although the
barrier narrowed durieg this period, the dune line expanded landward aad
increased in width, probably because tha cce°k at the base of Pochet Island
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Onveijetoied

Ammophi lg b reviliguloio

tothyrus joponicui

Solidoqo ae mporvifena

Leehea maritlmo

Rhu« rodlcan;

Myrica pensylvonicc

Aqropyron punqons

Bocchnris holimHolio

Sportino potens

S portino oliarnifloro

Oth«r

_jsn*as23a

Figure 111. Vegetative- physiographic transect of belt A.

Table 54. Barrier widths at 15 belt
sites

.

1368 1886 1938 1952 197i

In) (m) (n) (n) (ffl)

580 570 470 430 420

400 350 350 340 310

580 440 410 440 390

760 820 750 810 790

210 530 520 560 550

4 30 380 290 300 240

290 210 280 610 560

110 540 410 310

680 520 310

620 240 210

650 390

460

160

120

310 450 290 240 240
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Unvegetated

Ammophila br evill^u lata

Lothyrus joponicus

Solidcgo ssmpervlrsns

Arte misia coudato

Hudaonlo tomantoso

Myrlco peri cylvomca

Agropyron pursers

,'uneua gerprdi

Boechoris hclirnifciiq

Spo rtioo pgisrt a

Sport ing cHernlflofs

Other

^ff^tti r^WBl !! _.

Figure 112. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt b.

was infrequently flooded by tides and supratidal vegetation had been able to

expand onto the salt marsh. In 1978 Spartina patens occupied only a narrow

band 50 meters wide at the back of the barrier; Spavtina altermiflora was not

present at belt C (Fig. 113). The Ammophila bveviligulata duties were 9.5

meters high and 110 meters broad. The center 100 meters of the belt was

occupied by a well-developed dune-heath community dominated by Hudsonia
tomentosa, Cladonia spp., and declining and dying Ammophila bveviligulata.

Belt E is located at a wide section of Old North Beach in the approximate
location of the 1626 inlet (Fig. 90). In 1868 a washover was evident, backed

by a continuous dune line and a broad creek with salt marsh to the west (Fig.

114). Between 1868 and 1886 the area was overwashed, filling the creek and

extending the subaerial barrier about 335 meters landward. Dune and salt-

marsh vegetation covered this washover by 1886.

Although the dune line at belt E has not been disturbed by overwash since

1886, the salt marsh has been affected by overwash several times. In 1938

belt E consisted of a continuous dune line backed by a washover deposit on

part of the marsh. This washover, which crossed the dune line north of belt

E, must have occurred first prior to 1938, since dunes were already evident

at its outer margin, and scattered dune remnants probably would not have

rema ined.
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Figure 113. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt C.
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Overwash continued north of belt E for many years. ihe washover flats
were still open in 1952. Small dunes developed at the outer washover edge,
and the dune line at belt E expanded landward. These dunes were not visible,
however, in the 1978 imagery, and salt-marsh vegetation colonized most of the

washover flats. Remnants of the dunes at the washover margin were evident
from field studies (Fig. 115). A low back-dune ridge, 80 centimeters high,

crossed belt E and was dominated by dead and dying Arrnnophila breviligulata,

Agropyron pungsns, and Spartina patens. The back dunes present in 1938 and

1952 were only marginally supratidal. After continuous dunes north of belt E

had developed and washover sand supply to the back barrier was cut off, these

marginal dunes deflated to an elevation where Spartina patens could grow. In

1978 the dune line was 7 meters high and 160 maters broad; the salt marsh was

very wide with broad bands of both Spartina patens and Spartina alterni-

flora. The dunes at belt E are more than 40 years old; the eastern part of

the salt marsh is very young—less than 26 years;, and the outer edge of the

marsh is at least 92 years old.

3:

Urwege (cited

Ammonrti la breviligulata

Sol f oo go semper vi r on*

Lotnjrrus joporsicus

Artemisia coudoto

Agropyron Duncans

Sporlino potent

Plontago ftorifimo

Spot tlna cits.-nlMoro

Sollcornto virgintco

Solicomiq europoeo

Olh»r

100 pet cower
"50

Figure 115. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt E.

Belt F is located 1500 meters south of belt E in an area that has been
stable since 1868 (Fig. 90). In 1868 the belt consisted of a recent washover

which had not penetrated the back of the dune line, a narrow dune zone, and

a broad salt marsh (Fig. 116) . Only minor changes occurred along the belt

between 1868 and 1978, apart from erosion of approximately 190 meters of the

oceanside dune line (Table 54) . In 1938 a narrow washover breach disturbed
the oceanfront of the dune line at belt F. Massive washovers, which occurred

north and sou^h of the belt in 1938 and 1952, deflated, adding sediment to the

back of the dune line. Redistribution of washover sand along the bay shore

also added sediment to the bayward edge of the salt marsh.
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In 1978 the dune line at belt F was 140 meters wide and 5 meters high
(Fig. 117) o Small areas of senescent Ammophila breviligulata with Chrysopsis
falcata (sickle-leaved aster) and Artemisia caudata were located behind the
foredunes. The salt marsh was broad and clearly divided into high and low
marsh.

Unvegelated

Ammophilo breviliguloto

Solidogo sernpervirens

Lothyrua jcponicus

Rhu» rodicana

Artamisio coudotq

Artemisia tlftlle-riono
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Arjropyron puogena
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:
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Figure 117. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt F.

Belt Z, located below Nauset Heights north of

crosses a brackish pond that is the last remnant
nected Pleasant Bay to Nauset Harbor until the mid
97) . In 1868 and 1886 the pond was evident on map

by overwash, since barrier dunes were not present
pond and the glacial headlands (Nauset Heights) , a

in 1868. This marsh had been filled by 1886. A
shrubs lining the pond margins was evident in the

cant changes occurred between 1938 and 1978.

the Orleans parking lot,
of the waterway that con-
19th century (Figs. 90 and

s and undoubtedly affected
(Fig. 118). Between the

narrow salt marsh existed
broad dune line backed by

1938 imagery. No signifi-

In 1978 a narrow but high (5 meters) dune line separated the pond from the

ocean (Fig. 119). Small stands of Spartina patens, remnants of the earlier
salt marsh, lined the eastern pond margin except where shrubs were present.

TypTia latifolia (cattail) had filled much of the pond. Below Nauset Heights

the dune community was sparsely vegetated and dominated by Artemisia caudata
and Ammophila breviligulata.
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Figure 118. Historic maps of belts X, Y, acid Z.
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Figure 119. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt Z.

Three areas were chosen that were either established between 1886 and 1938
(belts H and I) or were severely overwaehed during the 1938 hurricane (belt
D). All three of these areas are, therefore, between 40 and 80 years eld.

Belt H is located approximately at the site of the 1868 inlet (Fig. 90).
By 1886 the southern end of North Beach had extended as far as belt H, and was
characterized by washovers at the spit terminus (Fig. 120). In 1893 Old
Harbor Coast Guard Station was erected at this site, 330 meters from the ocean
beach (Smith, 1909). Belt H was 8 kilometers from the spit terminus by 1938
and consisted of several dune ridges, which were remnants of spit recurves,
and a salt marsh which had developed between these dunes. Between 1938 and
1952 the ocean shoreline eroded at a rate of 6.7 meters par year, reducing the
dune field substantially. During this period, overwash from areas north of
belt H filled most of the salt marsh in the interior without destroying the
low, seaward dune line. By 1978 Old Harbor Station had been partially under-
mined and had to be removed by using a crane and barge. During the 1978
northeaster, overwash eroded sections of the remaining dune line burying the
remnants. The features at belt H are, therefore, not all the sane age. The
salt marsh and back barrier spit recurve are between 40 and 80 years old,
while healthy foredunes arc the result of sheet washovers in 1978 on top of
low dunes (Fig. 121).

Belt 1, located 1000 meters south of belt H, first developed several years
after the Old Harbor Station was built in 1893 (Fig. 90). As at belt H, this
area, consisting of several dune ridges thet were remnants of spit recurves,
was very broad (677 meters) when it first formed (Fig. 120). A &alt marsh,
connected to the bay at high tides by a tidal creek, developed between these
dunes.
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Figure 121. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt H.

Belt I has eroded rapidiy along the oceanfront, averaging 6.7 meters per
year between 1938 and 1978 (Table 54). This belt was reduced to less thar

one-half its original width (1938) by 1978. Two spit recurve remnants were
still evident in the area in 1978 (Fig. 122). The ocean dune .line, approxi-
mately 2.5 meters high and 80 iieters wide, was affected by sheet overwash
during the 1978 storm. Ammophila bveviligulata biomass on these dur.es "as
the second highest measured on the Nauset Spit system. (Tabic 55). The back-
barrier ridge, 2 meters high and 80 meters wide, was ao longer accreting.
Artemisia aaudata had invaded declining stands of Ammophila. brei'n.licfulata. A
broad shrub zone backed by a Spavtina patens grassland and a small inter tidal
pond were located in the center of the barrier. The seaward dunes at belt I

were very young, having been recently overwashed; the remainder of the belt
was between 40 and 80 years old.

Belt D is located about 2 kilometers north of belt E in a very wide sec-
tion of Old North Beach (Fig. 90). In 18f-8 the dunes at belt D were badly
dissected by washovers, but there is no evidence that washover sediment was
added to the marsh surface (Fig. 114). Only a small breach in the dune line
was apparent by 1886.

Aerial photos taken in 1938 show that belt D was part of a massive wash-
over that must have first occurred at least several years prior to this time.
Dunes were present at the bayward edge of the washover on substrate that had
been mapped as salt marsh in 1886. The isolated dunes in the interior of the

washover may have been cither remnant dunes present before the washover or new
dunes that developed from drift piles.

Overwash continued at belt D in 1952. Several lobes of a massive wash-
over had expanded farther onto the salt-marsh surface, but did not reach the

bay because the barrier at this location was very wide. The rernant dunes
expanded, reducing the washover area.
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Figure 122. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt I.

Table 55. Buoyancy board-biomass data

for North Baach belt sites.

Belt Uniionn area Biomass area

Hlg:h Lou

(cm) (g/n2
) (en,) (g/m 2

) (cm) 1:>;/^)

A 130.0 570 45.0 70

B 101.6 350 40.6 50

C 111.0 410 57.6 110

D .„ 130.0 570 25.8 20

E 99.0. 330 58.6 120

F 112.2 420 65.8 150

C 103.8 360 37.0 50

H 115.4 450

I 137.3 640

J 145.

2

710

K 124.6 520

L 79.8 210

X 92.8 290 205.0 1410 40.6 50

Y 91.8 650 53.2 100

Z 105.2 370 72.0 170

Washovsr edge 160.6 870
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By 1978 a continuous dune line was present at belt D. Dunes and a shrub
coranunity had developed on the old salt marsh. The foredunes ware 6 utters
high but only 80 meters wide, although almost no erosion occurred at belt D
between 1938 and 1952 (Fig. 123). An inspection of the topography at this
belt revealed that the shrub community grew within a very narrow elevation
range between marsh and dune communities. Washover deposition at the bayward
edge raised the elevation to above high marsh elevations. At the dune-shrub
interface, shrubs grew at the lower elevations, particularly in old washover
breaches that had overwashed most recently and were at a slightly lower
elevation than surrounding dunes.

Unv«rj*!a1ed

Arnmophilo brevHiqulato

Lothyrus jopcnicu*

f-M^fn isio caudate
Sciidoyo ssmperyirens

Ltcheg merltima
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Bocchofis hgiimif olio

Soiicormo vir Qinico
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Juniperus virqinione

Pirtu« rigido

Other
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50

Figure 123. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt D.

Two areas were chosen that have been significantly altered within the last
26 years. Because belt G was completely overwashed during 1952, all vegeta-
tive and physiographic features are very recent (Fig. 116). Beit K, located
near the present spit terminus, consisted of discontinuous dunes arranged in
spit recurves in 1952 (Fig. 124).

Belt G was located at the southern end of North Beach in 1868, immediately
south of the 1846 inlet site (Fig. 90). In the 20 years after the area first
formed, salt marsh had developed behind a very narrow dune line (Fig. 116).

This marsh was not indicated on the 1886 map. Bay currents at the spit term-
inus nay have eroded the young raarsh. By 1938 a dune line broken by washover
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Figure 124. Historic maps of belts K and L.
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breaches had developed with a narrow band of salt marsh along the bay shore-
line. Bay shoreline erosion reduced the barrier width to 107 meters by 1941
(Table 54). In 1952 a massive overwash placed sediment in a large fan shape,
extending as far as 405 meters beyond the bay shoreline, but 91 meters of the

bayward perimeter of the washover was removed by tidal currents between 1952
and 1978.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers constructed sand dunes during 1965 and
1967 across the massive washover breach at belt G (U.S. Army Engineer Divi-

sion, New England, 1979). By 1978 these dunes were 5 meters high, 100 meters
wide, and continuous except for two breach vashovers north and south of the

belt (Fig. 125) . Back-barrier dunes developed poorly since the artificial,
seaward dunes reduced overwash and aeolian sand supply for dune building. A
series of small, low dune ridges, which were remnants of drift-line dunes that
failed to fuse into the dune line, were interspersed throughout the salt

marsh. Since these low ridges acted as barriers to frequent tidal flooding
from the bay side, much of the young salt marsh at belt G had a very low
biomass.
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Other
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Figure 125. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt G.

Belt K is less than 40 years old since New North Beach had not extended
as far south as belt K. in 1938 (Figs. 90 and 124). This belt was very broad
in 1952, and was characterized by three spit recurves. Two of these recurves
had fused by 1970, and a salt marsh developed in the protected center of the

barrier. Sheet overwash buried sections of the seaward recurve in 1978.

The seaward spit recur"e had been severely eroded by ocean waves and cur-
rents. Dense, healthy Ammophila breviligxilata grew on both the ocean- and

bay-facing dunes (Fig. 126). Toward the center of the western spit recurve,

depauperate Ammophila bveviligulata grew with extensive stands of Artemisia
caudata and Chvusopsis falcata. Although the belt is only 26 years old,

Ammophila bveviligulata has already begun to decline in vigor in the interior

of the dune field in the absence of accreting sand due to r.he development of

high foredunes.
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Figure 126. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt K.

Four belts were chosen where vegetation and physiographic features had

developed within the past 10 years. belts X and Y were fenced and planted

with Ammophila breviligulata by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1968 in

a research project studying rates of dune development under a variety of

conditions (Knutson, 1980; Fig. 118). Belt J was completely overwashad in

1978 (Fig. 120), and belt L, located at the southern end of North Beach, has

developed since 1970 (Fig. 124).

Belts X and Y are located on Nauset Spit-Orleans near Nauset Heights. In

1978 the dune line constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers was 120

meters wide and 4.4 meters high at belt X and 100 meters wide and 3.5 meters

high at belt Y (Figs. 127 and 128). Elymus arenarius (sea-lynse grass) and

Car-ex kobomugi were planted at belt X and have survived in limited areas among

poorly developed stands of Ammophila breviligulata. Occasional drift-line

species were the only other plants present in these belts. Salt marsh had not

developed along the bay shore because the barrier was narrowed at this

location by swift bay channel currents.

Belt J is located east of Chatham light in the very narrow section of New

North Beach, which has in 26 years migrated landward a distance exceeding its

own width without inlet formation (Figs. 90 and 120). This belt, which was

extremely wide (620 meters) when it first formed at the spit terminus, nar-

rowed from both the ocean and bay sides (Table 54) . Ocean shoreline erosion

averaged 6.8 meters per year between 1952 and 1978.

Parts of belt J were planted by the Massachusetts Beach Buggy Association

in 1976. The entire belt was overwashed in 1978 with some sediment added to

the bay shrre. Along 80 meters of the belt transect, Ammophila brev-iligulata

was buried by washover deposits and recovered. Dane vegetation biomass at

belt J was among the highest along the Nauset Spit system (Table 55;. Only

one other species, Salsola kali, was present in the entire belt (Fig. 129).
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Figure 127. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt X.
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Figure 123. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt Y.
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Figure 129. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt J.

Belt L is located at the southern end of North Beach. Untii 1970 this

belt was characterized by unvegetated washovers (Fig. 124), but two well-

developed spit recurves had developed by 1978. Trie seaward recurve had dunes

1.75 meters high and 110 meters wide; the back-barrier recurve was 3 meters

high and 70 meters wide (Fig. 130). Natural dunes as formidable and as

rapidly built as those constructed at belts X and Y were present at belt L in

1978. These dunes rapidly increased in elevation benefiting from the abundant

sand available for dune building at the spit terminus. Winds traveling over
barren sand sources from all directions added sediment to the dunes. Tha

greatest dune development occurred on the western recurve reflecting the pre-
dominant northwest and southwest winds on Cape Cod. Since these dunes were

accreting very rapidly, Ar^mor.hili breviiigulata was the only major plant

species sampled within the belt.
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Figure 130. Vegetative-physiographic transect of belt L.
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d. Analysis of Data . Species lists have been compiled for all belts
sampled on Nauset Spit. Field data were transferred to tables in order to

correlate belt maps with quantitative vegetation information. Percent cover,
percent frequency, relative cover, and relative frequency were calculated for

each belt. Cover classes were converted to an appropriate percentage of 25 to

correlate cover class with point-intercept information-

Species diversity was calculated for each site, using Simpson's index
(Table 56). This index indicated that species diversity increases very
rapidly following an overwash. Belt J, which overwashed in February 1978,

had an extremely low species diversity index (0.0052) since only Anmophila
breviligulata was able to recover from burial in the area. belts X (0.3540)
and Y (0.0767), stabilized by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers within the

last 10 years, also had very low species diversity indexes reflecting the

selection pressure of rapid vertical accretion. Belts older than 10 years

did not differ markedly from one another in relation to age, even when drift-

line species, wore common in recently developed areas, were not considered.
Species richness was low in very recent areas, but as with species diversity,
it did net show pronounced trends in belts older Chan 10 years (Table 56).

Table 56. Species number and diversity index
for each belt site on Norti: Beach.

40 to 92

yrs old

D 38

H

I

26

45

Approx. 26

yrs old

Less Chan

10 vrs old

Diversity

0.7 457

0.3285

0.8596

0.7358

0.7842

0.6205

0.8606

0.4739

0.8375

0.7463

0.7751

0.0052

0.1035

0.3540

0.0767

1/2.
A prominence value (relative cover x relative frequency ) was calculated

for each species within each belt. The prominence value (Disraeli and Fonda,

1979) weights favored larger plants, which presumably have greater community
importance. A similarity matrix was constructed using a modification of the

Gleason similarity index:
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b + c

where a is the lower of the two relative cover values tor a species that is

held in common between two sites, b is the sum of the relative covers of one

site, and c is the sum of the relative covers of the second site. A simi-
larity index is a quantitative means of determining the similarity between two

sites. The range of index values is from (nc species in common) to 10U (all

species in common with equal prominence). For this analysis, the prominence

value was used rather than relative cover alone, to take into account more
detailed data. Table 57 is a matrix of all possible comparisons.

Based on the similarity matrix, a two-dimensional ordination was con-

structed of the 15 sampled belts (Beals, 1960; Fig. 131). An ordination is a

means of spatially separating samples based on any similar quantitative meas-

urement. Those belts which appear farthest apart are the least similar; those

that are closest are most similar. By assessing the community structure of

each area separately and all areas as a whole, subtle distinctions can be made

between different types of communities and the different structures of these

communities with relation to the length of time since overwash.

From the two-dimensional ordination it is evident that s vegetatively,

belts X and Y (the two CF.RC areas) are grouped with belts that have recently
developed or overwashed, ".elts J and L (Fig. 131; group I). These belts are
principally dominated by Ammop-.ila breviligulata with consistent drift-line
subdominants. These young areas have low species richness, particularly when
drift-line species are discounted (Table 56). Overall biomass is high on
young dunes, with the highest Armophila breviligulata biomass found on accret-
ing d'..nes (Table 55).

Oldest sites (belts B, C, E, and F) which have, not overwashed in the last

90 years are grouped broadly to the far left (Fig. 131, group II). These

areas have highly diversified, broad sand dunes and salt marshes. In all

four of these belts the dunes are 5 to 10 meters high and continuous. Belts B

and F are grouped close together because they both have well-developed

Hudsonia communities with Spartina patens and Agropyvon pungens characteristic
of marginally supratidal substrate. These grasslands may indicate that these

belts formed as a result of massive overwash which, when deflated, varied

gradually in elevation from low and high marsh zones to a broad transition
zone between marsh and dune. Supratidal grassland communities are absent from

young areas.

Belt A groups with the older belts (group II) even though the shrub and

dune communities have only developed since 1952. The salt marsh and grassland

at belt A are very similar to belts B, C, E, and F. A broad Spartina patens
high marsh is bordered by a narrow, poorly productive Spartina. alterniflora
low marsh. The dune and shrub communities of belt A also do not differ

greatly from the other belts, indicating that in as little as 26 years dunes

can form and become senescent. The Arrmophila bveviligulata biomass on the

west side of the dune field is as depauperate as any on North Beach. The

shrub community at belt A is as diversified as the communities at belts B

or C.
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X AXIS
Figure 131. Ordination of 15 belts on North Beach.

Belt D also groups with the older belts on North Beach (group II). This

area, which was barren sand in 1938, has developed all the major barrier com-

munities in only 40 years. Of particular interest is the highly diversified

salt marsh at belt D. Spartina aitemi flora biomass is low with many associ-

ates. The dunes at belt D are 6 meters high and broad as a result of rework-

ing of the 1938 washover.

Belt I also generally groups with the older belts (group II). Although

this belt has formed within the last 50 years, it. has well-developed shrub and

grassland communities. Armr.ophilo. bveviligulata in the dune community has the

highest productivity sampled on North Beach. This dune community completely

overwashed in 1978.

Group III (belts C, H, K, and Z) fall in an intermediate position between

the young belts (group I) and the older belts (group II). Belts G and K have

developed since 1952, and belt H, although initially formed in the 1930' s, was

partially overwashed in 1978. All three belts have a mixture of poorly and

well-developed dunes. Salt marshes are restricted to localized areas. Be.lt G

differs from all other areas because it has a very broad zone with depauperate

dune vegetation. This massive washover in 1952 received substantial inputs of

sand from overwash until the 1960's when the dune field became continuous.

The embryonic dunes, formed on the back barrier, rapidly deflated, resulting

in the senescence of Ammophila breviligulata. This belt, which was formed

similarly to belt D, does not appear to be developing in the same manner.

It is possible that at belt D, overwash continued for many years allowing

substantial oack dunes to form, and that rapid dune development at belt G,
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resulting from U.S. Army Corps of Engineers projects, reduced washover sedi-
ment available for dune building. The depauperate section of belt G may, in

time, be colonised by shrubs as has occurred at belt D. It should be noted,
however, that belt D is backed by glacial headlands which provide an adjacent
seed source for woody species, wh.er.eas belt G Is flanked by open water
(Pleasant Bay).

From these vegetative physiographic transects, it is apparent that the
rate of development of all plant communities and physiographic features on
North Beach is extremely rapid. Dunes have been evident from aerial photog-
raphy analysis on washovers deposited over salt marshes in as little as 3

years. Since the major dune species on North Beach can recover from substan-
tial overwash burial, washovers on dune communities may appear unvegetated
on aerial photos when, in fact, dune building is occurring very rapidly in the
area. The greatest Ammophila breviligulata biotaass on North Beach occurs in

areas that have recently overwashed (belts H, I, and J; Table 55). These
biomass data even exceed data collected on building foredunes (belts K, L,

X, and Y) . As much as 70 centimeters of sand can be added to a low dune by

overwash in a single year (see Sec. II).

Most new dune development has been associated with massive washovers on
Old North Beach and with spit elongation on New North Beach and Nauset Spit-
Orleans. Dune development on massive washovers at North Beach often begins at

the western edge of the feature in drift lines. Often these dunes at the bay-
ward edge do not survive once overwash and continued sand supplies are reduced
or eliminated. These low dunes may deflate rapidly and become colonized by

high marsh vegetation, or If these dunes do not deflate ro high marsh eleva-
tions, Agropyron pungcns may colonize these slightly elevated sites.

Dunes will, in a short while, build on the landward part of massive wash-
overs at the location of remnant dunes or drift piles. Small washover fans

and breaches may provide some sand for the expansion of the dune line locally,
but do r jt play a major role in dune-building processes and landward displace-
ment of the physiographic zones of a barrier system.

Species diversity on sand dunes at North Beach increases after the initial
rapid building period, but does not continue to increase with time (Table 56).

Once a dune no longer increases in elevation, several plant species rapidly
invade less vigorous stands of Ammophila breviligulata. Shrubs ussy colonize
the area if foredune height reduces salt spray and seeds are available. If

the site remains stable for many years, stands of Ammophila breviligulata
may begin to decline in vigor, giving way to Hudeonia tomentoea, Chrysopsis
falaata, Artemisia caudata, Lechea maritima. (pinweed) , and Cladonia spp.

These species can be used as indicators of substrate stability, but may
reflect only very recent conditions; senescent dune zones develop rapidly.
Belt K, which is less than 26 years old, has a broad, stable dune area in the

interior of two large spit recurves with extensive stands of dead and dying
Ammophila breviligulata.

Spit recurves have developed at the terminus of North Beach opposite
embayments in the Chatham mainland, increasing dune field and barrier width.

In several areas (belts H, I, and J) , these recurves have been truncated
on the bay side by tidal currents in Chatham Harbor, resulting in apparent
parallel dune ridges on the bay and ocean shorelines of the barrier. The bay

shoreline dunes should not be confused with washovtr-derived dunes which, if

isolated from the ocean dune line, are also low in elevation.
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Salt marshes develop rapidly on North Beach, although marsh development
is not as predictable as dune development. In as little as 10 years, salt
marshes have become visible on aerial photos in areas that had been washovers.
Only with shallow deposits at the outer edges of washovers do salt-marsh
species recover from burial. These recovering species often do cot survive
unless overwash activity is reduced in the area. Although rhizome outgrowth
into shallow bay water has increase^ marsh area along some sections of Old
North Beach, most new salt marshes develop on washovers. la some sections
of Old North Beach, cores and _-e.ich.es reveal layers of salt-marsh peat over-
lain by washover deposits, which have been recolomzed by marsh vegetation.
Marshes on North Beach tend to survive in place for longer periods of time
than dunes, because of their bayward position and protection afforded by the
dune line.

Shrub communities have also developed rapidly on North Beach. At belts A,
D, and I, t>hrub communities have developed in less than 40 years. Three pitch
pines at belt 1 are 5 meters tall and lu centimeters in diameter, but these
trees may have been planted by homeowners. At belt D a felled juniper that
had not been buried by overwash was aged at 32 years, although the belt was
overwashed 40 years ago. The development of shrub communities is dependent on
protection from salt spray and seed availability. Belts closer to the glacial
headlands in Orleans undoubtedly have greater access to seed supplies of

Myrica, Junivevue , Salix, Rhus, and R\buo, which are common at belts A and D.

Shrub communities are not a good indicator of the age of a site over 25 years,
unless dating of individual trees or shrubs is undertaken.

Supratidal grassland communities are present in many areas on Old North
Beach and appear to be associated with older washovers. All the species in
this zone are at least marginally salt tolerant. The grassland community on
North Beach may be equivalent to the narrow ecotone in Nauset Spit-Eastham
between dune and salt-marsh communities and may only exist as a broad area on
North Beach because the tidal range is very low in upper Pleasant Bay.

In general, classical ecological succession does not appear to occur on
North Beach. The entire spit system is migrating rapidly landward by overwash
processes and inlet dynamics. Few areas on the spit are older than 110 years.
With the exception of members of the stable dune communities, all the species
dominant on North Beach can grow in bare sandy substrate. The particular
species colonizing an area is dependent on environmental factors operating ou
undeveloped soil, such as the level of cidal flooding, soil salinity, 60il
moisture, exposure to salt spray, degree of substrate stability, and propagule
availability.

V. DISCUSSION

1. Migratlonal Processes .

Many barrier beaches along the east coast of the United States are under-
going landward retreat in response to sea level rise. Landward displacement
can be divided into two separate phenomena: migration of the barrier landform
as a whole and migration of physiographic features (e.g., sand dunes) on the
barrier surface. The barrier width can be defined as the continuous unit
extending from the berm to the bay shoreline or first major waterway. In

order for landward barrier migration to occur, material must be eroded along
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the oceanfront, and material must be added to the back.-barrier margin. If

sand Is only lost along the oceanfront the barrier has simply eroded. If

sand is only added to the backshore without shoreline erosion, the barrier has

widened. Barrier migration occurs over long periods of time and is often the

result of continuous shoreline erosion with periodic back-barrier extension
resulting from inlet activity or overwash.

Surficlal features, such as dunes, may move over the subaerial barrier
without the extension of the barrier beach as a whole toward the mainland.

Overwash and aeolian processes may transport sand across the dune line. On

northeast barriers, this sand is often deposited on salt-inarsh vegetation,

which does not recover from deep burial (greater than 33 centimeters). Dune

plants often colonize these deposits, resulting in landward displacement of the

dune line at the expense of salt-marsh vegetation. If new dunes form on the

site of previous salt marshes and no new substrate Is added to the bay

shoreline, the barrier as a whole has not migrated.

There are three general mechanisms by which barrier beaches move landward:

(a) aeolian, (b) overwash, and (c) inlet processes. Along some sections of

the east and gull coasts, one of these processes may dominate. For instance,

large quantities of sand have been transported beyond the hack-barrier margin

by prevailing onshore winds at Padre Island, Texas (Malhewson, Clary, and Stin-

son, 1975). Overwash processes have been shown to dominate some small micro-

tidal barriers (Maurineyer, 1978). Sediment is carried across the barrier in

either small pulses with washovers, adding little sediment to the back barrier

or, on a larger scale, as long barrier sections are overw.ished, contributing

great volumes of sand to the bay shoreline. By far the most prevalent means

of barrier migration along the cast coast is by inlet-associated sand transport.

At Nauset Spit, inlets historically have played a major role in landward

sediment transfers along all sectors and presently in many areas. N3uset Bay

is essentially filled with marsh Islands constructed on flood-tidal delta

deposits. Nauset Inlet continues periodically to migrate north and south,

introducing additional material to fill depressions while still maintaining an

inlet channel. The upper reaches of Pleasant Bay have also experienced much

sedimentation and, hence, shallowing by inlet activity. The earliest records

date to 1602 when explorers noted a series of inlets cut through the North

Beach barrier. This spit segment has undergone at least three different

series of inlet formation with subsequent inlet migration downdrift. In this

process of cyclic inlet breaching and spit regeneration, the entire barrier

structure has been effectively displaced landward. Only at Chatham Harbor has

the barrier rebuilt in the same general location during the last cycle (1860's

to present) since a particular hydraulic area of the channel roust be maintained

to accommodate the tidal flow within Pleasant Bny. North Beach may now be in

a position that the historic barrier spit fronting the glacial headlands of

Chatham will not reform, resulting in future cliff erosion by direct ocean

wave attack.

During this study of barrier beach processes along Nauset Spit, the impor-

tance of inlet dynamics and overwash in barrier migration became evident.

Barrier migration was studied using shallow cores, early maps, aerial photog-

raphy, and individual storm data. Core data showed that overwash previously

occurred along some sections of Nauset. On Nauset Spit-Easthara, a salt marsh

existed behind barrier dunes approximately 815 years B.P. This marsh was
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subsequently buried with overwash sand which was carried up to 250 meters
beyond the bayward edge of the marshy Sediment deposited along the bay
shoreline was colonized by salt-marsh vegetation, and sand subsequently placed
on top of the salt marsh was colonized by dune vegetation.

Nauset Spit-Eastham was extensively overwashed during the February 1978
northeaster. While 75 percent of the dune line was leveled and 32 percent of

the salt marsh was buried, only 1.7 hectares of new substrate was added along
the bay margin, resulting in barrier migration. Large-scale migration of

Nauset Spit-Eastham did not occur during this major storm because the barrier
was already widened prior to the storm due to the major overwash event during
the 1700' s. Reworking of these extensive washover deposits will eventually
lead to the formation of a new dune line in a position landward of prestorm
dunes. Overwash will have resulted in the migration of surface features along
Nauset Spit-Eastham. Because the basal peat layer will prevent future inlet
activity along the northeast section of Nauset Spit-Eastham, overwash will
eventually result in landward migration of this section of the spit system.

On Old North Beach, core data revealed that washover sand had buried a
salt marsh approximately 200 years ago; peaty material was outcropping along
the ocean beach ir, 1978. Salt-marsh vegetation had colonized this washover
surface and survived long enough to form a peat layer before being buried by
overwash again. Thus, barrier rollover at this North Beach location and at
the location of the sinking of the Spavvow-Hauk in 1626 has been determined to
be less than 250 years.

Overwash has been a major factor in the evolution of Old North Beach;
inlets have not affected this section of Nauset during the past 110 years.
While an average of 242 meters was lost to shoreline erosion during this
period, average barrier width decreased by only 90 meters since overwash
widened the barrier in many locations. Barrier width aldng 37 percent of

Old North Beach decreased because glacial deposits abutting the barrier have
made further migration impossible. Eventually the glacial highlands of Little
Pocket Island and Nauset Heights will be exposed to wave attack and the bar-
rier beach will be converted by erosion into a beach fronting a headland at

these locations.

2. Vegetative Response to Overwash .

The response of barrier-beach vegetation to overwash burial was studied
using U.S. Coast Survey maps and aerial photos as well as prestorm and post-
storm vegetation and elevation data. The location of dunes, salt marshes,
shrubs, and washovers was mapped along the spit system for periods from 1851

to 1978 to determine the rate of plant community development and morphologi-
cal changes along the barrier system. Vegetation and elevation data were
collected in 1977 and compared to data acquired after the February 1978
northeaster. The immediate response of major June and salt-marsh species to

overwash and the colonization of washovers were documented from these data.

IXines play an important role in the stabilization of barrier beaches.
IXines, which act as barriers to wave attack during all but the most severe
storms, provide protection for back-barrier vegetation. Salt-marsh plants
become established in low-energy, intertidal regions of the barrier. Areas
that are subject to frequent overwash or swift bay-side currents do not
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support salt-uiarsh vegetation. Dunes also reduce salt-spray intensity,
which allows the establishment of salt-intolerant species to the lee of this
barrier. Finally, dunes act as sediment reservoirs for both nourishment of
beaches during storms and for washover deposits. During storms some of the
sediment removed from the i-each by wave activity is replaced by dune-face
erosion. Surges that cross the berm crest carry beach and eroded dune sedi-
ment to landward positions. This sediment is reworked by the wind duri.ng

interstora periods. On Nauset Spit, prevailing winds transport much of the
washover sediment eastward. Remnant and newly established dunes trap some of
this sand, eventually recreating a continuous dune line.

In 1978 the dune line at Nauset Spit-Eastham was high and almost contin-
uous. Most of the dunes along Nauset Spit-Easthaia affected by the February
1978 overwash were leveled and the vegetative surface was eroded. Some sec-
tions of the dune at site 3 were, however, buried by up to 67 centimeters of
overwash sand without disturbing the vegetative surface. The four major dune
species found on the Nauset Spit system, Armnopkila breviligulata, Artemisia
stellev'-aruz, Lathyvus japonicus, and Solidxxgo sempevvirens, were present in

quadrats sampled before and after overwash at this location. All four species
were able to recover from deep overwash burial. Washover deposition equaled
typical high, annual evels of wind-transported sand deposition in dunes. On
low-lying, well-vegetated dunes, overwash plays an important role in dune
building.

Following overwash, wind deflation of extensive washover flats aids in
the redevelopment of the dune line. At Nauset Spit the prevailing sand-
transpcrting winds move sand offshore; remnant dunes trap much of the material
deflated from washovers. Along the outer edges of the washover, drift mate-
rial is deposited, by spring high tides. Sand reworked from the v;a3hover also
accumulates differentially in the vicinity of emerging drift-line plants, thus
building new dunes on the fan surface through time.

Shrub communities are found in areas of North Beach protected from salt
spray. The frequency of shrubs decreases with distao.ce from the glacial head-
lands at Nauset Heights, reflecting a decrease in stability of the barrier and
a decrease in propagule availability. Shrubs have little importance in the
maintenance of the physical stability of the barrier since a cohesive sub-
strate has not been developed that could appreciably slow erosion and downward
cutting during major storms.

Many of the shrubs on northeast barrier beaches appear to recover from
overwash burial. Rosa rugosa, Myrica pensylvanic-a, and Prunus maritima, major
shrub species on Nauset, survived burial of lower plant parts. Changes in
water-table height caused by increased elevation may lead to anaerobic con-
ditions in the shrub root zones; therefore, overwash deposition may eventually
kill these plants. Major shrub communities on Nauset do not appear to grow
through washover sediment and reestablish a shrub community. isolated plants
have recovered, however, and have survived burial for many years.

An aerial photography analysis indicated that shrub communities became
established on new washover substrate in as little as 26 years. On Nauset,
shrub species generally invade bare, stable washover pediment that is

protected from high levels of salt spray. Ammophila breviligulata may have

grown briefly in the area, but undoubtedly does not alter the sandy surface
appreciably.
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Salr marshes are important in contributing organic material to the bay and
in providing stability to the barrier by the formt»tioa of peat. Over many
years, salt marshes accumulate fine-grained sediment and organic material,
building cohesive peat. Peat prevents excessive scouring during overwash,
which could lead to inlet formation. Peat outcrops along the ocean beach also
slow shoreline erosion a i, as at the southern end of Nauset Spit-Eastham,
salt-marsh peat has apparently slowed the lateral, northward migration of

Nauset Inlet.

Salt-marsh vegetation is generally not eroded by overwash surges. After
crossing the dune ?oae, surges slow due to flow divergence and essentially
stop where ponded bay waters are encountered.

Salt-marsh plants on Nauset Spit-Eastham were buried by as much as 110
centimeters of sand. Only Spartina patens and Spartina altemiflora were able
to recover, in restricted areas, from more than 10 centimeters of overwash
deposition; Spartina patens recovered from up to 33 centimeters of burial.
Plants at prestorm high elevations recovered better than plants at lower
elevations. Data obtained from shallow wells indicated that the ground water
table is raised beneath washover deposits. Anaerobic conditions resulting
from waterlogging may limit the recovery of Spartina patens at low elevations
and in areas of deep burial.

Spartina altemiflora recovered from as much as 22 centimeters of washover
sand in 1978. Unlike Spartina patens, burial recovery was best at lowest
elevations. Higher elevations are less frequently flooded and soil salinity
may increase beyond the tolerance levels of Spartvna altemiflora.

Many of tb° Spartina patens and Spartina altemiflora plants that had
recovered from burial in 1978 were either dead or dying by 1980. The larvae
of a weevil had invaded the cortex of many Spartina altemiflora plants that
were yellow and dying; many Spartina patens plants that had recovered in 1978
were dead in 1980 and had rotted at a point 5 to 10 centimeters before the
surface. Sediment deposition may have raised the elevation-water table height
to a point that plant vigor was lost and waterlogging produced anaerobic con-
ditions, weakening and ultimately killing the plants.

The aerial photography analysis indicated that salt marshes can form in
as little as 10 years on newly placed washovers, but nev; salt marshes do not
form on barren, intertidal washovers until overwash pressures are reduced.
Salt marshes are established either by rhizome outgrowth from recovering or

adjacent marsh plants, by plant fragments eroded from creek margins, or by
seed. Following overwash, both Spartinae are able to expand rapidly by

rhizome extension. Plants at the margins of washovers will colonize inter-
tidal washovers at a rate of approximately 1 meter per year. Blocks of salt-
marsh peat (mainly Spartina altemiflora) with living plants are frequently
eroded along creek margins and carried by tides to intertidal positions where
roots develop, anchoring the peat block. Many of these blocks are ice-rafted
to the upper range of Spartina altemiflora. Fragments of both Spartina
altemiflora and Spartina patens are also occasionally found among drift
material deposited following overwash at the outer margin of washovers
by spring tides. Spartina altemiflorVL seedlings in drift lines did not
survive the dry summers during the course of this study. Spartina patens
var. monogyna survived in drift lines and expanded energetically during the

following years. Seeds of both Spartina altemiflora and Spartina patens
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germinate at the upper edge of the intertidal zone. During the 3 years of
this study, Spavtina seedlings were not found on recent washovers but were
present in other upper-intertidal areas protected from overwash.

3. Barrier Migration Model.

Overwash and the vegetative response tc overwash have played important
roles in tha landward migration of Nauset Spit. Washovers along Nauset can bi
divided into two types based on their si^e and influence in barrier migration:
washover fans and flats. Washover fans form as breaches through the dune
line and result in small amounts of sand deposition to the lee of the dune
field (Fig. 132). Along the Nauset Spit system, these deposits are frequently
placed on salt-marsh vegetation; recovery from burial occurs only at the edges
of the washover where deposits are less than 34 centimeters for Spavtina
patens and 23 centimeters for Spavtina altevniflora, tost marsh plants do not
recover from burial, leaving the washover fan barren and subject to wind
deflation. At Nauset Spit, the prevailing west winds carry washover sand to
the beach and to the back dunes adjacent to the washover throat (Fig. 132, c).

The percentage of sand returned to the beach and lost from the system
depends on the general form of the washover, prevailing wind directions, and
the width of the washover throat. At the washover studied in detail along
Nauset Spit-Eastham, 52 percent of the sediment deflated from the fan was
added to the landward margin of the barrier dunes and 22 percent was returned
to the ocean beach. Although 62 percent of the original deposit was redis-
tributed by winds and tides, the entire washover remained above the general
elevation range of salt-marsh species. The eventual plant communities that
form on small washover fans are dependent on the elevation of the deflated
surface as it is stabilized by vegetation.

Because the Nauset barrier system is oriented north to south and prevail-
ing sand-transporting winds are from tha west, there is little opportunity for
dune-building on small washover fans since there is only a limited amount of
sand in upwind positions. Low dunes may form on a washover fan, hut washover
sediment is reduced as dunes coalesce acrobP the washover thro<.-t, and new
dunes on washovers rapidly reach a maximum height and begin to deflate. After
several years (5 to 7), a small washover fan appears as a crescent-shaped rise
on the salt marsh adjacent to the dune line. The dune line may have migrated
slightly landward as sand deflated from the washover and accumulated in back-
bar-ier dunes (Fig. 132, d). Tine washover itself may he colonized by supra-
tidal vegetation, which has built very low dunes. Otherwise, these dunt3 may
have deflated and Anrnophila bveviligulata-domiv.^zed vegetation may be out-
coicpeted by species adapted to periodic saltwater flooding, such as Spavtina
patens var. rnonogyna and Agvopyvon punge.m. The net result of snall-scale
overwash is that the dune line is displaced slightly landward.

In the second case, large-scale washovers play a very important role in
barrier migration (Fig. 133). Prior to overwash, the barrier beach may con-
sist of a continuous dune line backed by salt marsh. During a major storm the
barrier dune is eroded to a point where low elevation dunes and blowouts are
overtopped by overwash surges. These surges erode an increasingly wide chan-
nel through the dune line by lateral cutting until broad sections of the dunes
are entirely flattened (Fig. 133, c). During overwash, large volumes of sand
may be carried from the beach and dune to the back barrier. Some of this
sediment may be transported into the bay, resulting in landward extension of
the barrier unit.
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Figure 132. Model of role of overwash and vegetative response tor
small washover features.
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Figure 133. Model of role of overwash and vegetative response to overwaeh
In the landward migration of a northeastern barrier beach.
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Following overwash, organic debris is left on Che washover surface In

large clumps. Organized drift lines are also deposited along the outer mar-
gins of washover flats by spring high tides. The surface of the salt marsh
is generally increased to elevations above the natural range of salt-marsh
species. Fragments of dune plants present in drift lines regenerate and

seeds germinate leading to the establishment of dune vegetation. As with the

smaller washovers along Nauset Spit, the westerly winds deflate these wash-
overs (Fig. 133, d). Most of the deflated sediment is returned to the ocean
beach because extensive sections of the dune line have been leveled. Rhizome
extension from surrounding dunes plays a smaller role in the stabilization and
revegetation of large washovers than it does on smaller fans due to the large
ratio of fan area to vegetative perimeter.

Dunes begin to develop in the location of drift material. In contrast
to the case of small washovers, these dunes continue to build as overwash
continues to add sediment to the back of the washover in upwind positions
relative to the drift lines. The lack of constraining foredunes allows over-
wash to take place for several years (5 to 10), augmenting this sand supply.
Drift-line dunes are usually not eroded during overwash since they are located
in landward positions. During the final stages of dune recovery, washover
passages through the foredunes periodically coalesce during windy, interstorm
periods.

Eventually the dune line becomes continuous and the back barrier deflates
to intertidal elevations at which moist sand will not saltate (Fig. 133).
The net result of large-scale overwash is that after many years (10 to 20),
all barrier features are displaced landward. New dunes, resulting from sand
accumulation around vegetation initiated in drift lines, coalesce with vege-
tation expanding by rhizome extension from remnant dunes. New salt marsh
forns in the lee of these dunes, and the barrier beach as a whole is displaced
landward with the establishment of the same general physiographic features and

vegetative composition.

4. Engineering Implications .

All sections of the Nauset Spit system are subject to draraatic changes
either by Inlet activity or overwash. The four units designated during this
study are eroding at progressively faster rates with distance from the major
source of sediment along Outer Cape Cod, the glacial cliffs. Increased ero-
sion rates lead to more rapid landward migration and more unstable conditions.
The outer shoreline appears to be readjusting toward a slightly more southwest
to northeast orientation. Mannsade structures along all sections of the spit
system will be subject to destruction during storms. The most stable unit,
Nauset Spit-Eastham, appears to be undergoing a longer migration cycle than
other sections of the spit system.

Artificial creation and maintenance of dunes and salt marshes can be used
to extend various periods of the migration cycle but will not alter the basic
biogeological process. With the initiation of a new inlet through North
Beach, the town of Chatham will be subject to wave assault and severe erosion.
Dune stabilization will not prevent the eventual formation of an inlet through
this section cf North Beach, which is eroding at a rate of 5.8 meters per year
and is only 110 meters wide in soee areas. Salt marshes cannot serve aa an
inlet deterrent because of the length of titre required to establish a thick
peat layer.
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Nauset Spit-Orleans will also narrow through time until it will overwash,
an inlet will form, and the spit north of Nauset Heights will be lost—perhaps
fusing to Nauset Spit-Eastham as the inlet channel shifts. Oane stabilization
along Nauset Spit-Orleans will only increase the rate of barrier narrowing as
occasional overwash widening will be prevented.

Overwash will continue at Old North Beach and Nauset Spit-Eastham. Exten-
sive dune stabilization can reduce overwash activity for a period of time
resulting in calra back-barrier conditions necessary for the establishment of
salt-marsh vegetation. Artificially established dunes will continue to narrow
in the absence of washover sediment in upwind positions, and these foredunes
will eventually be destroyed with incessant shoreline erosion. Salt-marsh
peat behind the barriers will continue to restrict inlet formation.

Without artificial dune and salt-marsh establishment, new dunes and salt
marshes will form along those parts of the barrier within the correct eleva-
t tonal ranges. However, it may be many years before high dunes are once again
present on Nauset Spit-Eastham. A continuous dune line may not reform and
appear at; it did prior to 1978. New dunes, if artificially established,
snould be constructed well landward of the berm crest to allow for future
shoreline erosion. Natural dunes will form toward the back of washovers in
drift lines and expand eastward.

Salt marshes can also be established effectived on washover flats. Care
should be taken to plant Spartina patens and Spavtim. alterrdflova at eleva-
tions within their natural range along the spit system. Plantings should also
be conducted only in areas that are not subject to continued overwash or high-
energy conditions (.swift currents near inlet channels or long fetch directions
on the bay side).

Rapid shoreline erosion, high rates of littoral drift, and harbor condi-
tions render rigid structures ineffective in a practical sense. By working in
association with natural processes, segments of the migrational cycle can be
expanded but not restricted.
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